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he thematic block Complexity and Involvement in Contemporary Aesthetics
is the result of the virtual conference ithin hich context it is debated about
the issue of contem orary aesthetic and hiloso hy of architecture, visual
erformative arts and critical ractice at the beginning of the second decade of
the 21s t century. Contem orary com lexities and involvements are indicated as
essential accessing roblem units. It concerns the com lexity of the discourse
on aesthetics, ho ever, also the architectural and artistic manifestations hich
these discourses relate to. Involvement is seen in modalities of communication,
action and exchange both ithin the field of architecture and visual arts, as also
ithin theori ing of contem orary a lied aesthetics, a lied hiloso hy or
scientific s eciali ations. In this context the interdisci linarity is understood as
movement bet een defined disci lines hich are brought into e istemological
correlation, and transdisci liniraty is understood as nomadic movement and
transitory-existence in various disci lines and disci linary contexts.
he texts in the thematic block Complexity and Involvement in Contemporary
Aesthetics have been set as a collection of interdisci linary and transdisci linary
studies on:
CRITICAL THEORY
OF SPACE

RETHINKING
MODERNISM

PERFORMATIVITY
AND ARCHITECTURE

FUNDAMENTAL
ARCHITECTURAL
AESTHETICS

POLITICIZATION
OF ARCHITECTURAL
THEORY AND
AESTHETICS

r en
and
Somhegyi

Amanai
and
Nikolić

Srećković

Stevanović

S itek,
uvaković
and Dedić

hese com rise the debates aiming at hard theori ation of modern aesthetics
through confrontation ith the com lexity of modernity in relation to the
a earance of time and s ace in social and cultural atterns of architecture,
vusuality and erformativity.
he authors of the scientific debates from diverse cultural contexts of
contem orary global and transitional orld and thus the ideology of
com lexity and involvement is underlined they come from: urkey (Jale
r en), ungary urkey ( olt n Somhegyi), Ja an (Daiki Amanai), Poland
( abriele S itek) and Serbia (Vladimir Stevanović, Nikola Dedić, Sanela
Nikolić, Bil ana Srećković).

I n t r o d u c t i o n

he ork of the Serbian Society for Aesthetics of Architecture and Visual Arts
for the second time resents itself to the ublic by a thematic block re ared
f or SAJ. In the context of the Society ork there ere develo ed the formats
of disci linary discourses of architecture and visual arts, interdisci linary
studies of various architectural and artistic fields, and transdisci linary
and transcultural ma ing of otential areas and contexts for research of
the a lied aesthetic theory. he a lied aesthetics and a lied hiloso hy
ere synchronously develo ed by means of otential humanities and social
scientific disci lines as an o en and roblem solving theoretical ractice of the
research of discourse on architecture and the arts.
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THE CITY AS SOCIAL SCULPTURE

A B S T R A C T
he arguments in this a er try to sho that the city is basically
a social s ace and that before its fixed hysical matter in the
form of architecture and urban structures, it is the eo le that
construct the essential character and resence of a city. he idea
of social scul ture is taken as a vivid meta hor that refers back to
the ork and ideas of Jose h Beuys. Beuys claimed that events
and actions of the eo le in a city ere social scul tures and
he illustrated this in his famous street-s ee ing erformance
ith his students. he city belongs to the eo le and cities are
res onsibilities of their inhabitants. In arguing for this, the a er
refers also to the
events in Istanbul. hese arguments lead
to the conclusion that more vital and meaningful art of the future
ill have to relate to the urban context more than anything else.
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INTRODUCTION
y argument focuses on the idea that the city is constituted rimarily by
the activities, relationshi s, bodies and attitudes of its social entities. I ill
back-u this thesis ith Beuys term social scul ture hich he coined for
a social-activist event that he reali ed ith his students, s ee ing the streets
and collecting trash. he term social scul ture is indicative of a relationshi
bet een the larger ublic as society and art hich has a s ecific hysicality,
lace and meaning. Social scul ture has to be understood as being very
different from ublic scul ture it refers to a community of individuals that
create a formal mass hich is both material and meta hysical.
I use the term coined by Beuys for a s ecific event, for a more com rehensive
context, the city. he city understood as social scul ture im lies a greater eb
of relationshi s that are hysical, s iritual, olitical and aesthetic.

SOCIAL SCULPTURE
Beuys referred to his action of s ee ing the streets ith his students, on
the orkers Day on ay 1, as Social Scul ture . his conce t hich is a
synthesis of art and olitics, introduced in the early 19 0 s, as ro hetic
of the dynamics and a areness created by urban manifestations and social
u risings till our day. Although this action cost Beuys his ob at the university,
both his erformances and installations that aimed at connecting art and
everyday raxis hich he reali ed ithin the Fluxus grou and his activities
and manifestos ithin avant-garde movements have on him an unforgettable
lace in the 20th century art.
Although Beuys as invited to oin the university some time later, the
rinci les of the Fluxus art grou
ithin hich he orked ere to make
contact ith everyday life and ith society from outside of institutions to
make life in all its manifestations the sub ect and context of art. his rinci le
can be valid both for olitical and non-or anti- olitical ractices. In fact,
as e have seen during the
events resistance and o osition have
assumed reality and validity through multi le relationshi s, through everyday
activities, ractices and through art and have also attained an aesthetic content
as engaging activities. he fact that resistance activities have brought together
diverse eo le and created a social dialogue, have evolved a ositive social
dynamism against the se arating, isolating and alienating olitical and
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I argue that recent u risings and activist events hich have been taking lace
in many cities, voicing ne ex ectations from the city, have given form to a
ne conce t of urban life.
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economic systems. A resistance that is not se arated from everyday ractice
and the a areness of the com lexity of the inhabited environment can be the
most effective ea on against the homogeni ing and controlling strategies
of administrative o ers. Because diversity and com lexity cannot be forced
into a unified order they constantly change center thus defeating centrali ed
o er hich strives to dominate.
In this essay I ill try to analy e the social structure of the city and elaborate
on the olitical, cultural-aesthetic and ethical otential of social activities.
In this res ect the o er of social activities to transform urban s ace and to
create aesthetic and ethical situations ill be discussed in the light of the
events that took lace in Istanbul in s ring 2013. By a lying Beuys conce t
of Social Scul ture to the city, the city, architecture, cultural and artistic
relations ill be analy ed and it ill be attem ted to develo the ne visions
for the actual olitical and social aradoxes.
THE CONCEPT OF SOCIAL SCULPTURE
iterature concerned ith the social form and the olitical ualities of the city
since the 19 0 s has largely been ins ired by ublic manifestations of different
orld cities. In this context, there can be several ex lanations of Beuys and
his students action hich can be inter reted as social scul ture. o s ee
the streets and to see the trash as socially given, oints to im ortant relations
bet een the city and its users. Primarily, to transform the street, to give it form
and to intervene are ays of claiming the city hich no urban ro ect envisages
for city d ellers. efebvre claims that all urban ro ects and lanning are
reali ed in s ite of the users and assify the eo le.1 he fact that the citi en
goes out to s ee the street is a demonstration of his active involvement.
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Figure 1.

adrid City Center

Figure 2. A street artist in Bei ing
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his being the ex ression of a o erful ill is also a transforming action.
For Beuys the most im ortant ro erty of art as its o er to change and to
transform the orld.

oday, in the light of these manifestations, e have begun to understand,
to uestion, to inter ret and to conceive in their multi le otentials cities,
ublic urban s aces, green areas, streets, avements, alls and areas that
are accessible or closed to the citi en. In fact, the action of Beuys and of his
students and later the u risings against urban conditions by the youth and by
the eo le ho are excluded, have to be seen as active artici ation in the city.
In other ords, this means to be art of the hysicality of the city ith one s
o n body. his kind of artici ation inevitably becomes both a material and
a s iritual content of the city. hen eo le actively get involved in the urban
environment, hysically, through taking active art, they become not only the
content, but also the context, because it is their drive hich creates the greater
meaning of the urban field. he images from the e i event have sho n that
the basic structure of the city is its social body.
In this res ect it ould also be hel ful to try to understand vandalism and
aggressive actions by the young eo le of eri heral settlements, such as the
ones that took lace outside Paris in 2010, as a ay to be art of urban reality,
in a negative ay, because the venues of ositive action ere not ossible nor
ere they indicated to the youth.
I

ould like here to ste aside and mention the actions that destroy or litter
ublic scul tures in arks and ublic areas. any of these cannot be called
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A revolution that takes lace ithin a ne social unity here everyone is
creative and here creative otential of each erson can be reali ed, for Beuys,
ould be a real ork of art and ould change the orld. For him the rocess
that creates a scul ture and the conce t of scul ture can be exam les of the
rocess that can roduce the idea and the sha e of a revolution. Because, a
scul ture is first imagined, begins to emerge as idea and thought, takes on a
more definite form in time, begins to be molded and scul ted and after a definite
time rocess reaches its final sha e. A social action, in the same ay, takes on
sha e ust like a scul ture, through a rocess. herefore, Beuys sees scul ture
as the symbol of a social action. Social Scul ture means for him ho
e reali e,
ho
e sha e and transform the orld in hich e live.2 he increasing social
u risings of our day, in the ords of Beuys, are the art of action and may be
ointing to the evolution of a ublic art hich Beuys ro hesi ed.
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vandalism because they do not intend to destroy (even if in the end they have
a negative effect) but rather to be art of the ork and to be visible in the city.
any young men sign their names and ut u signs indicating their romantic
interests, or stick their ortraits or logo s onto the scul tures. Such action is
a demonstration that these eo le also ant to take art in sha ing the city
and to ex ress themselves, very much like most of graffiti, some of hich is
considered today as ublic art. o turn this into a ositive act is ossible, by
allo ing and making it ossible in educative and material ays, the ositive
action by these eo le.
Negative acts that can be called vandalism are also rooted in the im ossibility
felt by some eo le in artici ating in the sha ing of the environment and in
feeling excluded. his is an issue that has to be treated se arately. None of the
olitical demonstrations, such as the e i or Seattle events can be seen under
this category. On the contrary they ere al ays eaceful and often aesthetic
in several ays.
URBAN STRUCTURE
Today the reality of the city no longer resides in its static hysicality, in its
buildings, streets, avenues, but in the social dynamics, in the life rhythm of
its eo le, in the communication net orks. any of the static buildings in
a city can be seen as laces here eo le are isolated and cut off the real
city, the city here time and s ace are dynamic is the geogra hy here
eo le are interacting, here relationshi s are ossible and here s aces
become alive ith the actions of the eo le. his geogra hy may sometimes
become invisible, but is transformed into a net ork of communication and
transmission it becomes a field of a areness and affect.
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hinking of the city in conventional ays brings to our mind the architectural
and hysical matter, the streets, buildings, alls, fences, boulevards, sho
indo s, buildings erected in a static manner and as halted roads. ike a huge
model. A static structure. And a all that hinders human movement. he city
of okyo hich im enders hotogra hed hile everybody as slee ing
looked like a ghost to n. e usually think of cities in this ay. ven if there
are eo le they move bet een these structures as mysterious shado s. ach
ne era creates different forms in this configuration. Buildings rise u and are
torn do n, then get re laced by ne ones hich create ne a earances but
each time e look and imagine the city, e think about it as the mixture of
static forms.
In this connection the fact that e have to erceive both the urban structure
and its architecture in ne
ays has become obvious ith the recent u risings.
hat is crucial is not to design and to build the city ith buildings. A ne
a areness has emerged in hich it is im ortant to evaluate the com lexity of
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oday the city is erceived in a different manner and is re resented by different
kinds of ma s. Social media, the information net orks created by the ublic,
by individuals, create an effective and dynamic field underneath the hysical
structure of the city. his interactive dynamics hich is carried on today mainly
through social media creates an invisible but forceful atmos here and almost a
meta hysical o er. In a ay it is seen and felt in the behavior, attitudes and
ex ressions of the eo le. It is a kind of energy hich ermeates everything.
his creates a ne urban ma hich enables us to see the city in a ne light.
Besides, it is the active and the atmos heric resence of the living, of human
bodies, of social movements and of kinetic dynamism that totally transform the
image and the conce t of the city.
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the lived s aces as a ool of kno ledge and to evaluate the com lexity also as
an occasion for engagement. In this relation, the centers and eri heral areas
of cities, the areas beyond control can enable us to erceive the urban reality
as a ne geogra hy. In fact, as e understand after the e i events or from
the u risings in the Paris suburbs in 2010, it is im ossible to design or to
build the city as a social s ace ith the conventional design conce ts and ith
reactionary olitical solutions. U till today, all academic or munici al ro ects
have regarded urban roblems from the oint of vie of traffic, housing or
sho ing, usually catering to market economy. Research on ho s onsors
engage in such ro ects have sho n that s onsors do not consider any social
analysis for such ro ects as beneficial or necessary and that they usually use
the income to their o n ends.3
SOCIAL STRUCTURE
he city, ith its structure and dynamics is totally a olitical field. It is
because every kind of urban s ace is a field of struggle bet een o nershi ,
artici ation, economic and o er relations. As mentioned reviously, human
relations, roduction, the market, consum tion and thus o er relations make
u the real structure and the vital mechanism beneath the hysical matter.
he hysical structure of the city, its architecture and circulation net ork and
its relation ith nature can only be understood in relation to these forces. In
general, the interventions and lanning in cities are conditioned according
to the actual aradigms i.e. hen motori ed traffic and the sale of vehicles
become an im ortant as ect of the economy, the design of roads becomes a
riority. hus, the urban structure of different eras al ays re ects the social
structure and the life style of a certain era.
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he regular rivati ation by o er and authorities of s aces, hich have been
used by the eo le for different ur oses since the fifteenth century, and hich
can be called commons , has today become one of the most striking issues
of unrest in cities. he struggle bet een the ublic and the state, hich is
re resented by olice forces, is sho n by the state and state authorities as
aiming at a defense and rotection of ublic s ace. he aggressive occu ation
and revention of access to such s aces by state authorities are reali ed most of
the time by using violent and inhuman means such as teargas and lastic bullets
hich do not only target demonstrators, but affect hole neighborhoods and
eo le ho are not involved. Such aggressive measures are not only res onses
to the demonstrators, but im ly a threat against all o osition.
he many u risings that have taken lace in the recent years have sho n that
the city has to be erceived ith ne aradigms and values. he role of social
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Since even before the industrial era, the commons , s aces and land that
belonged to eo le ho lived there have constantly been ex ro riated to
render more income to the holders of o er. arx, in the Ca ital rites about
the nglish easants ho ere thro n out of their land and ho had to find
ne kind of ork to survive until this ork also roved lucrative enough to
have them evicted also from this ne
lace of ork.4 As J. Claramonte has
sho n in his book a Re ublica de os Fines the story of the American
est, the ldorado, here the former immigrants from uro e settled to make
a living also becomes a lace of struggle here the o erful finally thro out
all retenders.5 he story of estern movies is continued in the As halt Jungle
of Ne
ork and Chicago here no those ho seek for survival have to find
clandestine means.
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habits is also crucial in the ay the ublic assumes its rights to the city and
in the ay a city can become a social architecture or a social scul ture. In
general, in astern or uslim cities areas outside the home or outside of a
housing com lex (as in China) are not the res onsibility of the eo le. Peo le
do not assume any right over urban areas hich are under the mono oly of
the administrative forces. his olitics hich has been effective for centuries
has blinded eo le s sensibilities to ards the environment. In urkey until
recently very fe
eo le have ritten on urban conditions or have voiced
o osition against state olicies. o ever, today e i events sho that the
ne generations erceive the city differently and that they are a are of the
olitical, social and aesthetic otential of cities. ith the e i events, t o
im ortant urban conce ts have surfaced: the first is that o en areas are social
ro erty and do not belong to administrations, the second is that arks are vital
socially, aesthetically and ecologically.
As U ur anyeli has articulated in detail in his text in the stanbul Biennial s
2005 Book of exts, the Ottomans did not have conce ts or linguistic and
ractical differentiation bet een ublic and rivate areas.7 he s atial
conce ts that have been differentiated by definite boundaries in the nglish
are inter oven in the Ottoman culture and have not been roduced as se arate
ords. oday, laces kno n as ublic are understood as being o en to ublic
services al ays under state control and are never o en to the free use of the
ublic. U ur anyeli s reference in the same article to alter Ben amin s
Flaneur, in other ords to the erson ho roams the city freely and ho
inter rets urban images has never been valid for urkey. he erson hom
alter Ben amin calls Flaneur and ho gives meaning to s aces sociali ing
them through his her sub ectivity as s he enters the labyrinth of the city is the
erson ho has reali ed and internali ed the moderni ation of the estern
11
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city. It is difficult to understand the modern estern city ithout it, because
no the city is not a lace here man fulfills his functions from a static
osition, but is a sub ective field that is created over and over again through
ne discoveries, through alking and through attributing ne meanings to
it. his circulation hich ill increasingly become motori ed, is still today
ossible to be alked and roamed about ithout an aim. In urkey, ho ever,
as anyeli em hasi es, alking is only an activity done to go from one lace
to another, to the degree allo ed by the s eed of the traffic. his roves that
the social and rivate means develo ed by modern cities for individuals have
not yet a eared ithin the urkish culture. he different manifestations and
u risings that have surfaced in arallel to the e i events have sho n that the
urban reality of the urkish cities is being uestioned today.

It ould not be rong to make a generic inter retation of hy u risings and
social events in urkey started in Istanbul. hese activities have made us
reconsider the conce ts of boundaries, of the other, of ourselves, of the stranger,
the alien and the local. In 1997 at a conference that as organi ed ith the
artici ation of Jac ues Derrida, stanbul as defined as a city hich brought
together the above mentioned as ects and the conce t of the city as analy ed
from the ositions of inside, outside, boundary and assage. Istanbul a ears
as a city the foundations of hich are constantly changing and hich constructs
itself ane
ith each destruction. herefore, from meta hysical and conce tual
ers ectives this city constantly challenges the conventional logic hich is
based on obvious contrasts and harmony. Istanbul is the living re resentation
of a oria (the contradictory and the unsoluble) (meaning barriers, orosim ossibility of assage) here, the same and the different, various eo les and
cultures are neighbors in their localities and in foreign territories.8
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ISTANBUL THE OPEN CITY
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Figure 9. Beyoglu during e i Protest. Source: occu yge i ics
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Although Istanbul symboli ed the conce ts of boundary and assage ith its
geogra hical and historical ualities, the dynamics of globali ation has created
similarities amongst all orld cities, ith migrations, customs, commerce
and terror. From this oint of vie the urban environment becomes an area
of social and s atial struggle here rohibitions and liberties are in constant
con ict and here boundaries constantly change. Structures that are not static,
such as social movements, may u set and change the order of the city and
may create small but inde endent institutions. As has been seen in the recent
social movements, in contrast to the high income grou s and administrative
institutions that lay a crucial role in the sha ing and control of cities, the fact
that eri heral grou s have been able to assume rights over urban s aces have
created unex ected transformations and have changed the image and structure
of the city. For exam le, the standing action that as reali ed after the
I
events, has created com lex images and orders that can be inter reted in many
different ays. In this ay, a ne
uestioning of urban s aces has become
ossible. ven ith short intervals different s aces in a city can assume a
close relationshi , thus affecting each other. S aces are in uenced by o er
and re ression, but hat in uences them most are boundaries and the ay
boundaries enter and o ose the center.
PLANNING AND SHAPING

13

o can e, from the ers ective of the above uestions and analyses, evaluate
the dilemma in hich the urban lanners, landsca e architects and architects
ho have a role in the hysical formation of the city, find themselves ill
today in all urban constructions it has been attem ted to solve the functional
and aesthetic re uirements of cities through static structures and orders. For
exam le, the scul tures and decorative ob ects hich are used to make a city
more a ealing have often been conceived as ob ects that offer single and
dogmatic meanings. he aesthetic research sho s that designs hich most
affect and engage eo le are those hich are o en to various inter retations
and hich have com lex attributes. Rather than a static monument, ob ects
hich offer colors, movement and various meanings and hich address various
senses lease eo le more readily. herefore, situations hich have not lost
their natural ualities of light, sound, movement, li uidity and environments
here eo le can hysically be free and unrestrained are more attractive than
the areas here there is not a single dried leaf and hich have monuments
and a static order. e can understand hy the
I events ere im ortant
for several reasons. First of all to assume the right over the ark as crucial.
One cannot underestimate the im ortance of this for the city of Istanbul here
green areas are insufficient in ro ortion to the o ulation. But, beyond this
the activities in
I Park, the tents, the coming together of eo le from
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On the other hand, images even hen they are not intended as art, hen they
are merely documents, do also relate us to other eo le, to other situations
and lace us in another context. hus they can be effective tools in creating
social consciousness and a olitical engagement. Digital imagery, because it
can be shared on such a large scale has a great engaging o er, as e have
itnessed in the s reading of olitical u risings of the last several years. he
image engages us ersonally both as a symbol that a ears ithin our o n
rivate mental s ace and as something that connects us to the orld. hrough
the images of the u risings that have been diffused idely e came to identify
ith the actors and to engage in a common cause.
A NEW CULTURAL ALTERNATIVE
A cultural realm hich is not im osed from above but hich develo s through
sharing and artici ation is ossible only ith the free use of the city and
the interaction of different grou s, of different eo le, of orkers and of
artists. his in turn ill create the ethical s aces and material forms of the
city. Architecture hich is aesthetic and hich serves eo le, in other ords
laces hich ill render eo le ha y and free u on their use, laces here
eo le can be neighbors can only be constructed through such social means.
he real culture and the democratic condition can be created today ith the
interaction and roximity of different eo le. oday, hether it is music,
scul ture, architecture, urban lanning or contem orary art, culture and cultural
henomena ill be the roduct of ne sensibilities, values and desires created
by diversity. e can see that contem orary art develo s in this direction.
But it is also this lural and diverse cultural environment hich has to form
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different age grou s and classes has created a ne aesthetic atmos here and
has layed an im ortant role in eo le s artici ation in the u risings. Peo le
as the youth, as the aged, men, omen ith their different looks and gestures,
ith their osters, tents, songs and most im ortant ith their bodies hich are
more meaningful than any ob ect, have turned the urban s ace into an aesthetic
field, into a erformance, a social art ork and into a social scul ture. ith
the multi le ualities of human beings and ith the multi le meanings of
bodily movements the olitical as transformed into the artistic. he fact that
contem orary art today is related to the olitical is based not so much on the
engaging and a akening otential of art but on the fact that social henomenon
contains aesthetic ualities more than anything else and that it is symbolic and
sensually stimulating. hen art is directed to social henomenon a concrete
aesthetic hich creates sensory artici ation becomes ossible. Social and
olitical events and claims can be more rofoundly internali ed hen they use
the engaging formal otential of art.

14
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architecture and city lanning that has to be ethical and valid for communal
good. he hysical structures of the desired democratic environment ill only
be able to rise u in such a democratic environment to o ose the structures
that serve the high income grou s hich have been created by re ressions and
dealings of cor orations and o er structures.
o think of the city entirely as a social dynamics oints to a ne humane
a areness and holds the belief that both architecture and design and urban
lanning can assume reality by the forms of social content. From this oint of
vie , the ex ectations regarding the future of the city should concern rimarily
the o ening of alternative social and rivate-individual s aces. Architecture,
lanning, and construction of the city should not be in the mono oly of those
ho hold the economic o er and roduction tools but should belong to
alternative institutions that are being ne ly formed. he ossibility of creating
ne o en s aces de ends on ne humane designs that take into consideration
the needs of individuals and of the community. Ne alternative s aces cannot be
constructed by decisions im osed from above, but by social movements here
eo le can make themselves heard as individuals in a community and ex ress
themselves both ith their hysicality and their com osure. he city can be an
ethical lace not through its sha e but through its content. he city has to be
a lace here difference and lurality can exist ithout being se arated and
homogeni ed. As the conference brochure of the French Inst tute of Anatolian
Research em hasi ed, only assages, ores, o enings
era eras oros can
render the city into a lace here the stranger can feel at home.
TOWARDS A SYNTHESIS:
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hile the recent social actions that have taken lace in many arts of the orld
oint to ards a ne a areness of urban ossibilities and rights, by ay of
demonstrations, their images and related art events hich have been roduced
alongside, a ne kind of artistic atmos here and roduction has become
im lied. Although galleries and museums are still art of the urban art arena, it
seems that a ne form of art is slo ly emerging. he diversity and luralism
that art harbors in its nature ill certainly continue to allo all kinds of art
forms, both conventional and contem orary yet, I believe that the aesthetic
dimension of the olitical actions have made eo le, ho may not necessarily
be artists, become a are of an aesthetic ossibility and of their engagement and
contribution to an artistic cause. hus, the fact of eo le coming together in the
city, for a common cause, has also o ened u ne ossibilities for art created on
a communal and social basis. It may be too early to claim this for the moment,
but Beuys dream of everyone becoming an artist, may be reali ed hen eo le
come together for a meaningful cause and roduce a ne aesthetic.
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ART (OUT) OF SEPARATION
Aesthetics Around the Wall

A B S T R A C T
A all is an indis ensable architectural element, se arating and
at the same time also unifying, creating sides, divisions and the
ossibility of breaking through. hat aesthetic otentials and
ualities can e find around the all Sometimes e concentrate
more on hat the all encom asses, but e can ut really the
all itself in the focus, for exam le hen examining it in its
ruined state: hen e can even alk literally around the alonestanding scul tural ob ect, or hen inter reting it as being the
sub ect and medium of scul tural interventions. In this a er,
ith the hel of some art orks I ould like to examine the role,
a earance and usage of all and to sho some note orthy
exam les here architects and artists ere ins ired to find ne
inter retations of this classical architectural element.
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e usually think of the all as an indis ensable element and re ect less often
on the uestion of its exact function. hat is its most basic task
e could
oint out se aration as its rimary function. A division bet een here and
there, bet een this side and the one over the all, bet een us and them. his
se aration then automatically selects a grou , the ones on the one side of the
all and offers them a different status than to the other grou on the other side.
hus it ill be kind of a defense too se arating ourselves inside to get saved
from those ho are outside, or isolating them inside in order to not get mixed
ith us ho are outside. If e are on the other side , seeing from there it may
look that e are left out, or e are closed in. ence there is no automatically
ositive and negative side of the all neither here nor there, neither in nor out,
is un uestionably favorable or unfavorable. oreover, this status and es ecially
the change of the status can even have ins iring intersections: it is enough to think
of the famous o ening of Alfred D blin s novel titled “Berlin, Alexanderplatz”.
At the beginning of the story the rotagonist Fran Bieberko f gets released
from the egel Prison ith his strong conviction that he ants to start a ne life.
is failure is antici ated by the author in a short summary note before the first
cha ter already, but e might feel it even stronger in the antinomy ictured in
the first cha ter: he is free, standing in front of the rison gate, already outside
the alls that ere even some hours before closing him in and se arating
him from both society and the free life. And ho does D blin summari e the
coming events and the beginning of his ne ly regained freedom at this starting
moment of the novel
ith the shortest ossible affirmation: “The punishment
begins”2. It is not a beautiful life that begins, and the unishment ends only
in the terms that his stay in ail is over, but the ne life, outside the rison
unishment ill turn to be the (real) unishment.
he uestions on the function of the all becomes more com lex if e are
not sure or even cannot be sure of the reliability and of the efficiency of the
se arating and unifying force of it. his insecurity can be imagined through
the rethinking of Constantine Cavafy s ell-kno n oem “Waiting for the
Barbarians”. In the oem a hole city including its average inhabitants as
ell as the leaders is araly ed ith the fear of the coming barbarians. hey
shall arrive today from outside our ell-kno n natural context , taking (in
their barbarian ay) control of the ell-established ( civili ed ) city. And
hat ha ens at the end of the day
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“The unity of the wall dissolves into the plurality of bricks.”1
(Robert insberg)
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”Why this sudden restlessness, this confusion?
(How serious people’s faces have become.)
Why are the streets and squares emptying so rapidly,
everyone going home so lost in thought?
Because night has fallen and the barbarians have not come.
And some who have just returned from the border say
there are no barbarians any longer.
And now, what’s going to happen to us without barbarians?
They were, those people, a kind of solution.”3

19

Cavafy recisely ex resses this extremely ambiguous concern. he fear of the
enemy coming from the outside blocks everyday life, and the block seems
to be resolvable only if the catastro he really ha ens and arrives in the
form of barbarians. As atthe
um ert argued: “It has been the fate of
the West for most of its long history to be consumed in the act of waiting.
Like the jaded citizens of Constantine Cavafy’s, «Waiting for the Barbarians»
we always suspected the barbarians were at the gate. It had served our
purposes to know they were out there. Indeed, we had looked forward to their
coming, not just with a sense of dread, but with something approaching relief.
(Blanchot: «The disaster takes care of everything.») The order of our lives, like
those of Cavafy’s generic polis, had been founded entirely on teleological and,
indeed, eschatological principles.”4 In this case then, hen they do not arrive,
the un-arrival of the catastro he ill be the real catastro he, since the city s
inhabitants have to face too difficult if not directly unsolvable
roblems.
One of these roblems that the oem still ex licitly tells: the ty ical uestion
of hat to do next
hat ill be, hat can be the other solution if the one,
undesired but ex ected, un leasant but seemingly ithout alternatives is not
valid anymore
hat if e are left ithout solution
he other roblem is not ex ressed in the oem, ho ever, im licitly it is also
there, es ecially in the inserted arentheses: (“How serious people’s faces
have become.”) that is in arentheses also in the original reek version of the
oem. From this line e can rethink and think the oem further, and continue
to raise other uestions. hat if the barbarians are not coming because they
are already here hey are not to arrive, but have already arrived he all,
our city, our unified division then leaks, so that they could have already
enetrated Can they really be among us Can they be any of us And from
here, ust one small ste more to the most frightening uestion: are e erha s
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Also, from the direction of these uestions e can inter ret an ins iring ork
of Ay e rkmen, resented at the 13th Istanbul Biennial in the autumn 2013.
he ork, titled “bangbangbang” consisted of a crane, that she laced in front
of the building that contained a large art of the orks exhibited at the biennale.
he crane held a huge ball, ust like the ones used for destroying buildings and
alls
ith the difference that in this case the ball as not made of rockhard metal, but of light lastic. Not only the regular moving of the crane, but
even a slighter ind made it s ing to ards the all of the building, naturally,
ithout really harming it, being the ball made of a soft material. he ork is
at the same time orrisome and ironic: referring to the strong otential e
have ith our tools of uick destruction, but ust at the same moment disabling
the o er to destroy by re lacing the ball ith a harmless one. o ever, the
constant oscillation of the ob ect un leasantly reminds us of the uestion that
e inevitably have to face: ho to res ond to the current situation
hat to do
ith our insecurity
hat is our ne strategy of defense ee ing in mind the
thoughts that ere ins ired by reading Cavafy s oem, e can onder hat is
the role and otential of destroying if e are uncertain of our o n status: are
the barbarians among us Or, are e the barbarians o to defend the culture
that e are so roud of and that gives us the secure and comfortable feeling of
su remacy over the barbarians, if e, too, might be the ones hom e anted
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the barbarians
e took for granted that the all not only unified us, but also
defended us from our (outside) enemy. he insecurity in the strength of the
all (may it be leaking... ) soon turns to be insecurity in ourselves, the orry
of the hysical enemy ill become an auto-referential existential fear. In such
case, e cannot be sure hat is better: reinforcing the all or destroying it
Constructing or deconstructing
o can e save ourselves, our city and
culture the best
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Figure 1. Ruins of the Anti ue city of Pergamon. Photo: olt n Somhegyi, 2013
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to distinguish ourselves from exactly through the o er of civili ation In
this case, shall e then erect ne
alls, or destroy the revious ones Is the
continuous and ever-gro ing se aration the right ex ression of culture Or,
is it better to destroy the se aration And hat if the destroying is the ne
barbarism Also, for the meditation on these uestions as it a good idea to
dis lay Ay e rkmen s ork right next to the entrance of the main building
of the biennial the event hose title, nota bene, in 2013 as the uestion:
“Mom, am I barbarian” he ork thus has a real actuality too, referring to
the constant change of the city of Istanbul, to the continuous destroying and
ne construction, in the area of the ort too, here the biennial took lace. But
e shall not limit our inter retation to this actuality. As Danae ossman and
Sarah o kinson rote in the uide to the event: “Erkmen renegotiates the
relationship between industrial objects and processes of sculptural production,
and reveals the relationship between objects and the viewer as something
much more intimate, complex, subjective, and variable. She disestablishes the
fixed narratives of sculpture and its legacies rather than drawing on the more
abstract relationship between form and experience as subject matter. Often
visitors are, quite literally, inside of the work, thinking or feeling their way
out.”5
hile observing this ork, e meta horically onder about the next
ste of our ay out from these concerns, hile the ball regularly hits the all
as audio-visual sign of a mega-metronome, reminding us of the inevitability of
making a decision.
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Figure 2. Ay e rkmen: bangbangbang, 2013
A crane and a buoy, crane a rox. 20m, buoy diameter 85cm.
Courtesy of alerie Barbara eiss, Berlin and aleri ana, Istanbul.
Photo: Servet Dilber, 13th Istanbul Biennial, 2013

ithout the signs of the metronome e can observe the effects of the assing
of time at ruined alls at built divisions that ere destroyed naturally . he
all may easily lose its function if there is no more danger outside of it,
or if those ho built it to defend themselves are not inside anymore. hile
losing the function and task and es ecially ithout the structural and aesthetic
u kee the all starts to lose its elements too. he ruins of a all is then
de rived of any kind of ractical function that e can attribute to an existing
all: not se arating territories, not bearing any load and not even leading
any here as art of a corridor. On the other hand, it may gain an ins iring
ne aesthetic uality: being the sub ect of Nature s involuntary, uncontrolled
and uncontrollable sha ing activity, it can become an alone-standing scul tural
ob ect. Not an endless, circular and closed entity, not an organic art of a
building, ust a large-si e and normally rather long... scul ture. Natural
forces then start to ork on the all, slo ly destroying it, taking elements
a ay and eliminating its original form, modifying its lines, height and surface.
he assing of time is sho n in the ictures ue a earance of the all-ruin, in
the result of the scul tural activity of Nature.
hat earlier did not seem to be ossible, i.e. to se arate the all, an integral
art, from the entire building, has no ha ened. From the former com lex the
all is se arated and at the same time it does not se arate anything anymore.
Since the building s earlier integral art becomes a ure scul tural ob ect e
can also say that the all thus becomes the monument of the former building. A
art refers to the hole, a remnant, reminding us of the revious and com lete
entity. A real monument it ill be both in the sense of an ob ect of memory that
reminds us of the original com lex and in the sense of a monumental scul tural
ork that e can alk around, observe and aesthetically en oy. hile it is an
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Figure 3-4. Ruins of the Anti ue city of Pergamon. Photo: olt n Somhegyi, 2013
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entire all, its t o-dimensionality dominates: encountering it e focus more on
its length and its height. But at the time of its ruined state, during the decades or
centuries hile it is being dila idated, its three-dimensional character becomes
more and more significant. he former 2D building element thus ill be a 3D
ob ect
e can alk around it, having the earlier se arating all in the center
of our erambulation, ithout facing obstacles hen constantly changing the
side e are on. And, as the decom osition continues, the all gets lo er and
lo er, enabling us to come to the other side sim ly over the ex- all. arlier it
as ossible only through the controlled o enings of the all gates and doors.
As eorg Simmel formulated it on a hiloso hical level, ith relationshi of
inner and outer s ace: “The human being who first erected a hut, like the first
road-builder, revealed the specifically human capacity over against nature,
insofar as he or she cut a portion out of the continuity and infinity of space
and arranged this into a particular unity in accordance with a single meaning.
A piece of space was thereby brought together and separated from the whole
remaining world. By virtue of the fact that the door forms, as it were, a linkage
between the space of human beings and everything that remains outside it, it
transcends the separation between the inner and the outer.”
But ith the natural decom osition of the all, this getting over, getting out
or getting on the other side is no easy and o en to anybody, from either
side of the all. ith the natural lo ering of the all its seriousness also
lo ers. A high all is effectively im eding, but a lo
all is ust the contrary:
tem ting even though the inability of resisting this tem tation can have
o osite conse uences if the all is lo because still under construction
or under deconstruction. Overcoming a lo
all in deconstruction is fun.
But overcoming a lo
all still in construction can be a dangerous or even
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Figure 5. Jorge
nde Blake: he Castle ( l Castillo), 2007
Bricks, book, 170x1500x40cm. Courtesy a Collecci n Jumex ( cate ec,

exico). Photo: Servet Dilber, 13th Istanbul Biennial, 2013

deadly sin. According to ivy, this led to the death of Remus, as during their
con ict: “...Remus contemptuously jumped over the newly raised walls and
was forthwith killed by the enraged Romulus, who exclaimed, «So shall it be
henceforth with everyone who leaps over my walls.»”7 e can see a similar
tres assing of the all still in construction in the iconic hotogra h of Peter
eibing, de icting Conrad Schumann um ing over the barbed ire fence the
later Berlin all in 19 1. In these cases from the t o extremes of history,
(mythologically old and recent) the ignoring of the divisory function of the
all even if a lo
all is a real transgression. But hen the all loses its
function, and gets ruined, e ust get across it for fun, ithout obligations,
only for our historical curiosity and for the aesthetic leasure of observing
from all sides the scul ture , ictures uely sha ed by Nature. o ever, it is
definitely ironic, even if erha s involuntarily ironic hen the ruined all
that no offers the ossibility of being alked around, and that becomes the
ob ect of our attention from any vie oint gets se arated from us by a thin
metal fence, in order to rotect the archaeological ruin from further ruination,
caused by the human touch, um and alk over it...
In the exam le above, Nature destroyed the all and this resulted in the added
aesthetic value. But alls may have ne aesthetic value even if they are not
entirely destroyed, and sometimes no real harm is needed at all: an illusionistic
o ening can negate the all, thus creating an ins iring and aesthetically fertile
tension bet een the real existence of the all and the uestioning its necessity.
Already from the Anti ue times e see exam les of trompe l’oeil o enings that
lay at the intersection of the massive structure and fine surface of the all.
here a all must be for static or divisory function, but s ace the illusion
of s ace is desired, then a ainted o ening of the all can be really leasant.
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Figure 5. Jorge
nde Blake:
he Castle ( l Castillo), 2007, detail
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A art from the ell-kno n and classical exam les
he Villa Boscoreale
ith ainted vie s or citysca es, or antegna s Ceiling Oculus in the
Pala o Ducale of antova
e can also mention a articular re resentation,
that curiously syntheti es the illusion of o ening and Nature s aforementioned
o erful ork: at the so-called Ruin Room in the Pommersfelden Castle in
Bavaria, iovanni Francesco archini ainted all the alls full of ruins. But
not ith conventional re resentations of ruins he converted the ceiling and
alls of the room in a refined and illusionistic ay into the vision of a real
time destroying, as if they ere to colla se right at that moment. he visitor
thus enters in the middle of a sudden natural catastro he. As Paul ucker
observed, here “The baroque love of the sensation and of extraordinary
events is combined with the romantic preoccupation with arousing reflections
about the transiency of human life and creations.”8 In these exam les alls
are needed, but made either invisible, or, ith a Baro ue ictorial oke, not
sim ly their necessity and endurance are uestioned, but also their existence is
negated. et alls ere not intentionally and hysically destroyed for o ening
u ossibilities.
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o ever, e can mention some exam les here the artist and or architect goes
even further and here the all is really harmed by deliberate human activity:
hen the rimary function of the all gets secondary, and this basic structural
element becomes the medium of scul tural intervention. ordon atta-Clark
originally trained as an architect for exam le cut out arts and forms from
existing and intact buildings, intentionally sha ing the all ith void, ust like
Nature sha es the remains of an unused building left unarmed for rotection
against Nature s o er. he edge bet een architecture and scul ture blurred
already in his 1974 ro ect titled “Splitting”, hen he cut through a house from
the 1930s in Ne Jersey, sinking one art of the original building so that a tiny
ga could o en in the middle a ga that of course as getting ider to ards
the to of the house. oreover, he cut and exhibited the four to corners of the
building as scul tures in a gallery, ith the not sur rising title: “Four corners”.
Next year, ithin the frame ork of the Paris Biennale he anted to s lit the
ne ly constructed Centre Pom idou..., and hen his re uest as re ected, a 17th
century a artment building as offered to him as an ob ect of his interaction a
building that as lanned to be demolished any ay, to give s ace around the
ne museum. In this ro ect, titled “Conical Intersect” a conical void as cut
in the house. he architect s scul tural intervention here resulted in a ictorial
gesture in and or through the surface of the all. Overcoming the dialectics of
inside and outside as tried again in his 1977 ro ect “Office Baroque”, here
he sa ed out huge circular forms from an office building in Ant er . As he
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In another exam le the all s further characteristic gets in the focus: Anish
a oor sho s an ignored side of the all, its third dimensionality through
the de th of its volume. It ill again become scul tural , but this scul tural
here does not mean that it ill be a real scul ture , like the final result of the
left-alone all that Nature sha es into a erambulatable 3D item, or the cutout corners of the Ne Jersey house in ordon atta-Clark s ro ect. Instead,
Anish a oor sho s the third dimension that the all already contained in it and
that e normally do not consider, concentrating only on its height and length.
Anish a oor s intervention investigates the basic scul tural otential the third
dimension, i.e. the volume
hen em hasi ing the de th of the all. e often
cuts huge cracks, ainting the inner art ith vivid colors, or carves erfectly
designed semicircular holes into the all, that also due to the fine ainting
inside it hysically attracts the vie er to immerse in the rofound de ths of the
o ened all. ence the all is both the medium and the analy ed sub ect of the
ork and the result, the final a earance of the art ork then re ects the ay it
as created. his auto-referential interaction ill o en the ne dimension, thus
sho ing the de th of the volume the all incor orates.
Partial breaking of the all, investigation of its de th and materiality leads
to the com lete demolishing of it or, at least to the examination of the
ossibilities of bringing it do n. Overcoming the all needs the understanding
of its de th and also of the uestioning of the necessity of se aration itself.
e can never be sure if e are on the right side of the all and if there is a
right side, or to continue the meta hor if there is a all at all Similarly, e
al ays seem to find ourselves at a side of a all, but can never be sure if the all
itself is necessary and divides us necessarily
hether e are really se arated
from something and from each other, if there really is an im eding obstacle,
and hether it really has to be there, or it is ust a defeatable hysical matter
In fact, this is hat Jorge
nde Blake highlighted in his iece, resented at
the same 13th Istanbul Biennial here also Ay e rkmen s ball on the crane hit
the building. Blake s installation consisted of a long and strong-looking all
that had in the middle a significant im erfection, a starting crack, a strange
brake in the seemingly massive attern of bricks, caused by the insertion of an
extra item in the lo est ro of bricks: a book, a co y of afka s novel “The
Castle” heightened the first ro . he inter retation of the installation is uite
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affirmed: “Light enters places it otherwise couldn’t. Spaces are available to
move through that were previously inaccessible.”9 he alls are thus artially
destroyed to o en u ne relationshi s bet een light and s ace, inside and
outside, void and volume.
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o en, the ork can refer both to the inaccessibility of com lete kno ledge
ust like in afka s book the rotagonist . does not understand his situation
since e cannot take the book out of the construction, and on the other side
it can also refer to the o er of thought. In this ay, even the strongest all
that looks as an extremely obstructive o osition can be broken through and
critical thinking can make cracks to o en u to ards com lete freedom.
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N.B.

Dedicated to B la Bacs , ex ressing my gratitude for all the thought- rovoking lessons and
conversations.
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“INTERNATIONAL” STYLE ARCHITECTURE
IN THE 1930s JAPAN:
THE VERNACULAR AND MONUMENTALITY

A B S T R A C T
After mastering estern architecture in the 1910s, Ja anese to
architects have been confronted ith t o roblems: creating their
o n style based on Ja anese traditions and climatic or seismological
conditions and educating common eo le on taste for architecture
beyond su erficial imitation of the estern one. First of all, an elite
and initially ex ressionist architect origuchi Sutemi discussed
non-urban-ness that connects Ja anese tearooms and Dutch rural
houses. his as through his modernist inter retation of function,
his ex erience in the Netherlands and his reaction against the
administrative vie oints on city and architecture in the 1920s.
Secondly, des ite his former distant stance on monumentality, his
re uest of the orld- ide su reme ex ression to some ro ected
monuments revitali ed his o n inclination. Seemingly his attitudes
to ard monumentality changed and the ro erty of the monuments
that honored the ar victims or enhanced national restige o osed
the international feature of modern architecture. Although
these oints may hide his consistency, e can find his continuous
dualism: one is the functionality that revailed over architectural
discourses at that time including origuchi himself and another is
his ex ression that rovided a local vernacular ractice ith the
osition in the orld. hese arguments enable us to cast a otential
understanding among modern architects in those days in a ne light.
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In this a er an elite architect origuchi Sutemi (1895-1984) in his early
days ill be discussed. origuchi graduated from okyo Im erial University
as a member of the first Ja anese architectural movement Bunriha Kenchiku
Kai (Secessionist Architectural rou ), active from 1920 to 1928.
hey
can be regarded as x ressionists because of their attitude: they advocated
architects selves hile the mainstream Structural Faction ursued efficient
and resistant construction as a means to increasing the nation s ealth. hen
the grou came to assume another x ressionistic feature: their design itself.
he members fre uently referred to their schooldays ex erience in ingdao,
a Chinese city coloni ed by ermans, here it as s e t by the deformed
s tyl e of Reformarchitektur that had revailed earlier in northern ermany a art
from x ressionism (Fig. 1). Its in uences ere a arent in their design at
their beginning (Fig. 2), but they tried the x ressionist design soon after that
(Fig. 3). origuchi has dra n a considerable attention from today s discussion
on Ja aneseness, for exam le that of an architect Iso aki Arata (1931-)2.
his discussion has regarded Ja aneseness in those days as arallel ith
Overcoming the odern, one of the conce ts that led a national antagonism
to ard the est3.
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odern architecture, es ecially modernist architecture, has rationali ed
its universality by the common conditions of materials, industries and
construction rocesses throughout the globe.
o ever, in the countries
that develo ed later, there robably existed a call to establish their national
histories and styles that overrode mere local ractices to ard orld history.
For exam le, by the 1910s many Ja anese mainstream architects had mastered
uro ean architectural styles. hey came to find earth uake as their o n
grounds to design and continued to define Ja anese national architectural
history and style based on their insight1. At the same time, Ja anese historians
of art and architecture ere defining the uni ueness of their national history
and claimed that Ja an had been free from Chinese and orean in uences.
oreover, Ja anese common building ractice focused more on visible sha es
than on ideas and in uence of uro ean Secession ovements, that came into
fashion in suburban houses of okyo and other big cities. his tendency for
a earance to recede conce ts as clear in the colorful avilions arranged at
the site of domestic exhibitions as cartogra hy of styles and tastes. hat as
re elled by authoritarian architects. hey advocated the s irit of orthodox
styles to romote the architectural taste among Ja anese and the roblem of
style became the main theme around the architectural circle.
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here are t o foci in this discussion. First, it ill be looked at origuchi s
discussion on non-urban-ness resented in 1927 hich as based on his
ex erience in uro e in 1923. e as referring to his ex erience in the
Netherlands hen he em hasi ed local and rimordial elements of architecture
and later this interest as succeeded to his enthusiasm of Ja anese tearooms.
is bold inter retation of function connected Dutch rural houses to Ja anese
tearooms. he second focus is origuchi s ado tion of monumentality in
his design of 1939 des ite his distant stance on monumentality in the 1927
discussion. e ill ex lore his consistency through the analysis of his
monumentality in contrast to functionality. As he attached an im ortance on
ex ression that the orld ould acce t, he reduced the meaning of functionality
and took monuments as assuming an ex ression.
WABI AND SABI THROUGH DUTCH EXPERIENCE: 1920s
hile origuchi had a lan to study in ermany hen he travelled to uro e,
he decided to return to Ja an in 1924 after the reat anto arth uake of
1923. Post- ar architectural historians and origuchi himself mentioned that
his visit to Parthenon of Athens ins ired as ell as forced him to sto follo ing
uro ean traditions and turn back to his roots in Ja an, such as tearooms.
o ever, it is doubted that this e isode is either fictive or edited hen one reads
that he re eatedly visited the Netherlands as far as (his) visa ermit(ted) 4 and
re ared to introduce contem orary Dutch architecture through lecture and
ublication right after his homecoming5 . is only ublication that introduced
overseas architecture in 1924 referred solely to the Netherlands even though
there as a lan of serial ublication on erman-s eaking countries.
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Figure 1. overnor s Residence (Shandong in China: Qingdao Past and Present, okyo: Alumni of
ingdao Ja anese Junior igh School, Committee of 77th emorial of the Founding, 1993, 24)

origuchi s ex ressionistic lecture on thatched roof su orts our resum tion.
2) Architects in an artists village Park eer i k fired s uares and
set s uares to ignore the la s of architectural design.
hey seceded
from everything and ho much a desire they ex ressed into architecture
ith bursting it in a modern ardor. heir aming intrinsic o er came
to be ex ressed as a ar ing surface hich had been suitably achieved
ith soft stra and sooty modest brick.8
3) As contrasted to stove i es stacked on the one side of the ridge
makes a mass, a heavily sagged eave has a lum thickness of the
thatch climbing ith a slight undulation.9
4) In short, I have a s ecial interest in the modern emergence of these
thatched roofs first in uro e.10
origuchi did not find magnificence or monumentality in Dutch architecture.
e regarded small houses, terraced houses and garden cities as contrasted ith
the erman reference for monumentality.
It is note orthy that origuchi named this tendency Wabi and Sabi , and
related it to the transition of construction of the Versailles: from the main
alace of marble, mirror and gold to the rand rianon of sim le stone and
finally to the Petit rianon of thatched brick. his as a recurring o inion that
a eared in his essay in his first hoto book on his residence ublished in 1927.
origuchi found this transition from s lendor to rofound serenity also in the
shift from Buddhist tem les such as Kinkakuji and Ginkakuji to tearooms. e
renamed the Wabi-Sabi as hi-toshitekina mono, or the non-urban, and defined
the tendency as rural, indigenous and rimitive element of architecture.
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In this book he reminisces about a conversation ith a Dutch family that drove
him from Amsterdam to Utrecht:
1) ean hile, e came across an interesting thatched farmer s house.
I re lied to rs. Stem el s uestion in an a k ard ording.
ouses in any cities or those of the rich give only a uniform feeling, but
at least farmer s houses have their national characteristics every here:
that interests me.
origuchi classifies Dutch architecture into three grou s: traditional
Amsterdam, modern Rotterdam and rural Utrecht. e robably referred to
erman architect Adolf Behne s (1885-1948) essay Holländische Baukunst in
der Gegenwart Dutch Architecture at Present 7 and an architectural maga ine
in the Netherlands Wendingen on discussing Amsterdam and Rotterdam. And
more robably he had a close feeling to ard his third grou , Utrecht. Although
he uotes that the greatest characteristics of Dutch architecture are in small
urban houses and terraced housing for the oor, he seems to ay significantly
larger attention to rural houses.
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he residence as built for the client s mistress and as named Shien So
fig.4 . It as built in arabi, a northern eri hery area in okyo in 192 . his
ro ect as not his first com letion, but the book as the first of its ty e ever to
be ublished in Ja an. origuchi com ared Shien So to urban houses in three
features: urban roblems, idyllic location and traditional natural materials
such as thatch, ood or clay.11 origuchi em hasi ed contem orary demand
for country life through its contrast ith exce tional, defective even no ,
artificial and sometimes abnormal urban life. ome e ui ment for urban life
under various conventions among mass lives , extreme disadvantages by
artificially exaggerated economical limitations , and that as circumscribed
by many urgent roblems ould have bothered him too much to start from the
essence of life. hile the residents ere a cou le ithout a child, origuchi
mentioned the role of children as to romantici e a residence and designed
a residence suitable for childbirth, care, rest, recu eration and retirement. In
short, he created a residence to fulfill the needs of daily living.
hat origuchi mentioned as the urgent roblems of the urban area, must be
regulatory issues. Based on governmental stand oints, mainstream architects
had concerns about urban lanning and harmony or unification of urban
buildings. he Urban Building a that covers hygiene, seismic structure and
fire revention ( hich meant endorsement of concrete) and the City Planning
a that enables land re oning have been a lied to six ma or cities in Ja an
since 1919. It as a rare exce tion that in okyo and okohama existed the
buildings ithout ro er foundations or bearings after the 1923 arth uake.
origuchi must have designed this rural residence ith an em hasis on its
uotidian nature to ro ose an antithesis to contem orary urban trends here
com liance to technological and legal re uirements is a must.
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Figure 2. aki a a ayumi, Al ine Club all
(Cat. x. Rethinking Japanese Art in the Twentieth Century, su:
di loma design to the okyo Im erial University.

ie Prefectural Art

useum, 199 , 74),
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hat confuses one about origuchi is that, hile he develo ed an argument
on non-urban architecture in uenced by Dutch architecture, he ste ed into
odernist architecture in the 1930s and simultaneously continued to study
Ja anese tearooms. here as even a time a master car enter refused to ork
according to his design of Ja anese rooms in his ro ect. hen trying to
ca ture the relation bet een Dutch contem orary architecture and Ja anese
tearoom architecture based on this non-urban conce t, one needs to focus on
its relation ith odernist architecture.
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hat about tearooms that im ressed origuchi so much
5) I am interested in them not because they have a tradition inherited
long, and I res ect them not because such tea masters as Rikyu, Sotan
and nsyu cherished them, but because of the brilliant architectural
ideas and techni ues sho n on them. It is because it ill stimulate not
only the rural huts but every architecture much.12
Presenting the articular to the established one could stress either its uni ueness
or its universality.
origuchi chose the latter, but he did not give u the
uni ueness. Rather, he re-designed his discourse to fit hat as universal,
namely, the relation bet een Dutch and Ja anese.
)
even if there are a fe exce tions, the almost all tearooms are
thatched huts surrounded by a little o en garden and most of the theme of
their ex ression is a non-urban-ness, that is, a rural and mountain taste.13
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Figure 3. amoru amada, okyo Central elegra h Office
(Cat. x. Mamoru Yamada An Arhitect, okyo: okai University Press, 200 , 47).
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According to him, a brilliant architectural idea has an ex ression of a nonurban-ness , and that connects Ja anese tearooms to every architecture .
origuchi carefully claimed the global significance of the tearoom: he
discussed that valuable tearoom architecture as not built by an unintentional,
instinctive or natural rocess but through a consciousness of non-urban-ness.
7) A true rural or mountain hut as develo ed along ith Nature, and
its architectural a earance as not created ith a consciousness of
ex ression.
It stands exactly the o osite of the develo ment of
tearoom architecture hile I have called it rural and mountainous.
e can say that tearoom architecture as develo ed at the re uests of
an intellectual class and an urban merchant class.14
Although he does not mention the original reference, his essay ritten in 1924
refers to erman theory of art and sho s his concerns about the ideal state of
functionality and ex ression.
8)
e find that the ex ression emerged from the theory of
Einheitskunstwerk, or unified orks of art and the reali ation of the
theory of Der grosse Bau, or he reat Architecture are ex ressed,
contem lated, and accom lished in Wabi and Sabi architecture.
hen you observe a Mizuya or ater re aration area in a tearoom, the
fully heightened architectural ex ression, hich dis lays a straight and
beautiful harmony and a variation ith the most ractical ad ustment
and invention, is an integrated erfection of function and ex ression.15
origuchi argued that, hen function and ex ression combine, the architecture
ould reign over to integrate all genres. his argument re eats in his essay
ritten three years later.
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Figure 4. origuchi Sutemi, Shienso (Horiguchi Sutemi no “Nihon”
“Japan” in Horiguchi Sutemi , okyo: Shokokusha, 1997, 34).

9) Sabi or Wabi is an ex ression hich fulfills the function ith these
natural material and techni ues, and hich ex resses naturally the
internal de th of s iritual a akening ith sim le language of sha es
re ared ith the dee est contem lation.1
Another exam le ould be his essay osted in the maga ine Contemporary
Architecture in 1940 hich featured Sen no Rikyu, a 1 th century tea master.
origuchi as one of the air editors of this issue.
10) is tearoom involves the roblem of the nature of architecture itself,
and is a message teaching us ho to resolve a Sachlich re uirement
architecturally.17
hus it is clear that he regarded the integration of function and ex ression as
a basis of an ex ressive architecture, that is, a orld- ide architecture in the
late 1930s.
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he context above may clarify ho
origuchi came to invent his myth of the
Parthenon ex erience.
11) Sabi or Wabi is not an ex ression like the othic hich assumes
a sim le rimitivism in out ard a earances, but make a s iritual lea
ith an intensive excess. And it is not like the reek Classics ith an
aim to make a beautiful harmony through the ob ective attentions to the
details. But it is like the othic in terms of assuming a na vet hich
is sim le and a ears even some hat bi arre in its materials. And it is
like the reek Classics hich assumes a so histicated serenity ith the
de th of the eaceful s iritual a akening.18
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Figure 5.

origuchi Sutemi,

akasa Residence (ibid., 95).
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Wabi or Sabi has a s iritual lea and a na vet but also assumes a
so histicated serenity . In s ite of his thought around his coming home from
uro e, he came to see reek Classic architecture as including the element his
architecture ould assume.
origuchi alleged the su eriority of functionality but he did not refer
buildings that ere built solely under material and construction constraints. e
ado ted at roofs made of lumber in his design should he choose reinforced
concrete, there ere less concern for roof leaks. e considered even a roofto
s imming ool in the akasa Residence in 1939 (Fig. 5), but gave it u due
to government s regulation on concrete, thus only the at roof for exercising
and sunbathing as reali ed. hen he as critici ed for his irrational choice
of lumber, he tried to defend himself.
12) Although it is rong in terms of structure, hen re uired e have
to do it. It ill stimulate the rogress of architecture. he everyday
life re uires children s layground and drying clothes on the roofto s.
oreover, modern cities are lacking gardens.
Although it is
difficult to build a at roof of ood, I think doing it should be a duty
of the architect.19
Although origuchi did not assert that this ado tion of at roof as an
architect s ex ression, he obviously attributed a larger significance to his
some hat irrational choice than to ordinary material or construction restraints.
In this section it can be concluded that origuchi thoroughly ex lored the
tearoom architecture and argued its functionality that met the needs of everyday
life, hich sur assed the material or construction re uirements and at the
same time as free from urban regulation. hat remains is the relationshi of
origuchi and ex ression.
37

Figure 6.

origuchi Sutemi, Oshima

eteorological Observatory (ibid., 102).
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origuchi argued that it as rare to lace an exhibition room of geo hysics
ancillary to an observatory and it had a global significance. e thought it
should assume a monumentality, though it as a ractical Zweckbau, and he
achieved it through building an observation to er as a oint of ex ression
ith fulfilling sachlich re uirements of the observation of inds, seismic
instrumentation and radio communication and alking u and do n of the
staff to record data and to maintain the instruments. origuchi described his
feelings on designing the to er and the building:
13) he indices for these functions to o erate erfectly arrange and
tighten the form in designer s imagination definitely.
y heart has a
tension to make form, color, and ro ortions beautifully constructed
in these com ositions and it enetrates and su orts everything like
a shado for an ob ect.
here this heart is not ex ressed ould be a
dead surface and a dead color and it does not make a building lively as
a hole.20
Although e tend to regard a monument itself as a lifeless stone that resists
eo le s oblivion, origuchi abstracted its monumentality through the filter of
his ex ression and gave it to a modern Zweckbau.
It is kno n that origuchi as against the Teikan ( im erial cro n ) style
hich revailed among Ja anese ublic buildings then. Peo le called them to
be Ja anese or Asian tastes in those days and deemed them a ro riate outside
and inside: the context in Asian cities the collection of Asian artifacts hen it
as a museum. Of course, origuchi re ected such discussion.
14) e can say that hat they call Ja anese taste or Asian taste is usually
an imitation of a style of ooden buildings into reinforced concrete or
steel structure.21
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origuchi com ared contem orary architectures in the Netherlands and
ermany based on monumentality in his essay in 1924. hen he ado ted
monumentality in his design of Oshima eteorological Observatory in a
volcano island 120km to the southeast of okyo fig. . e declared that he
as not conscious of any styles before its com letion, as advocated by such
contem orary architects as J. J. P. Oud, ro ius and Adolf Behne. But he
admitted his design could assume a style a posteriori, and named it the style
ithout style .
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origuchi says such architecture has ut the riority of function and ex ression
the other ay around. e re ected the styles a priori and their mixture to ada t
to his monument and based it solely on his o n ex ression or integration.
But e can imagine another element of monumentality. here as a lan
to celebrate the Olym ic ames and orld x o in okyo in 1940 and the
stadium and the collateral National istory useum ere ex ected to take the
Teikan Style. origuchi deemed this style to be under Chinese in uence and
argued that ado ting this style ould only intensify Sinocentrism.22 But hat
is im ortant to mention here is his advocacy for monumentality that included
a kind of ex ression.
15) In order that the Cenota h has an ex ression to im ress not only
Ja anese eo le but eo le in the orld, its ex anse and its style of
ex ression should be orld- ide udged.
It does not re uire such
ex ression like today s Zweckbau as a ure monument.23
e classified a mere massive er etual monument as a Zweckbau and stated that
an a ro riate monument should assume a global ex ression. Such ex ression
could be a scul ture, a lanted tree, or a garden. is famous essay in 1934
argued that the Ja anese have a uni ue thought of the national monument:
they had not re uired its material and its structure ermanence, for exam le
Ise Shrine. Aside from the argument of the s ecific national identity hich
origuchi fre uently mentioned, the ex ression he referred had an intensive
strength that led to the global orld. No it has been made clear the relation
bet een the international and the national or the local that he conceived.
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origuchi has been a mystery ho started as an x ressionist and then a
odernist and ursued a rofound study of tearooms and dealt ith Ja anese
Sukiya style, versioned tearooms in the midst of ost- ar modernism.
o ever, one can say that origuchi took u both the functionality of everyday
life and the monumentality ith an ex ression as a vehicle of an architectural
theory ith global strength. veryday life as released from the chains of
urbanity such as structure, construction and regulation and monumentality as
released from the chains of a literal historicism and a s ecial functionality.
his illuminates ho the local becomes the international, and vice versa.
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THE BAUHAUS THEATER –
OSKAR SCHLEMMER’S
DESIGN IN MOTION CONCEPT1

A B S T R A C T
Bauhaus heater obtained its most com lete form through
Oskar Schlemmer s artistic, edagogical and theoretical ork.
he key roblem for Schlemmer as the la of motion of the
human body in s ace. is oetic im lied anti narrative and antimimetic theater and also the ides read use of stage figures
ith the vivid articulation of s ace as his rimary intentions.
he human body on stage, converted into artificial figure, as
the universal symbol of human being defined by o osites,
hich exists in a geometrical given s ace and determine it
meta hysically. Use of term dance in Schlemmer s lay most
titles, is consistent ith the conce tion of stage event as a stage
lay of artificial figure in geometrical given s ace. Design in
motion conce t, hich means the organi ation of the stage ith
s ecific mechanical-choreogra hic motions and orking ith
form and color, determine the Schlemmer s stage as the absolute
visual stage. ithin the Bauhaus, Oskar Schlemmer s stage
ork has contributed to understanding of the theatrical event as
the e ually im ortant art ork area for design of totality of s ace
in hich as established harmony bet een man, his life rocess
and environment in hich man exists.
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ith the re ercussions of one of the most significant and most in uential
schools of architecture and visual arts, the Bauhaus as o ened in 1919 in
eimar. he entire existence of this institution as marked by the in uences
of the ra id olitical and economic changes of the eriod bet een the t o
ars. he antagonism of the right- ing oriented oliticians and intellectuals
to ards the ideology of the Bauhaus had an im act that the school as
relocated to Dessau in 1925, and thereafter also to Berlin in 1933.2 Closing
of the Bauhaus in A ril 1933 re resented one of the numerous conse uences
of the Na i government decision to remove from the hird Reich area any
ex ression of that hich could be named decadent namely, Bolshevik art.
he Bauhaus emerged through integration of the eimar School of Arts and
Crafts ( rossher ogliche unstge erbeschule) ith the eimar Academy
of Fine Arts ( rossher ogliche ochschule fur bildende unst) hich ere
closed during the orld ar One. he edagogic ork in the Bauhaus as
rofiled in com liance ith im lementation of the reform of the artistic
education and the accentuated democracy and the entire conce t as
conformed to the develo ment of the ost- ar modern, industrial society and
the conce t of creation of the utilitarian and mass accessible articles hich
ould romote and make more ualitative the customary conditions of the life
rocess. It concerned the conce t of moderni ation of everyday living s ace
in the industriali ed society, through combination of different craft but also art
skills in creation of the modern building as a com lete art ork integrating
various arts into the oneness of a ne harmony. 3
As regards the oetic orientations of the Bauhaus artists, it as common for
them the acce tance of the many achievements of the historical avant-gardes
hich through the ork of this school ere introduced in the system of mass,
industrial roduction. hrough integration of the craft artistic ork and the
technological as ect, ithin the Bauhaus the design as develo ed rimarily
as the area of creating the articles for everyday use. he artistic ork should
have been conformed to the variable circumstances of the ost- ar life, and
also to re resent the integral art of the design rocess. he final roduct of
the synthesis of the research of the ne materials, sim le forms and colors in
the Bauhaus orksho s com rised, articularly in the late years of the school
ork, designing of the rototy es of the useful articles hich, later on, ould
be introduced into the mass industrial roduction. hat ay the develo ment
of the erman industry as initiated, and, at the same time, ty ical modernist
as iration to ards the fusion of the art and technology as demonstrated. he
Bauhaus orksho s ere really laboratories for orking out ractical ne
designs for resent day articles and im roving models for mass roductions. 4
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ith the Bauhaus the aradigm of art as neutral ractice of creation of fine
articles intended for interest free aesthetic en oyment ex erienced the radical
alternation. he conce ts relating to the understanding of function and status
of the art ork, artistic creativity and art ork valuation ere uestioned. ith
the Bauhaus ractice first the distinction bet een art and crafts as disru ted,
hich, since the enlightenment, rested on the elitist established dichotomy
bet een fine and utilitarian result of the art ork, namely craft ork.5
In that res ect also the difference bet een ex ression and design as
roblemati ed, hen the identification of creativity solely ith the exce tional
ork of the creator genius com rised the difference bet een the individual
and the grou , negating the ossibility of collective artistic ork. Also, by the
school ork it as indicated to the existence of the dichotomy bet een the
rivate and the ublic as ell, hich related to the isolation of the art orks
in the museum s aces and rivate collections, and to excluding the aesthetic
ex erience from the man s mundane activities and sensorial ex eriences.
For the Bauhaus ideology the mentioned beaux-arts conce ts meant the
passé heritages since they revented the integration of the craft ork, artistic
creativity and technological as ect in reali ation of the democratic society and
creation of the architectural ob ect being the integration of the entire elements
of s ace in hich the man exists. he romotion of the society and uality of
life rocess should have been reali ed by a rational building of the visually
harmoni ed and functional environment through integration of the crafts-art
ork. he Bauhaus ants to educate architects, ainters, and scul tors of
all levels, according to their ca abilities, to become com etent craftsmen or
inde endent creative artists and to form a orking community of leading
and future artists-craftsmen. hese men, of kindred s irit, ill kno ho to
design buildings harmoniously in their entirety structure, furnishing, and
ornamentation.
45

Figure 1.

Com rehension that architecture, visual art, scul ture, designing of articles
and s atial lanning are only instrumentally detached elements of one entirety
has enabled the integration of ork into until then disci linarily se arated
art and crafts fields. he building as understood as a unifying, harmonious
synthesis of com lex s ace in hich man exists and hich all ty es of artists
and craftsmen should individually contribute to. In that ay, both aesthetic
and social human needs ould have been met. his conce t of collective
ork has liberated the artist from the romanticist sychology of the creator
genius and the art ork as an exce tional master iece. he common ork
oriented to ards the uni ue goal as reali ed from the latform of modern
constructivism. he overall, harmoni ed s ace of the human existence as
formed by rationally built or designed house bau (building) haus (house).
Artist at the Bauhaus attem ted to find an ob ective common denominator of
form in a ay to develo a science of design. Such a foundation of general,
su er ersonal formal la s rovides an organic and unifying background
for various talents. x ression then has reference to the same universally
ackno ledged basic conce ts. 7 oderni ation of the human living s ace
com rised the ractical reali ation of the three im eratives: sim le forms,
efficiencies and functionalities, and in res ect to the artistic ex ression the
a lication of mathematical and geometric forms, rime colors and modern,
durable materials.
Organic connection of the human activities, ro ius conce t of the total
architecture and focusing the creative activities to ards the common goal
of the functional design ere summari ed in the key roblem around hich
all the Bauhaus courses and orksho s ere rofiled the roblem of the
relationship between the man and his living space. In this context the stage
ork as also develo ed ithin the Bauhaus. Perceiving the school ork, at
the beginning of the 19 0s ro ius stated: the Bauhaus embraces the hole
range of visual arts: architecture, lanning, scul ture, industrial design, and
stage ork. 8 o ever, in the school manifest rogram of ork, ro ius
invited the architects, ainters and scul tors to unify their goals, hereas,
he did not take the theater into consideration as a relevant artistic edagogic
area.9 he Bauhaus Stage orksho
as established only in the summer
of 1921, and already in 1922 the concentric scheme of the school rogram
structure re ared by Paul lee in the central circle integrated the area of the
building and the theatre (Bau and B hne).10 he Bauhaus Stage orksho as
initially run by Schreyer, ho, as the member of the Sturm grou favored the
ex ressionistic theatre. o ever, since the arrival of the artists such as Oskar
Schlemmer, s l
oholy-Nagy and assily andinsky, the reali ed stage
and light ex eriments indicated to the em hasi ed oetic orientation to ards
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abstraction and constructivism. hen in October 1925 Oskar Schlemmer
assumed the management of the Bauhaus Stage orksho , the theatre became
one of the central fields of school ork, ith regards to the otential of
integrating ithin itself all other artistic fields. he stage s ace as understood
as er the analogy ith architectural s ace, and in com liance ith ro ius
ideas on integrated art ork hich unifies various arts into oneness of the ne
harmony. he theatre thus became also the thematic field of the fourth in series
of fourteen Bauhaus books the collection of books Die Bühne im Bauhaus
ublished in 1925.11
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he rofile of the Bauhaus theater as most com letely built through artistic
edagogic theoretical ork of Oskar Schlemmera.12 his visual artist,
choreogra her and dancer, com leted the studies at the Academy of Arts in
Stuttgart and before his arrival in the Bauhaus he did his service in the erman
army for several years. Since 1921, in eimar Bauhaus, Schlemmer first
su ervised the orksho for ork in ood and stone, and later on, arallel
ith the Bauhaus Stage orksho , he taught the course titled
an , hich
ractical art com rised schematic dis lay of the human body and dra ing
of the nude figure. Also significant is Schlemmer s ainting o us in hich,
follo ing the cubism in uence, gradually more intensive interest in the
roblem of resenting the human figure in s ace as a constant of his artistic
oetics as re ected.13 he ork in the Bauhaus Stage orksho since 1925
has roceeded in significantly im roved conditions ith regards to the fact
that the ex erimental theater stage as built as an integral art of the Bauhaus
Dessau building hich until 1929 resulted in the rogram of t elve conducted
Schlemmer s creations. ro ius is building me a stage hich ill be a leasure
to use as I see fit, des ite its small dimensions. 14 Schlemmer as content ith
the sim le Dessau stage since the stage of not of that big dimensions could be
controlled ith a small number of variables his stage as frontally o en and
its only mechanism as a four-ro system for o ening of the side alls and
moving of the sus ended re uisites. Schlemmer rarely takes advantages of the
ay it o ens on both sides, to the main hall and to the canteen, but consistently
conducts his ex eriments on the front o ening stage. 15 In 1927 the Bauhaus
heatre erformed at the erman heater xhibition in agdeburg. On that
occasion, the third issue of the Bauhaus maga ine as devoted to the theater,
and Schlemmer, as that issue editor, rote an extensive re ort on the ob ectives
and methods of the Bauhaus heater hich he resented also in the form of
the lecture-demonstration before he Circle of Friends of the Bauhaus in
1927.1 After annes eyer had assumed the management of the Bauhaus in
1928 the re uest for olitici ation of the theater achievements contents became

more ex ressed, hich, besides financial crisis, as the crucial reason for
Schlemmer to leave the Bauhaus in 1929.17 At the Academy of Art and A lied
Arts in Breslau Schlemmer as ired to continue the ork started at the Bauhaus
heater, ho ever, o ening of the theater studio in this school as not a roved
by the com etent authorities. his made the artist to fully focus on ainting and
create several significant ainting in hich he focused on that hich he termed
grand figural style , a classical, monumental a roach to the human form
that he had been develo ing throughout the 1920s. 18 Schlemmer as also one
of the first artists ho ex erienced the censorshi of the Na i olitics hen his
murals for the eimar Bauhaus ere ainted over at the end of 1930.
hen
the Na i cam aign against him, largely on the grounds of his involvement
ith the Bauhaus, as in full force, he rotested vociferously, and not ithout
genuine feeling, that he as in no ay connected ith the Bolshevism of the
Dessau Bauhaus. 19 Follo ing Schlemmer s de arture from the Bauhaus, the
activities connected ith the Stage orksho in this institution ere carried
out discontinuously, although certain students as ired to continue the ork of
the Bauhaus stage by establishing the oung stage at the Bauhaus.20
As the central roblem of his artistic theoretical ork, Schlemmer ointed out
the la s of motion of the human body in s ace. is oetic com rised the antinarrative and anti-mimetic, extensive use of lasticity of the stage figures ith
live articulation and demonstration of s ace as rimary intention. Intensive
s ace control meant the dis lay of the the elementary fact of its s ace .21
For this artist the theater re resented and exce tional visual spatial event, in
hich he researched the roblems of human body motion in s ace, but also
the then to ical uestion of the relationshi bet een the man and the machine.
If the aims of the Bauhaus are also the aims of our stage, it is natural that the
follo ing elements should be of first and foremost im ortance to us: SPAC
as a art of the larger total com lex, building (Bau). ( ) An as ect of s ace
is FOR , com rising both surface (that is, t o-dimensional) form and lastic
(three-dimensional) form. As ects of form are CO OR and I
, to hich
e attach a ne im ortance. e are rimarily visually oriented beings and
can therefore take leasure in the urely o tical e can mani ulate forms and
discover mysterious and sur rising effects in mechanical motion from concealed
sources e can convert and transfigure s ace through form, color, and light. 22
Schlemmer s a roach to stage fully fitted into the Bauhaus basic conce t.
For him erforming re resented the matter of architecture in motion, here
the human bodies by dressing in costumes ere transformed into artificial
figures – and the stage ob ect created the variable forms in constant motion.
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hese arts architecture, scul ture, ainting are fixed. hey are momentary,
fro en motion. ( ) he stage is the arena for successive and transient action,
ho ever, offers form and color in motion, in the first instance in their rimary
as ect as se arate and individual mobile, colored or uncolored, linear, at or
lastic forms, but furthermore as uctuating, mobile s ace and as transformable
architectonic structure. Such kaleidosco ic lay, at once infinitely variable and
strictly organi ed, ould constitute theoretically the absolute visual stage
(Schaubühne). 23
hen s eaking about oetic elements of his visual stage, Schlemmer refers to
the history of theater, here he singles out three ty es of stage: oral or sound
stage hich im lies some literary or music erformance lay stage at hich
some hysical-mimetic event is resented and visual stage at hich certain
o tical event takes lace. Schlemmer oints out to that the third stage ty e is
dealt ith only by the designer, as the builder of form and color, 24 hereby
form and color are the as ects hich all formative artists – painter, sculptor and
architect ork ith.25 Indeed, Schlemmer ut on e ual level the com onents of
ork of the designers, ainters, scul tors and architects, ho ever, he ointed
out to a rather im ortant distinction, the distinction bet een the ork ithin
these fields and the ork on stage. Unlike the formative arts, on stage it is the
form and color in motion, or, design in motion that are in action. For the stage
is after all architectonic: it is ordered and lanned, and it rovides a setting
for form and color in their liveliest and most versatile form. 2 he design
in motion conce t, organi ation of the stage s ace by s ecific mechanicalchoreogra hical and s atial designs and the ork ith color and from have
exactly defined Schlemmer s stage as the absolute visual stage. As Schlemmer
ex lained, using a uote from Delacroix it as to be a feast for the eyes . 27
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o ever, the absolute visual stage for Schlemmer re resented the s ace
determined by mathematical relations, but the void one, having in vie that
this artist, em hasi ed the man as the most im ortant theater element, namely
the stage as universal re resentation of man’s existence in space. In the essay
an and Art Figure , Schlemmer concisely resented his critical and ractical
vision of the theater ith man in its focal lace. he history of the theater is
the history of the transfiguration of the human form. It is the history of man as
the actor of hysical and s iritual events, ranging from na vet to re ection,
from naturalness to artifice. he materials involved in this transfiguration are
form and color, the materials of the ainter and scul tor. he arena for this
transfiguration is found in the constructive fusion of space and building, the
realm of the architect. hrough the mani ulation of these materials the role of
the artist, the synthesis of these elements, is determined. 28

From this oint of vie , Schlemmer analy ed the manners in hich in the
traditional, mimetic theater, the human figure had exclusively re resentational
function, hereas the ainters and scul tor, through focusing on form and color
still ex ressed certain otential to treat the human figure as an abstract element.
Actually, Schelemmer ointed to the dualistic as ect hich determined each
human individual the hysical and sychological com onents, rational and
emotional as ect, mechanical and organic. Schlemmer continuously indicated
to these dichotomies in his articles, believing that stage s ace and the man in it
rovide the ossibility that the essences of the human existence are symbolically
resented. In his stage reali ations, Schemmer, thus, gave rominence to the
dualistic as ects of man singling out geometrical stage s ace determinations
in hich human sub ectivity existed and hich, at the same time ensued
from the dichotomy of the man himself, his hysical ro ortionality, namely,
mathematical relations.
an is an organism of esh and blood as ell as a
mechanism of dimensions and ro ortion. an is a creature of emotion and
reason and many more dichotomies. e carries these ithin himself and is
much better able to reconcile himself continuously to the fact of this duality
ithin himself, than in abstract structures of art outside himself... 29 Schlemmer
believed that the human organism stands in the abstract s ace of the stage and
that each of these t o elements has its o n la s.
an, the human organism,
stands in the cubical, abstract s ace of the stage. an and S ace. ach has
different la s of order. hose shall revail ither abstract s ace is ada ted
in deference to natural man and transformed back into nature or the imitation
of nature. his ha ens in the theater of illusionistic realism. Or natural man,
in deference to abstract s ace, is recast to fit its mold. his ha ens on the
abstract stage. 30
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For Schlemmer s understanding of man it is indicative the structure of the
course taught by him during 1927 and 1928. he course titled
an , aimed
at roviding an overall vie of man and his abilities and syntheti ed three
a roaches formal, biological and hiloso hical one. he structure of this
course re ected Schlemmer s stand oint that man should be understood as a
cosmic being.
an should be understood as a cosmic being. is conditions
of existence, his relationshi s ith the natural and artificial environment,
his mechanism and organism, his material, s iritual and intellectual image
in short, man as a bodily and s iritual being is necessary and im ortant
sub ect of instruction. 31 Natural scientific a roach exactly ensued from the
resum tion that man as a cosmic being, an integral art of the nature, but,
above all, a biologically determined being. he areas from biology that ere
considered by Schlemmer com rised the conce t of orld ether,32 then, by
studying cell, embryology, ontogenesis of organs, detailed study of the human
anatomy (system of bones, muscles, ligaments, veins, nerves, ith a articular
em hasis on the organs of sight and hearing), study of the chemical com onent
of the human body and the roblems resulting from u right osture of man.33
hrough hiloso hical a roach Schlemmer resented man as a thinking but
also emotional being ho erceives the orld through variable conce ts and
ideas. he formal art, dedicated to dra ing of human figure first included the
study of the ro ortions of the static body and then led also to consideration
of the body in motion. he art dealing ith figural rendering, mainly one of
dra ing, deals ith schemata and systems of lines, lanes and body scul ture
the standard measures, the theory of ro ortions, D rer s measurements, and
the golden section. From these develo the la s of movement, the mechanics
and kinetics of the body ithin itself as ell as in s ace, in the natural as ell
as in the cultural s here... he aths of movement, the choreogra hy of every
day, form a transition to the conscious, sha ed movement in gymnastics and the
dance, and further to the art form of the stage. 34 Such, synthesi ing, biological
a roach, resulted in that Schlemmer s numerous schematic re resentationsdra ings of the man had an effect as s ecific biograms of the existence and
motion of the human body in s ace.
Schlemmer believed that the limited s ace of the theater stage as determined
by the linear net ork of lanimetric and stereometric links, hereby that stage
geometry as inherent to the mathematical as ect of the human body. o ever,
besides being determined by hysical ro ortions, man is at the same time a
com lex organic being ho exists through functions of its inner orld the
rhythm of the heart function, circulation, breathing, activities of brain, nervous
system and emotionality. Such human being is the center of each s ace and
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Actually, Schlemmer has built his oetic designs from s ecifically based stage
theory, in hich he synthesi ed rational, scientific view with metaphysical
conception of man. Rational, scientific vie em hasi es the roblem of
man s existence in s ace hich Schlemmer resented through geometric
mathematical relations. Point and ur ose of science: to assemble and
classify hat can be kno n: in contrast to s eculative hiloso hy and in
com lete contrast to religion and art, hich invent. ( ) Aim of science:
mathematical formula of the mechanical events of the orld. 35 an as an
artificial figure, in Schlemmer s theater moved in geometrically determined
s ace, in hich recise, almost mechanical movements could be made. In that
sense, Schlemmer through mathematical schemes of mechanical motion of
man in s ace designed the re resentation of man as artistic figure on stage.
eta hysical conce t of man s existence in s ace is based on the resum tion
that man s ro ortional-emotional body in motion destroys the scientific
understanding of s ace as geometrically stable henomenon. uman body in
motion in the stage s ace actually becomes the artistic figure, something that
creates the artificial exce tionality of that s ace. ach s ace is filled only hen
man is resent in it, hich means that man is al ays that hich meta hysically
determines the s ace. Rational, static geometrical relations of s ace are filled
ith living form only that moment hen human body is resent in it and hich
consists also of the com onents beyond rational geometrical la s. Color and
form reveal their elementary values ithin the constructive mani ulation of
architectonic s ace. ere they constitute both ob ect and rece tacle, that hich
is to be filled and fulfilled by an, the living organism. ( ) an, its chief
henomenon, is both an organism of esh and blood and at the same time the
ex onent of number and easure of All hings (the olden Section). 3
In his significant lecture on the theater in 1927, as a roblem Schlemmer
articularly em hasi ed the event of the existence of man in relation to s ace.37
Figure-body on Schlemmer s stage is a temporal gestalt since only in the
entirety ith s ace man transforms that s ace and abstract theater stage into
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artici ates in creation of any imaginary s ace. eometrically abstract s ace,
therefore, is only hori ontally vertical frame of organically and emotionally
determined motion of the human body in s ace. he motion of the human
body creates hysical im ulses of each s ace, and that ay animates it and
revives it. In that case, the stage is understood as a limited s ace of lanimetric
and stereometric relations by means of hich it is ossible, visually and
symbolically, in a universal ay to resent this reci rocal relationshi bet een
the human body and s ace.
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uid field of the force of motion. an is erceived as a coherent form but
also as the art of the ider entirety of the geometrically determined s ace
hich he animates and becomes the event through motion. he move, hich
results from the inside the organism of the human being could not have been
re resented in a rational-mathematical ay. ransformation of s ace through
body action is that on hich Schlemmer insisted hen in the texts
an and
Art Figure and
athematics of the Dance he rote about that the body
in motion introduced its o n o er into geometrical s ace and animated it.
Schlemmer identified that force hich as demonstrable each time hen the
figure moved in the controlled stage s ace. et us no observe the a earance
of the human figure as an event and recogni e that from the very moment at
hich becomes a art of the stage, it also becomes a s ace be itched creature,
so to s eak. Automatically and redictably, each gesture or motion is translated
in meaningful terms into a uni ue s here of activity. 38 By the relations bet een
the s ace and mechanical body motion hich ere re resented in multitude of
dra ings and diagrams, Schlemmer em hasi ed the stage event as the gestalt
of geometrically determined s ace and meta hysical as ect the bearer of hich
as the human body in motion. S ace and body mathematics, the lanimetric
and stereometric relationshi s of s ace together ith the meta hysical inherent
in the human body shall unite into a numerical, mystical synthesis... s ace 39
For that reason, one of the theater functions for Schlemmer as to serve the
meta hysical needs of man by constructing a orld of illusion and by creating
the transcendental on the basis of the rational. 40
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athematical and emotional as ects of man hich determine his hysical
being as a synthesis of dichotomy elements ere re resented in t o manners
in treating the human body as an artificial figure. athematical as ect of the
human body as fitted into geometrically definable stage s ace in such ay
that Schlemmer dressed the erformers in the costumes of geometrical form,
actually indicating to the mechanics of human body motion, namely, to the
erformer as a kinetic sculpture. motionally, that inner art of the human
body, hich could not have been re resented by exact mathematical schemes
and hich animated the static geometrical stage s ace, as re resented
through motion of the kinetic scul ture, through conditioning of that motion
by architectural stage - by the materials and ob ects that ere on the stage and through mask and antomime ca tured facial ex ressions. Dressing in
costumes in Schlemmer s lays re resented the most im ortant stage element
of transformation of the human body into artificial figure.

Scul tural costumes as the means of transformation of the traditional
erformer into an artificial figure (Kunstfigur), as ell as in the function of
the key element of s ace dynamics construction, ere fully reali ed in the first
significant Schlemmer s lay Triadic Ballet. Schlemmer started orking on
this achievement in 1912, the o ening night as held ten years later in Stuttgart
and thereafter Triadic Ballet as resented as a central event of the grand
Bauhaus exhibition in 1923. his achievement has most often been associated
ith Schlemmer s theater ork and generally ith the Bauhaus theater.41 hree
basic characteristics of the Triadic Ballet, as stated by Schlemmer, are: the
costumes hich are of a colored, three-dimensional design, the human figure
hich is an environment of basic mathematical sha es, and the corres onding
movements of that figure in s ace. 42
Triadic Ballet originated from the com rehension that three-dimensional s ace
can be articulated or made visible through lastic forms. Schlemmer ra ed
u the organic body in motion in the costumes of various geometrical forms
hich symboli ed ro ortionality or mathematic dimension of man, his
universality. uman body, transformed into an artificial figure, re resented
the universal symbol of human being determined by dichotomy existing
in geometrically rational determinable s ace and determining that s ace
meta hysically.43
hile his later Bauhaus dances have been called gestural
or s atial erformances (also involving a strong em hasis on light ro ection),
the Triadic Ballet in its full version com rising three acts, three erformers,
t elve dances and eighteen costumes, ith each act dis laying a different color
and mood dis lays a redominantly scul tural leitmotif. ith exaggerated
headdresses and masks, bulbous added torsos and outfits built ith iring and
concentric hoo s, extended ro -like limbs and conic or s herical a endages,
the Triadic figurines are constructed to im ede movement or sha e it in very
articular ays, dra ing attention to the constructedness of the costumes as
ell as their materials. 4 4
Schlemmer s first im ortant essay on theory of stage dating from 1925.,
an
and Art Figure , ublished immediately before starting his ork on the Dessau
stage, related to the roblems ractically set u in the lay Triadic Ballet and
as focused on the costume as key line of the ne , abstract anti mimetic and
anti-narrative stage. In this text it as em hasi ed that costume as liberated
from its usual function of underlining certain character and used only for the
ur ose of articulation of the key stage events. he author rote in it about
the artificial figures moving in com liance ith the geometrical lines, s iral
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and s uares, erforming an abstract dance based on mathematical relations of
movement. raditional, resentational and narrative theater as reduced to the
s tage eve nt as a symbol.
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Schlemmer com letely re ected the conce t of mimetic theater and ex ression
as aradigms of the highly modernist theater. e insisted on the recise
ada tation of the figure shape to the geometrically defined s ace. Such figure
by movement ill ex ress the inner, sub ective as ects of man hich is
im ossible to resent by mathematical relations. In later achievements of the
Dessau theater this artist defined the stage s ace by using also the various
lastic forms, including decoration, certain ob ects in motion but also color
and light. he erformers had hysical and visual oints of orientation hich
enabled them to consciously and hysically engage in the s ace mathematics.
On the Dessau stage Schlemmer used also the staircases, mobile skeleton
latforms and small mobile articles such as hoo s, stickers, cubes, balls and
sticks. hese stage ro erties ere carried by the erformers and relocated in
the stage s ace. Figures, lasticity, light and sound all made the elements of the
constructed rocess, and thus Schlemmer as rather interested in the formal
reciseness of rhythm of the sound used and ercussionist as ects of noise
than in the ork ith the conce t of music as the holder of ten stage action
ex ression. e a roached sound from the henomenological oint of vie
liberating it from its associative and semantic im lications: Our decision to
a roach the human ord unliterary , in its rimary state, as a ha ening, as if
it ere being heard for the first time, makes this articular field a roblem and
a challenge. 4 5 In this ay, and first of all by com lete re ection of the resence
of the s oken ork on the stage, Schlemmer translated the accent from the
narrative, illusionist, mimetic or semiotic as ects of the traditional theater to
the henomenological, reality and hysical ex erience, and ith the effect of
the mobile, visual geometry he indicated also to the artificial construction of
the erforming body.
In certain achievements, Schlemmer ould add gloves or color stockings to
the black and hite costumes, hich accentuated certain arts of the body
o osite the costume totality ho ever also o osite the background, stage
surface or the curtains. hereby the balance of the erfect body mathematics
as altered: ake a sim le human figure in a hite leotard, ut it in the
s ace. In this form he is a sort of basic figure, a blank, un ritten age. very
subse uent accessory, such as a red stocking on the left leg, a stick in the
right hand, has to change the neutrality hich the figure alone had. his is an
imbalance, and a unilateral in exion follo s, the inner and outer state of the
dancer is decisively in uenced. 4

Besides forms and color the costume material also stimulated articulation of
the body motion.4 7 he body as in direct contact ith s ecific materials,
such as, for exam le, ith glass in Glastanz or ith ood in Stäbetanz (Pole
Dance). In these cases, the dynamics of the body motion as liberated through
material movement, or at least through sound created by that material. In that
ay Schlemmer roblemati ed also the uestion ho s ace and our erce tion
of s ace changed de ending on the nature of materials used hich defined that
s ace. A s ecific design of body architecture as in ractice hich com rised
those same elements relevant for designing the buildings and utilitarian ob ects
- the form, color and material.4 8
* * *
During the last years that he as a member of the Bauhaus and its Stage
orksho , Schlemmer brought the various roductions to erfection by and
large they dated from before 1928 so they become artistically and technically
exem lary erformances, ready to be sho n to even the most so histicated
audiences. In June 1928 the Bauhaus stage erformed at the Second erman
Congress of the Dance in ssen. During a tour beginning in February 1929 and
lasting several months, it exerted its strongest direct in uence, felt by some to
be a rovocation. he sto s on that tour ere Berlin, Breslau, Frankfurt and
ain, Stuttgart and Basel. In Breslau Schlemmer continued his stage ork.
he re ertory sho n on the tour as uite extensive. It consisted of short,
individual ieces, being a articularly striking sho of Schlemmer s intentions:
the Dance in S ace , Dance of Forms , Dance of estures , Dance of the
Stage ings , the Box Play , the Dance of Slats , the Dance of oo s , he
ives Dance , and the Com any of asks . 49
he use of the term dance in the titles of the ma ority of Schlemmer s lays
as in line ith the conce tion of the theater event as stage lay of the artificial
figure movement in the defined s ace. Invisibly involved ith all these la s
is an as Dancer. e obeys the la s of the body as ell as the la of s ace
he follo s his sense of himself as ell as his sense of embracing s ace. 50
For this artist dance actually re resented the initial oint of regeneration of
the modern theater. Unlike the o era and ballet, dance as not affected by
tradition and dedication to ords, sound and gestures. For Schlemmer, dance
re resented an inde endent stage art redestined to create something ne for
human senses. hus, the dance, according to its origin, becomes Dionysian
and ure feeling, symbol for the balancing of olarities. 51 hen the body is
articulated in such ay that its lay is in the center of the ha enings, as is the
case in the dance, then it is free and follo s only its la s.
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ith his vie oint about the body hich is free and follo s only its inner la s
of movement, Schlemmer ex ressed also his osition to ards the uestion of
the relationshi among technology, man and artistic ex erience, hich as
to ical for all modernist oetics from the beginning of the t entieth century.
Schlemmer s res onse ranged bet een t o o osites advocating for the
meta hysics, on one side, and absolute mechanisms, on the other side. In that
res ect, he ex ressed the negative stand oint to ards certain, then to ical,
achievements of the mechanic theater, hich as a oetic determination,
as believed by him, should have been revailed over long time ago.52 In
192 ., Schlemmer stated that the task of the artists does not go bet een the
shado side and danger of the mechanical age and the bright side of exact
meta hysics. 53 Schlemmer as made an exclusive member of the Bauhaus
exactly by his intensive interest in the human being in relation ith the modern
society and overall moderni ation of the human life.
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ro ius ne building should have united the design of the modern living
s ace, through the ork ith form, color, light and materials. Schlemmer, also,
orked ith the same elements in his Bauhaus Stage orksho . It is natural
that the aims of the Bauhaus to seek the union of the artistic-ideal ith the
craftsman-like- ractical by thoroughly investigating the creative elements,
and to understand in all its ramifications the essence of der Bau, creative
construction have valid a lication to the field of the theater. 5 4 It concerned
the e uivalent a roach in inter retation of the stage s ace and architectural
s ace hich united the as ects of three-dimensionality of the o tical effects,
acoustics, as ell as the movements of mechanical and organic bodies ithin
a limited s ace. 5 5 he stage ork of Oskar Schlemmer contributed that ithin
the Bauhus the theater stage as understood as e ually im ortant field of
artistic ork in designing the totality of the s ace entities by means of hich
the harmony among man, his life rocesses and the environment in hich man
exists as established.
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Oskar Schlemmer, o ans ildebrandt. eimar, October 4, 1922, in The Letters and Diaries
of Oskar Schlemmer, ed. ut Schlemmer, 128 129.
he heater is staging a mini-revolution, aha, aha he central issue: a Schlemmer theater or a
Bauhaus theater I say it is all u to them. Schmidtchen is the s okesman for mechanical theater,
I for figural theater I have declared I refuse to let myself be inned do n or be dictated to. I as
doing mechanistic theater hen Schmidtchen as still in s addling clothes. Oskar Schlemmer,
Dessau, A ril 25, 1927, in The Letters and Diaries of Oskar Schlemmer,ed. ut Schlemmer, 203.
atthe
. Smith, Schlemmer, oholy-Nagy, and the Search for the Absolute Stage, Theater
32 3 (2002): 94.
Oskar Schlemmer, heater (B hne), 81.
alter ro ius, he ork of the Bauhaus Stage, in The Bauhaus. Weimar, Dessau, Berlin,
Chicago, ed. ans . ingler, 41.
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ARCHITECTURE AS POLITICS

A B S T R A C T
he a er resents a comment on Jac ues Ranci re s thinking
on architecture as traced in The Politics of Aesthetics and
uxta osed ith a case study 1st Exhibition of Architecture
of the People’s Poland. he exhibition organi ed in the era of
Stalinism (1953) and sho n in the Central Bureau for Artistic
xhibitions (no adays the ach ta National allery of Art in
arsa ) is seen as a manifestation of artistic regimes of the
eriod and as aesthetisation of architecture hich is commonly
considered the most olitical of all the (fine) arts. Architecture
does not seem to be the main concern of The Politics of Aesthetics
most translators and (Polish) commentators of Ranci re s
hiloso hical ritings dra our attention to the im ortance of
his aesthetics for the relational as ects of contem orary art in
ublic s aces. he article aims at em hasi ing the architectural
moments in Ranci re s ro ect of aesthetics as olitics it also
elaborates a cou le of notions poiēsis mimēsis as discussed
by Ranci re in relation to architectural theory and history of
architectural exhibitions.
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he sho in the arsa Central Bureau consisted of six sections resenting
the achievements of six Polish regions: arsa ( a ovia), ato ice (bet een
7th arch 1953 and 195 , Stalinogr d ), roc a (U er and o er Silesia),
da sk, S c ecin (Pomerania), Bia ystok (Podlasie), d , Craco
ith No a
7
uta ( esser Poland), Po na ( reater Poland). (Fig. 2) he seventh section,
the all of onor as also named the hall of Polish-Soviet friendshi
ith its
dominant feature being a large hotogra h of the model of the Palace of Culture

abriela

et us discuss ust one exam le the 1st Exhibition of Architecture of the
People’s Poland (Fig.1) organi ed in 1953 in the Central Bureau for Artistic
xhibitions (no adays ach ta National allery of Art in arsa ). he
exhibition as o ened on 8th arch thus, Stalin died three days earlier. It
as visited by 50.000 eo le, including more than a hundred organi ed
grou s,2 and o ening hours ere ad usted to the everyday orking routines
of ros ective vie ers, ith the exhibition o en until 9 m. he so-called
high culture of the art gallery as to be ex erienced for free in orkers
leisure time ho ever, in the case of the 1953 arsa exhibition, there ere
no clear borders bet een high and mass culture. As Jac ues Ranci re argues,
an aesthetic community is not a community of aesthetes. It is a community of
sense, or a sensus communis .3 he aim of the 1st Exhibition of Architecture
of the People’s Poland as the o ulari ation of the achievements of Polish
socialist architecture against the background of ast e ochs .4 he exhibition
resented buildings already constructed or designed bet een January 1945 and
December 1952, uxta osed ith historical ob ects. In line ith this strategy,
the exhibition catalogue o ened ith hotogra hs of the a el Royal Castle
in Craco and of Romanes ue columns in the church of Str elno.5

itek Architecture as Politics

In the 1950s arsa everybody had an idea of architecture, like in bygone
days in Alaska everybody had an idea of gold-digging
claims eo old
yrmand in the legendary Polish detective story Zły Evil , in hich he sketches
a su erb social and architectural anorama of arsa in the first years after
the Second orld ar.1 he novelist s irony over hat it meant to have an
idea of architecture should be read in the olitical and historical context of
the 1950s Poland, the time of Stalinism. For it as not ust the First Secretary
of the Polish United orkers Party ho merited the e ithet of the First
Architect of Socialist Realism , but rather the hole nation as building our
ca ital as roclaimed a series of Polish osters designed in the 1950s. he
idea of architecture as also s read through a great number of architectural
exhibitions some thirty-three sho s organi ed in all the regions of Poland in
the eriod 1950 1953.
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and Science (com leted in 1955) and other arsa
ro ects re resentative
of ideological coo eration bet een Poland and Soviet Union .8 (Fig. 3) he
conce t of socrealism re uired architecture hich ould be socialist in
content and national in form.9 herefore, da sk and Pomerania region ere
considered an a ro riate source of northern Renaissance forms, hile arsa
as seen as a city of neoclassicism.(Fig. 4) aving received the regional forms
as exam les to be follo ed, architects ere ex ected to re ect the hole era of
eclecticism and cosmo olitism of the 19th century and the inter ar eriod .10 In
A ril 1953, the exhibition served as the backdro for the 1s t Polish Council of
Architecture ith its invited guests 340 delegates from the Soviet Union and
other democratic countries. Aleksandr .
aso , the architect of osco
among many other delegates
ointed to the main threats to contem orary
architecture. Degenerate tendencies
such as constructivism, or decadent
Viennese art nouveau
ere the first threat. he second as de-urbanism , a
conce t hich romotes our esca e from the city . De-urbanism as aso
ex lained
ants to dismember the urban organism into se arate, uasinatural garden-cities . Contem orary architects should follo
enin s teaching
on the city as the best form of human settlement .11
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he ur ose of this a er is not to discuss the idea of socrealism in Polish
architecture this roblem has been ell researched in uro ean olitical
history. In recent years, there has been a marked revival of interest in the
history of architectural exhibitions the 1953 arsa sho serves here as an
exam le of this research field. An exhibition of architecture is, in a sense, a
mixed media re resentation of something that has already been built and of
something that does not yet exist as an architectural and urban environment.
his kind of multimediality gives us an idea of architecture in the context of
an art gallery s ace. In the arsa exhibition catalogue, Roman Piotro ski
(a Polish architect active in the inter ar eriod and the inister of Building
of Cities and ousing states in the 1950s) em hasi es the social function of
architecture exhibitions at the time of the extensive rebuilding of Poland. As
he notes:
Architecture orks in the most intensive ay as a com lete building
reali ed in its ro er environment. o ever, its location sometimes
limits the sco e of its social in uence in order to admire a building a
vie er needs to visit the lace here it is located.
he exhibition
is therefore one of the best ays to resent architecture to the eo le.12
It might seem a aradox that in order to render realism and the social function
of architecture, the exhibition resented t enty-five scul ture-like mock-u s,
and more than thousand architectural dra ings and hotogra hs.13(Fig. 5)
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ost commentators of Ranci re s ritings dra our attention to the im ortance
of his aesthetics for its em hasis on the relational or artici atory as ects of
contem orary art. Architecture as a se arate ractice does not seem to be the
main concern of Ranci re s The Politics of Aesthetics only occasionally does
he discuss, for exam le, the olitical im lications of the British Art Crafts
movement and its derivatives, such as Art Deco, erkbund, Bauhaus and
Russian Constructivism.17 And yet, there are at least t o lessons as Slavo
i ek recommends in his after ord18 that can be taken from Ranci re for our
re ection on architecture.

itek Architecture as Politics

In modern systems of arts (crystalli ed in the aesthetics of such thinkers as,
Charles Batteux, Immanuel ant or James Fergusson) architecture has al ays
oscillated bet een the status of mechanical and fine art or, to ut it another
ay, it has al ays had to struggle for the right to a dignified osition among
fine arts.14 No adays e acce t ith ease the definition of architecture as the
most social and the most olitical of all the arts. In other ords, architecture s
artistic and aesthetic as ects seem less im ortant than its otential to build a
community.
y house is not architecture it is my home sym tomatically
argues Polish artist Artur mi e ski in his introduction to the Polish translation
of Jac ues Ranci re s The Politics of Aesthetics.15 he o osition of the arts
is one of the main oints in Ranci re s re ection: In the re resentational
order, hat as relevant as the o osition bet een fine arts or liberal arts
and mechanical arts, hich meant an o osition bet een arts designed for
leasure and glorification of gentle eo le and arts designed to res ond to the
necessities of ractical life .1 In the context of exhibitions, the ractical as ects
of architecture seem to be limited by the modalities of re resentation through
the medium of images and models. But, this is not to say that automatically
architecture becomes a fine art designed only for leasure.
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Figure 1. 1s t xhibition of Architecture of the
Peo le s Poland, 1953 ( oster).
Photo: ach ta National allery of Art, arsa

Figure 2. 1s t xhibition of Architecture of the Peo le s Poland, 1953 ( lan
ith six regional sections and the all of onour).
Photo: ach ta National allery of Art, arsa
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Undoubtedly, the first lesson that comes from Ranci re is his criti ue of the
modern dichotomy bet een art for art s sake and social reality, or of the
aforementioned o osition bet een the fine and mechanical arts.19 Ranci re
uestions this dichotomy, for exam le, in his essay on design (Surface of
Design), here he dra s a daring com arison bet een the symbolist oetry
of St hane allarm and the ork of architect and engineer Peter Behrens.
here is no such thing as an autonomous or heteronomous art Ranci re
concludes.20 he modern aesthetic revolution abolished the hierarchy in art
hich used to re ect the revailing social hierarchy. Forms of oems and
forms of industrial (or architectural) ob ects are forms of life.21 Crucial for our
understanding of modernity is also Ranci re s em hasis of the sim le fact that
art in the singular has only existed for t o centuries.22 In line ith this thought,
one should return to the re-modern situation in order to see architecture outside
the field of the o ositions of mechanical versus liberal , but in the realm of
mimēsis. As Ranci re notes: mimēsis is not the la that brings the arts under
the yoke of resemblance. It is first of all a fold in the distribution of ays of
doing and making as ell as in social occu ations, a fold that renders the arts
visible. It is not an artistic rocess but a regime of visibility regarding the arts .23
Similarly, some contem orary hiloso hers and historians of architecture argue
that Aristotle s celebrated definition of tragedy as mimēsis (re resentation) of
praxis (action) outlines also the main function of architecture.24 In this light,
there is no oint to discuss hether architecture belongs to mechanical or
liberal arts. Architecture is the re resentation of action .
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he second lesson hich might be taken from Ranci re (es ecially in the
context of the 1953 arsa exhibition) is his re ection on the revival of
the Gesamtkunstwerk in contem orary art.25 Ranci re uses this notion, for
exam le, ith reference to a general confusion of the genres. As he argues:
e have lays ithout ords and dance ith ords installations and
erformances instead of lastic ork video ro ections turned into
cycles of frescoes hotogra hs turned into living ictures or history
aintings scul ture that becomes hy ermediatic sho etc. No , there
are three ays of understanding and racticing this confusion of the
genres. here is the revival of the Gesamtkunstwerk, hich is su osed
to be the a otheosis of art as a form of life but hich roves instead
to be the a otheosis of strong artistic egos or a kind of hy eractive
consumerism, if not of both at the same time. here is the idea of
hybridi ation of the means of art, hich com lements the vie of
our age as one of mass individualism ex ressed through the relentless
exchange bet een roles and identities, reality and virtuality, life and
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In the light of this argument, contem orary multimediality is not
Gesamtkunstwerk in its 19th-century version, ith its aesthetic rogram as a
rogram of meta olitics: multimediality only means that you combine several
media .27 Ranci re only occasionally mentions the notion of Gesamtkunstwerk,
but often returns to the erman Romantic roots of this conce t. Central to his
re ection is an analysis of Schiller s Letters on the Aesthetic Education of Man
(1795) and The Oldest Systematic Program of German Idealism (by Schelling,
egel and lderlin) in hich the highest act of reason is identified ith an
aesthetic act .28 he aesthetic rogram of erman Idealism, that is, art as
the transformation of thought into the sensory ex erience of the community ,
according to Ranci re, is basic for the ritings of the young arl arx.29
Not accidentally, Ranci re also discusses as ects of Adol he A ia s vie s
on total theater a theater that might get out of itself and become a form of
existence for society itself.30 Ranci re also traces the ro ect of an art hich
becomes a form of life in the rograms of the Arts and Crafts, erkbund and
Bauhaus ith its ideal ex ressed in the 1919 manifesto: he ultimate aim of
all visual arts is the com lete building Architects, ainters and scul tors must
learn to gras the com osite character of a building. Only then ill their ork
be imbued ith the architectonic s irit hich it has lost as salon art .31

itek Architecture as Politics

mechanical rostheses, and so on.
he third ay the best in
my vie
does not aim at the am lification of the effect but at the
transformation of the cause effect scheme itself
. It invalidates
the o osition bet een activity and assivity as ell as the scheme of
e ual transmission and the communitarian idea of the theater that in
fact makes it an allegory of ine uality.2
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Figure 3. 1s t xhibition of Architecture of the Peo le s Poland, 1953 ( all of onour).
Photo: ach ta National allery of Art, arsa

Figure 4. 1s t xhibition of Architecture
of the Peo le s Poland, 1953 (Pomerania
region). Photo: ach ta
National allery of Art, arsa
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In the 1953 arsa exhibition catalogue e find excer ts from the resolution
of the Polish Council of Architects (1949), hich rovided the foundations
for socialist realism. As e read: Polish architecture should be reborn as a
great social art.
Ne social architecture, through the organic coo eration
ith ainting and scul ture, through the synthesis of the arts ill create a
rich ne
lastic art hich ill o ose the barrenness of constructivism .32
hat is evident in this uotation re resented in the 1953 exhibition in the
form of decorative la ue (Fig. ) is an a ro riation of the idea of the
Gesamtkunstwerk at the time of Stalinism (a roblem already discussed in
Boris roys The Total Art of Stalinism).33
I use the ord a ro riation follo ing i ek s argument about the lesson of
Ranci re that one should be careful not to succumb to the liberal tem tation of
condemning all collective artistic erformances as inherently totalitarian .34
i ek, for exam le, talks about stealing the ideas of collective erformances
( arades, mass erformances in stadiums): it as Na ism that stole them and
a ro riated them from the orker s movement, their original site of birth .35
he lesson of Ranci re in relation to architecture ould be therefore to identify
the conce t of Gesamtkunstwerk (the a otheosis of art architecture as a form
of life) as different framings of a s ecific sensorium .3
he history of the Gesamtkunstwerk is a history of a ro riations, or as I
call it, borro ing a notion from music of transcri tions of the conce t, as
hen a general idea (melody) is orchestrated using different instruments in
each erformance, hile still reserving a recogni able identity.37 he most
roblematic (sometimes su erficially labeled re-Fascist or totalitarian )
modern transcri tion of the Gesamtkunstwerk can be found in Richard agner s
conce t of drama hich as crystalli ed ust after the 1848 Revolution (at that
69

Figure 5. 1s t xhibition of Architecture of the Peo le s Poland, 1953.
Photo: ach ta National allery of Art, arsa

Figure 6. 1s t xhibition of Architecture of
the Peo le s Poland, 1953.
Photo: ach ta National allery of Art, arsa
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aking a lesson from Ranci re one may also try to avoid the contem orary
tem tation for condemning all the collective efforts of socialist architecture
as totalitarian or Stalinist . hinking of architecture in terms of roviding
everybody ith an affordable home or ith ublic trans ortation is today

abriela

he concluding uestion, ho ever, is
here in this line of Gesamtkunstwerk
transcri tions can e lace the idea ex ressed in the 1953 arsa exhibition,
the idea of architecture that should be reborn as a great social art . Searching for
social as ects in the architectural olitics of the time of Stalinism does not mean
that I am an advocate, either of architectural uto ias or of olitical terror. But,
in a similar ay, Ranci re ex lains his re ection on the aesthetic regime of art:
y in uiry into the constitution of the aesthetic regime of art hich has
often been sus ected of ro osing a return to the fairy times and fairy
tales of aesthetic uto ias and aesthetic community, hich either have
brought about the big disasters of the 20th century or, at least, are out of
ste
ith the artistic ractices and olitical issues of the 21s t century. I
tried to suggest that, on the contrary, this in uiry oints to the tensions
and contradictions hich at once sustain the dynamic of artistic creation
and aesthetic efficiency and revent it from ever fusing in one and the
same community of sense. he archaeology of the aesthetic regime of
art is not a matter of romantic nostalgia. Instead I think that it can hel
us to set u in a more accurate ay the issue of hat art can be and can
do today.40
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time agner as in Dresden and befriended ikhail Bakunin). As Carl .
Schorske a tly uts it: ike Schiller and egel, lderlin and arx, agner
sa the reek olis as a historical archety e of community, a lost aradise to
be regained.
he reek olis and the reek drama rose and fell together.
hen the olis fell, the drama fragmented into the many arts hich had
com osed it
.38 It as the failure of the 1848 Revolution that brought
agner to the idea of aesthetic community, the erfect reconcilement of art
and life , and free artistic fello shi .39 agner s o n failure as that his
romantic dream of aesthetic community, as ex ressed in his essays Die Kunst
und die Revolution and Das Kunstwerk der Zukunft, turned into the community
of aesthetes in Bayreuth. he line of further transcri tions (for exam le, from
the theory of musical drama to the theory and ractice of architecture) is too
long to be discussed here in detail. et us only mention illiam orris and the
Arts Crafts movement, or Adol he A ia s essay Living Art-Work, ublished
in 1919, the same year as the aforementioned alter ro ius s Program of the
Staatliches Bauhaus in Weimar.
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often overshado ed by the rinci les of the neoliberal market hich romotes
cor orate skyscra ers and luxury a artments. he aggressive gentrification
methods em loyed by building develo ers in the neoliberal era ere clearly
ex ressed in a huge banner hanging in 2012 on the arsa Cosmo olitan
a artment to er:
ove Do nto n. See
hat Others Cannot . et us
take a lesson from Ranci re and think about the social conse uences of the
distribution of the sensible in the realm of architecture.
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A B S T R A C T
his a er is devoted to erceiving the relationshi bet een
music and architecture, namely, the discourses hich inter ret,
research, value these t o ractices in the context of their mutual
net orking. In that res ect it is ossible to set aside several
roblem strongholds hich ill make the focus of this a er,
and hich concern: the history of forming and evolution of
discourse on the inter-relationshi of these t o ractices
modernist, avant-garde and ostmodernist roblemati ation
of music and architecture theories of the artists as a field of
music and architecture net orking the interaction of music and
architecture on the technical and formal level s atiality of sound,
i.e., sound music ro agation in s ace and the emergence of the
ne art conce ts based on this rinci le (sound architecture,
aural architecture, sound art).
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usic as sound tone art organi ed in time and architecture as art of building,
namely lanning, sha ing and articulating of s ace in s ace are the medium,
conce tually and functionally differentiated disci lines among hich it
is yet ossible to establish certain relations and analogies. his has been
confirmed by various theories in the focus of hich is exactly the research
of the relationshi bet een music and architecture, namely sound and
s ace. he theories on conce tuali ation of this relationshi are various
discursive models ( hiloso hical, aesthetic, oetic, technical, formal, social,
humanist and cultural) hich describe, inter ret, research and value these
t o ractices in the context of their mutual net orking, symbiosis and action.
Among the theoretical texts it is ossible to single out several thematic and
roblem concerned stronghold related to: history of forming and evolution of
discourse on the relationshi of these t o ractices modernist, avant-garde
and ostmodernist roblemati ation of music and architecture theories of the
artists as a field of music and architecture net orking the interaction of music
and architecture on the technical and formal level s atiality of sound, i.e.,
sound music ro agation in s ace and the emergence of the ne art conce ts
based on this rinci le (sound architecture, aural architecture, sound art).
SYSTEMATIZATION OF KNOWLEDGE ON THE RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN MUSIC AND ARCHITECTURE
Since the ancient times the discourse on the relationshi bet een these t o
ractices has develo ed first in the field of the formal natural sciences, then
humanist and social sciences, namely, in the field of discourse of the theory
of music musicology and theory of architecture. Until the modern times, the
relationshi bet een music and architecture has not been set as a reci rocal
one, but as a unidirectional one, in the direction of the effect of music u on
architecture, to have later on this relationshi become an interactive one. he
rere uisites for forming the theoretical talk on relationshi s bet een music
and architecture are found in the field of the ancient reek culture, first in the
s ecific inter retation of the notion technē hich com rised a ide s ectrum of
activities, arts, skills, among hich there ere also those resently characteri ed
as music (e.g. lyre or ute laying) or architecture (house building).1 B es ides
the common starting oint origin, music and architecture ere also connected
by the belief that these t o disci lines d elled on the same organi ational
rinci le - the ordered structures determined by numerical relations. Pythagoras
( th century BC) heorem according to hich music, namely the relation
bet een the consonances, is based on numerical ro ortions, derived on the
basis of the calculations of the length of kithara ires,2 served as a universal
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method for ex lanation of all natural henomena, functioning of the orld and
the entire universe, and thus also for the rocess of designing and building.3
he system of ro ortions as the means of achievement of the harmony of
spheres remained aradigmatic until the end of the Renaissance, o ing to
the riting and in uence of Plato and Neo-Platonists. o this model Plato
adds one more function: harmony and ro ortion are the denominators of the
beautiful ob ectively beautiful, therefore, is that hich rests on ro ortion.4
ore concrete theoretical roblemati ation of the relationshi bet een music
and architecture is laid do n by the Roman builder and the first significant
theoretician of architecture, Vitruvius, in his tractate De arhitectura libri
dacem (1st century BC). uided by the stand oint that building and s ace
organi ation must be assisted ith kno ledge, achievements and rinci les
from other disci lines, he em hasi es also the im ortance of the kno ledge
of music regularities for the education of architects and in general for
designing and building. Vitruvius gives a ord: et him (an architect, BS) be
educated, skillful ith the encil, instructed in geometry, kno much history,
have follo ed the hiloso hers ith attention, understand music, have some
kno ledge of medicine, kno the o inions of the urists, and be ac uainted
ith astronomy and the theory of the heavens .5 he edieval theoreticians,
such as Boethius ( th century AD), formally osition music and architecture
as o osite categories. hereas music as systemi ed as ractice related to
resent sciences (along ith arithmetic, geometry and astronomy it formed
the quadrivium of liberal arts artes liberales), architecture as identified as
craftsmanshi disci line, i.e. ractical or mechanical art (artes mechanicae/
artes vulgares) hose final outcome as determined by divine action. et,
the rinci les of numerical rationali ation and ro ortion hich condition the
achievement of harmony still exist as aradigms, i.e. act in interaction ith
theological meta hysical discourse. homas A uinas thus s eaks about the
visual harmony denoting the divine resence, and hich actually originates
from the regularities of music.7 Since the Renaissance architects have inherited
the classic Roman rinci les, the idea on harmony of form and mathematical
ro ortions as measures of beautiful remains a constant. eon Battista Alberti
in his tractate on architecture De Re Aedificatoria (1452 85) accentuates the
connection bet een the harmonious relations and dimensions in architecture,
ointing out:
e shall therefore borro all our Rules for the Finishing our
Pro ortions, from the usicians, ho are the greatest asters of this Sort
of Numbers, and from those hings herein Nature sho s herself most
excellent and com lete .8 e also em irically uts for ard this statement by
designing the facade of the Florentine alace, Palazzo Rucellai (1455) exactly
according to the regularities of music. Such stand oint is also taken by Andrea

Palladio, ho, in his tractate I Quattro Libri dell’Architettura (1570) states that
erfect ro ortions are achieved by the rinci les of arithmetic, geometry and
harmonious regularities.9 he belief that the harmony of the Universe unites
architecture and music becomes the sub ect of criti ue ith the more intensive
develo ment of modern science. In mid-seventeenth century, architecture and
music became freed from the cosmological meaning, and the ne theories
and ex erimental techni ues enabled the scientist to research the hysical
dimensions of sound and s ace in more detailed manner. At that time the
theoretical discourse on music and architecture as formed around music and
s ecial branch of this field - architectural acoustic, and the first a lications
are found in the tractates on theater from the seventeenth century (the study by
Carini otta on design of theater and stage, titled Trattato sopra la struttura
de’ teatri e scene, 1 7 ). he French architect, Pierre Patte, as among the
first ones ho strived to elaborate the issues of acoustics and architecture
by scientific methods in his study Essai sur l’architecture théâtrale (1782),
although this disci line ill start ith its true develo ment only at the
beginning of the t entieth century.
he mimetic basis of the discourse on music and architecture in the nineteenth
century as further critically considered and redefined. One of the first
inter retations on this to ic as resented by Friedrich Schelling (Philosopie
der Kunst, 1859). Schelling says:
usic, to hich architecture corres onds
among the various forms of the lastic arts, is freed from the re uirement of
ortraying actual forms or figures ... It is se arated from matter. Architecture,
ho ever ... if it is music, then it is fro en music .10 Neither music, nor
architecture, therefore, according to Schelling, negates the conce t of mimesis,
hich makes them analogous that is hy Schelling calls architecture also as
music of lastic arts .11 i olyte aine, (Philosophie du l’art, 18 8) also
describes architecture as roduction of harmonious entity the sam le of hich
cannot be found in nature, hich means that architecture, as ell as music, are
not determined by mimesis of real ob ects.12
THEORIES OF THE ARTISTS
Until the t entieth century the discourses of music and architecture net orked
around technical and formal issues, to have, at the beginning of the ne
millennium, the common ideological endeavors laced in the limelight and
hich branched from both directions. he modernist discourse on these
relations as first created by the artists in the form of theoretical and auto oetic
statements, ho ever, also by the hiloso hers, sociologists and others, first
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those guided by the avant-garde tendencies directed to ards deconstruction
of the canons and forming of the ne art order. For the re resentatives of
futurism that meant ro agating the aesthetics of machines hich became
the model of the Ne music, i.e. the art of noise ( uigi Russolo, L’arte dei
rumori, 1913) and the Ne Architecture (Antonio Sant lia , the manifest on
the occasion of the ro ect Città Nuova, 1914). Antonio Sant lia re ects the
classic, monumental, ornamental architecture and advocates for the sim licity,
ersonified in the materials like concrete, iron, glass 13 analogously to that,
Russolo believes that everyday sounds, the sounds of industriali ation and
machines must enter the music and be treated as music material.14 he
industriali ation of the artistic life as re ected also in the field of French
urism of the 20s ( e Corbusier) and the constructivist hase of the Bauhaus
architecture ( alter ro ius). e Corbusier s thesis that the house is
machine for living , namely the vision about the house-machine
hich
ill be the characteristics of mass roduction, becomes the guiding idea of
the architects, and the analogues to this stand oint are found also in music
(Vers une architecture, 1923). he effects of industriali ation and urbani ation
have directed the rocess of liberation and ex ansion of the acoustic fundus,
hich, for exam le, can be heard in the orks of the com oser dgard
Var se (Amériques, 1921) or eorge Antheil (Ballet Mécanique, 1924), in
hich these authors use the concrete ob ects as sources of the sound (sirens,
aircraft ro ellers and similar). Purism of e Corbusier, based on negating
decorativeness and return to clear forms finds its counter art in the aesthetics
of simplicity of rik Satie, ho also advocated for the sim le music structures
and means for the ur ose of creating un retentious everyday music, hich
should become a art of the living environment, same as furniture (the conce t
of the music of furniture/musique d’amebleument).15 e Corbusier, himself,
even em hasi es the analogies bet een music and architecture:
usic is time
and s ace, like architecture. usic and architecture de end on measurements
taken .1 In his oetics it is also ossible to find the concrete references to
music: music instruments, first of all ianos, are seen in some of the sketches
of the interior s ace for creation of a series of all a er for the com any
Salubra he created the method of colors selection under the name colored
keyboards , and according to the rinci le of the keys on the keyboards.
Also, the Notre Dame-du- aut church in Roncham he describes using the
terminology of sound. e characteri es this building as acoustic ambience
hich re resents the visual echo of the acoustic environment in hich it is
situated. e Corbusier names this as the fourth dimension of architecture ,
i.e. acoustic space (es ace acousti ue), the conce t hich reconsiders ho the
building echoes in s ace and resonates ith the environment.17 is conce t

of modulor (1950) as the model for establishing ro ortions according to the
rinci les of golden section and ro ortions of the human figure can also be
com ared to the music techni ues. Certain analysts believe that the com oser
B la Bart k as guided by the rinci le of the golden section and Fibonacci
se uence hen com osing (e.g. in the ork Music for Strings, Percussion
and Celesta, 193 ). Although they did not offer theoretical ex lications on the
relationshi bet een music and architecture, the Bauhaus artists left behind
a significant contribution in the field of designing of the concert halls ( ans
Poel ig, Salzburg Festpielhaus, 1920 22).
A uni ue exam le and theoretical s eech on the mutual in uence of
architecture and music, the in uence of architecture and architectural method
on com osing rocess, as ell as on the music itself, namely the in uence of
music u on designing as a creative act, has been resented by the com oser
and architect Iannis enakis. he exam le of formally-technical rocess
of relating is re resented by enakis system for com osing by means of
dra ings, namely in the manner of creation of architectural sketch, and by
using the hard are device incor orating ten dra ing board connected to the
com uter (UPIC Unité Polyagogique Informatique du CEMAM, 1977). Other
enakis ro ects hich demonstrate the ideas of connection bet een music
and architecture are: the facade of the La Tourette monastery based on the
conce t of the area of the music glass built according to the logic of the
music rhythm hich im oses to the eye the diachronic, music erce tion
the com osition Metastazis (1953 4) based on the bundles of straight lines
re resented by glissandos forming sound blocks, as ell as on the rinci le of
e Corbusier s modulor the construction of the Philips Pavilion (1958,
PO
58), after e Corbusier s sketches, artially originated after the model of the
com osition Metastazis.18 Pavilion as conceived as an installation s ace, for
multimedia resentation, ith: 350 s eakers organi ed in sound tracks and
clusters, by illumination (five different light effects the colored light the
images of the Sun, the oon and the stars on the ceiling t o figures,, female
scul ture and abstract metal scul ture, emitting red and green light t o large
screens on hich images and film ere ro ected accentuating the screen
borders by light rays), film ro ections and music. he music background
consisted of t o ieces: Concrete PH by enakis and Poème électronique by
dgar Var se. Var se s iece re resented the music counter art of the avilion
and as layed from three ta es via s eakers arranged along certain orbits.19
ere one can s eak about spatialization of music and the roblem of interaction
bet een sound and s ace. anakis em irically roblemati es this issue in the
iece Polytopes (19 7 88) in hich he achieves the vision of dynamic and
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s atial multimedia art based on the use of the colored light and electronic music
in s ace, and theoretically ex lains it in the text Formalized music (1971) in
hich he ex lains ho music and architecture can collaborate to ards the
ultimate goal creation of the total listening ex erience.

81

ore intensive interaction bet een architecture and music ha ened in the
early 80s, and one of the exam les is the imaginary city of Peter Cook called
Bloch city. It concerns the ro ect of using the score of the violin concert of the
com oser rnest Bloch as a model for urban and architectural lanning. hus
the music symbols become buildings, streets, alls, and the melody, rhythm
and harmony condition the conce t of s ace sha ing. hat means, according to
the author, that music continuity and s atial continuity of architecture d ell on
the same rinci les.20 Steven all also starts from the music score as a model
hen orking on the ro ect Stretto House (1989 1991, exas). e uses the
recording of the com osition the Music for strings, percussion and celesta by
B la Bart k. his com osition as created by using stretto techni ue hich
the architect strived to simulate hen designing this house, and as guided
by the rinci le of golden section, the ivotal central techni ue of Bart k s
com osition. Unlike these authors, the architects Bernard chumi and Daniel
ibeskind do not use the scores as models, but establish the analogies ith
music, namely find the ins iration in concrete music ractices. chumi s ro ect
Parc de la Villette (1983), the first exam le of the deconstructivist architecture,
according to the author s ex lanations, functions as the achievement of the
minimalistic music there is no rhythm, synthesis and order here, ho ever,
the visual effect is not disturbing, but acts as if it is similar to the manner in
hich different rhythms are resented one o osite another in the music of
minimalism.21 he conce tual as ects of the o era Moses and Aaron by Arnold
Schoenberg have encouraged ibeskind hen designing the Je ish useum
in Berlin (1999).22 Disharmony as a ne order is the model hich ibeskind
takes over from Schoenberg, and he as ins ired also by the thematic dedicated
to the Je ish Pogrom. ibeskind s discourse on architecture and music rests on
em hasi ing the analogies: both disci lines re uire maximum disci line and
engagement, both disci lines are exact and recise, for both it is im ortant the
time o and use of the recordings dra ings as starting oints of creation.23
MUSIC / SOUND IN SPACE
Although, ithout any doubt, music is a tem oral art, s ace, i.e. the erce tion
of s ace is also an essential art of music ex erience. In other ords, music is
the sound organi ed in time and s ace. ven though this osition has become
rominent since the mid-t entieth century, it is undis uted that music has

al ays com rised a s atial com onent as ell, hich related to the s ace of
erforming, locating the source of the sound, ositioning of the body of the
listener.24 It as already since the end of the sixteenth century and further that
exam les ere found in hich the ex erience of s ace as the as ect affecting
the creative rocess and erce tion. S ace thus conditions (1) the manner of
com osing ( he Venetian olychoral style cori spezzati/ as develo ed under
the in uence of the very organi ation of s ace, of St. ark s Cathedral, here,
due to the existence of the t o se arated booths, the choirs had to sing in the
anti hon manner, and not simultaneously) (2) erce tion (in order for the
sound to ro agate better ector Berlio ished to divide the orchestra into
four grou s, and osition each of them in the four corners of the hall, hile the
classic orchestra ould be in the center, and after him that idea as a lied
also by other com osers, such as ustav ahler or Charles Ives (3) entire
oetic and creative result (in the context of the develo ment of Gesamtkunstwerk
Richard Vagner develo s the idea on s ecial theater, of eculiar architectural
and acoustic ualities, in hich his ieces ill be layed).25 ith the
develo ment of electronic music, s ace ac uires a constitutive role in forming
and resentation of music discourse and ork. One of the exam les is found in
the field of concrete music (musique concrète) by Pierre Schaeffer, for hich
distribution the potentiometer of space ( otentiom tre d es ace)
as
conceived, the device controlling the orbit of the sound bet een the s eakers.
he idea of s atial music is articularly elaborated by arlhein Stockhausen,
ointing out that I kne that the synthesis of sound and s ace music ould be
the most im ortant as ect of the music of our time and of the future (the text
usic in S ace
usic in Raum , 1959 1).2 For resentation of such ty e
of music Stockhausen ro oses also the ne conce t of the concert s ace
hich should be of s herical sha e, e ui ed ith s eakers, ith a latform in
center for the audience, or a greater number of mobile latforms, at different
heights, hich ould enable to feel coming of the sound from different
directions.27 his s herical avilion should have been the e uivalent to the art
gallery, and filled ith continuous rograms of the electronic music hich
ould be available, ust like in a gallery, in continuity. Stockhausen succeeded
in reali ing this idea in the erman avilion ithin the 1970
PO in Osaka,
hen his com ositions ere emitted by means of multichannel system for
rotation of sound in s ace, enabling circular and s iral sound movements.
Among Stockhausen s ieces hich could be characteri ed as the exam les of
s atial music are: Gesang der Jünglinge (1955 ), the achievement hich as
emitted by means of five grou s, of fixed and mobile s eakers Gruppen
(1955 7), the iece for three orchestras hich encircle the audience in order to
hear ro agation of grou ed sounds Carre (1959 0), the com osition for
four orchestras treated in similar manner as in the revious iece, hereby the
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idea as that this achievement as layed in the s uare sha ed s ace Music
for a House (19 8) the com osition lanned to be layed from
m till 10
m in four rooms on t o oors, hereby the audience has the ossibility to
visit theses rooms or to follo the acoustic ha enings from other rooms hile
being in the fifth room. he idea about the uni ue building for resentation of
music belonged also to the com oser, the re resentative of music minimalism,
a onte oung. e conceived the conce t Dream House (19 2) as the s ace
in hich the musicians ould live and in hich music ould be layed in
continuity for t enty-four hours. It concerns a light-sound installation hich
should enable the rolonged listening ex erience, acting as a s ecific s ace for
resentation of ieces of music in integration ith light installations of the
visual artist arian a eela.28 he idea of dis lacement of sound from the
canon defined s ace lies in the basis of the research of ax Neuhaus, ho is
often talked about as a creator of the conce t of sound installation and the term
itself (1971). Such Neuhaus osition originated after his first ercussionist
career mainly dedicated to the re ertory of the American ex erimental music,
hen he understood that the everyday sounds, namely the noise made the
unavoidable decoration of the concert s ace. For that reason, he uestions:
hy limit listening to the concert hall Instead of bringing these sounds into
the hall, hy not sim ly take the audience outside... .29 his uestioning has
led to Neuhaus first sound installation, Drive in Music (19 7), com osed of
radio transmitters hich ere ositioned along half-a-mile long section of
Buffalo, Ne
ork high ay. During the 70s there follo ed similar Neuhaus c
achievements hich roblemati ed sound as s atial henomenon: Water
Whistle (1971) the histles roduce the sound in the ool caused by the et
of ressuri ed ater Times Square (1977 92 2002 ) installation underneath
the ventilation grille of the Ne
ork imes S uare based on emitting one
Time Piece (1983) installation based on recording the sounds of the itney
museum garden, hich are then transformed by means of com uter and emitted
again in the same s ace in the ne form .30 he issue of erce tion of sound
in s ace the s ace is dealt ith by the Austrian artist and architect Bernhard
eitner, ho since the beginning of the 70s has been orking ith sound as
lastic, scul tural, architectural medium. i.e. as the means of s ace sha ing.
he ork Sound Tube (1971), the installation based on the com lex structure
made of s eakers through hich the listener asses hysically, is one of the
first exam les of eitner s ork ithin this field hereby he gives the advance
sign of the key to ics of his oetic: the relationshi bet een the sound and the
body during the act of erce tion, namely the role of the entire body in the
rocess of erce tion the relationshi bet een sound and s ace and the
ossibility of s ace sha ing by sound (in that context eitner has been using

the term sound architecture , since 1971).31 A remarkable exam le is the
sound sculpture ( onRaum Skul tur) Sound Suit (1975) hich installs the
body as s ace of sound movement or the sound as medium of body roduction
as s ace. he ork consists of the suit ith four built-in s eakers by means of
hich it is ossible to have a bodily hysical ex erience of the course of
hysical distribution of the emitted sound (it usually concerns the neutral
sounds
hich ould not distract the attention and hich ould enable
focusing on s ace). According to the same rinci le there originated the series
of orks Sound Chair (1975), namely various chairs ith installed s eakers
hich accentuate kinesthetic-ha tic ex erience. he conce t of sound
architecture is ossible to be erceived also in the exam le of the installation
Sound Space (1984, echnical University, Berlin). It concerns a s uare sha ed
ass-through room hose high level of reverberation eitner attenuates by
installing erforated metal anels behind hich is the acoustic absorbing
material, hich, like a membrane, retains the sound. Behind the anel there are
forty-eight s eakers installed hich emit the sounds of trombone, trum ets,
ercussion... these sounds create various acoustic movements and in that ay
articulate the s ace.32 Along ith the term sound architecture, it should also be
mentioned the conce t of aural architecture hich is discussed about by Barry
Blesser, inter reting it as: A real environment, such as an urban street, a
concert hall, or a dense ungle, is sonically far more com lex than a single
all. he com osite of numerous surfaces, ob ects, and geometries in a
com licated environment creates an aural architecture .33
Besides that sound can act as s ace borderline and its sha e-forming factor,
it can act as the medium of transfer of information from one to another
location, namely as the means of documenting and creation of s ecific
ambience, environment landsca e. Such ty e of listening attentively, and
then also creating sound notes as formulated by Raymond urray Schafer
as soundscape (19 9), and in the context of romoting the disci line of
acoustic ecology (or soundscape studies), at the beginning of the 70s, hich
roblemati es the relationshi bet een the living beings and their environment
by means of sound ith an aim of indicating to the sound misbalance hich
may cause undesirable conse uence in the environment. As the result of the
analysis of the sound reality, namely the soundscape as any acoustic field
of research , the first Schafer s audio recordings originated, hich ould
serve as material for further study of the certain areas.34 he first recordings
of the soundscapes Schafer made in Vancouver and released them under
the title The Vancouver Soundscape (1972) then the ro ect Soundscape of
Canada follo ed, reali ed as ten-hours long radio rogram (1974) further
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on, follo ed the com iling of the recordings of soundscapes in the villages
in uro e (in S eden, Italy, ermany, France, Scotland), and the recordings
ere released under the title European Sound Diary, Five Village Soundscape,
(1975). he erman-Canadian female com oser, radio hone artist and sound
ecologist, ildegard esterkam , as among the first to elaborate the idea
of reali ation of soundscape composition. he iece A Walk through the City
(1981) is singled out here, hich is based on the sounds of Vancouver urban
environment, in the original or altered form, hereby the continuum bet een
the real and imaginary environment is established. he issue of the role of
sounds of the environment in the artistic context has been dealt ith also by
Annea ock ood since the 70s. She, actually, ractices the rinci le of field
recordings of sound and collecting, first, the sounds of nature (volcanoes,
earth uakes, geysers, storms,) and the animals, and s ecial lace is taken by
recording the sounds of rivers (since 19 ) and reali ation of sound maps of
articular river o s A Sound Map of the Hudson River (1982), A Sound
Map of the Danube (2005), Sound Map of the Housatonic River (2010). It
concerns the sound installations hich ere later on released in the form of
com act discs, making it ossible for the sound of the original environment to
be inter reted in other environments, ublic and rivate ones, in a manner of
music achievement.

85

he lack of alternative s aces for resentation of sound ieces has forced the
com osers and artists interested in sound to find ne
laces for resentation,
and since the orld of the visual arts has al ays been more o en and
generous to ards the ne tendencies, it became a articularly suitable filed
for resentation of sound ieces. it emanci ation of sound it as necessary,
therefore, to emanci ate reformation s ace as ell, hich ould be exible
enough for various forms of sound tracking. hus, since the late 50s, the
course of sound emanci ation as re-directed to the ay hich verified the
hegemony of the visual and accentuating of until then neglected ro erties of
the sound along ith the sensorial ro erties, like volume, timbre, loudness,
also that inaudible , such as duration and s atiality come to the rominence.
Such sound treatment has articularly enabled the visual artists to confront the
duration in yet, according to the established belief, timeless orld of the visual
arts, but also to additionally research the s ace (first that institutionali ed , and
thereafter the s aces beyond the institutional frames) i.e., s atiality as sound
dimension, and, in the end, to engage other senses and o en ne hori ons and
s aces of artistic action: the need to reintegrate arts in hich sound, in its
multifaceted forms, lays a significant role, has led the artists of this ( , BS)
century far beyond the traditional sco e of ainting art or scul ture, to ards
their o n bodies and voices, to ards the time, s ace and the environment. .35

On this trail, at the beginning of the 80s, there develo ed the conce t hich in
the foreground laces the relationshi bet een sound and s ace. It concerns
the sound art, the ractice hich describes, analy es, lays and studies
the condition and effect of sound in s ace. Sound art com rises border art
ractices in hich the acoustic element controls the erce tion rece tion, as
ell as the structure of the iece itself. Alan icht exactly defines sound art in
relation to the s atial dimension, singling out the three determinations of this
conce t: sound art can be understood as installation sound setting hich is
rather determined by s ace than by time and can be dis layed in the manner
of dis laying visual art orks sound art can be a visual art ork hich also
has the function of roducing the sound, such as sound scul ture sound art
is ossible to erceive as the ractice of using sound in the field of visual arts
for the ur ose of enriching and extension of s ecific artistic aesthetics, hich
as other ise defined by other means.3 hat hich connects all these three
ex lanations is the image of the re resentation of sound as a henomenon of
nature and or technology in the context defined by visual ex erience, namely
exhibition s ace (i.e. the s ace hich exists behind the concert halls ), hich
ould mean that sound art can be characteri ed as the ractice hich laces
the accent on sound (desirable and undesirable) and its environment. he
musicologist Joanna Demers elaborates the musicological discourse on this
henomenon and develo s the theory on sound as the transmitter of messages
on s ace, lace and location, namely on the sound as directional henomenon
re resenting the s ace borderlines.37 It concerns the reci rocal exchange sound is ositioned in certain s ace and it is affected by that s ace, and s ace
ac uires the form exactly o ing to sound. Sound thus becomes architectural
material roviding the building ith certain dynamics.
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PHENOMENOLOGIES OF ARCHITECTURE
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Vladimir Stevanović

his a er, in terms of analytic aesthetics, conducts a meta-discussion on
the ays of using the term and notion of henomenology in the discourse of
architectural theory. he assum tion is that one cannot argue ith recision
and certainty that the theorists ho concern themselves ith henomenological
thinking in the context of architecture target the same to ics and roblems. If in
the architectural theory there is a arallel develo ment of a number of different
henomenologies, the central issue becomes their mutual com atibility.
Analysis conducted ill o en the ossibility of consideration of the cases in
hich these henomenologies are instrumentali ed for the ur ose of advocacy
and romotion of certain stylistic and mor hological architectural conce ts.
Such ex licit sym athies for some architects and styles mostly evidence an
affirmation of ersonal taste and sub ective references of architectural theorists
of henomenology. Identifying, examination and inter retation of contradictions
in henomenologies of architecture, and then of their instrumentali ations, shall
be conducted in relation to a broader theoretical and social context, starting
from the second half of the t entieth century. his eriod chronologically
determines the discussion, for it is then hen the constitutive interaction of
henomenology and architectural theory ha ened. In this res ect, variations
in the henomenologies of architecture shall be considered in their relation to:
1) architectural theories and ractices of high modernism and ostmodernism
such as ositivism, semiotics, abstraction and figuration 2) socio-historical
context that includes the dominance of liberal ca italism, consumerism, the
conse uences of technological rogress, mass culture and o ulism, as ell as
media hy er roduction.
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Phenomenology is an im ortant direction in contem orary architectural
theory, often ex licitly critici ed, mainly because of its a olitical nature,
uto ianism, nostalgia, seudo-ethics and unfounded o timism. Re roaches
are concentrated around the neo- arxist and ost-structuralist theoretical
circles,1 hich is understandable given the diametric o osition bet een the
osition of these theories, based on the socio-ideological dimensions and the
henomenological socio-ideological indifference. o ever, before it as
roceeded to criticism, seemingly missing as an im ortant insight into hat
the term henomenology of architecture actually meant. In this sense, the
a roach to the henomenology of architecture from a osition of analytic
aesthetics su oses an examination of meaning in use and rules of functioning,
hich have established themselves in connection ith this term in language
games ithin the architectural theory. his is the essence of a lication of
ud ig ittgenstein s2 ostulate, according to hich the meaning of a ord is
determined by its use in everyday s eech. It as also the guiding rinci le of
analytic aestheticians3 in conducting their meta-criti ue of various discourses
of aesthetics and criticism, history and theory of art. Accordingly, the
s eech of architectural theory on henomenology shall be the sub ect of this
roblemati ation. Before beginning ith the analysis, it is necessary to make
a brief reca itulation of henomenological genesis, thematic and methodology
ithin the frame ork of hiloso hy. henceforth, one can s eak of singling
out henomenological to ics that ill be relevant to architectural theory.
ORIGINS OF PHENOMENOLOGY
Follo ing the first traces of henomenology4 in gnoseological considerations
of the classical erman hiloso hy, modern henomenology as founded by
dmund usserl in the early t entieth century. usserl s henomenological
hiloso hy at the same time critici es ositivism, sensualism, sychologism
and scientific-axiomatic thinking, as
ell as abstract-meta hysical
s eculations.5 In general, the overall aim of henomenology ould be getting
close to a concrete life orld (Lebenswelt) and a return to the things themselves,
namely, to the essence of hat is directly given. In order for henomenology
to function as an assum tion-unencumbered science of consciousness and
kno ledge, usserl em hasi es intuitive7 kno ledge and ro oses a number
of reductions that ould allo liberation from re udice. Reductions su ose
sus ension of natural attitude and establishing a state of ure consciousness,
hich is achieved by bracketing dogmatic assum tions, o inions and
kno ledge, derived from ractical and axiological attitudes, culture, science,
technology, arts, la , religion, tradition and other social areas.8 e have taken
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a henomenological attitude hen e invalidate all the reviously given and
intentionally focus our consciousness to ards ure henomena, because,
according to usserl, consciousness is not only to be conscious, but al ays
consciousness of something, i.e., includes the ob ect of consciousness to ards
hich it is intentionally directed. It is necessary to observe henomena in a
re-re ective ( re-scientific, re-logical, re-theoretical, re-conce tual and
re-linguistic) sense, as this is ho they are sho n in the real orld and ho
they a ear in the consciousness. In that sense, henomenology does not
otentiate a soli sistic disconnection from the orld rather, only a ty e of
change in the vie of the orld.
ARCHITECTURE IN PHENOMENOLOGIES

91

After usserl, develo ment of henomenology takes lace in the direction
of various modifications. herefore, already from here e can discuss
henomenologies, de ending on the hiloso hers ho re resent them.9 he
consensus hich the successors of henomenology do not uestion refers to:
1) se aration from usserlian ure intellectual a areness close to Cartesian
egology and antian transcendental idealism 10 2) ersistence in critici ing
the scientific thinking of the orld, the ro ections of scientific models to
the reality and the dominance of technology in contem orary society, and
3) affirmation of direct and non-alienating communication ith the orld.
In architectural theory different henomenological a roaches ill also
oscillate. he most im ortant henomenological considerations in the context
of architecture im lemented, in chronological order are: aurice erleauPonty, artin eidegger and aston Bachelard. By lacing henomenological
concerns into existential, ontological and oetic-oneiric frames, these authors
themati e architectural as ects (such as the moving body in s ace, lace,
building, d elling and interior of house), hich ill serve as ins iration to
architectural theorists.
In his seminal ork Phénoménologie de la perception 1945
erleau-Ponty
examines re-re ective ex erience in the erce tion of the life orld. Since the
orld has al ays been there before us, as an inalienable resence and firsthand
ex erience of human existence, henomenology seeks the essence of the orld
in a re-re ective state of mind.11 erleau-Ponty em hasi es the connection
bet een the ex eriential orld and the human body, in the sense that the body
and bodily gestures allo
erce tion of the orld. According to erleauPonty, our resence in the orld takes lace through the body and its motionerce tual acts, and our ex erience of the orld takes lace in the s ace-time
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eidegger goes beyond the usserlian return to things themselves and his
henomenological reduction. 13 e develo s henomenology as a method and
ay of seeing that enetrates belo the surface and allo s getting close to
the essence of human existence and man s lace in the orld. eidegger is
a are of the incom etence and indifference of a modern man to reason about
these issues, hich remain su ressed and blurred in modern technological
society.14 In his treatise Bauen, Wohnen, Denken 1951 eidegger studies
the etymology of erman ords buan (meaning both building and d elling
at the same time) and bin (be), on the basis of hich he finds that building
and d elling can be identified ith being. he ay in hich eo le exist on
this arth is d elling man is insofar as he d ells.15 he central issues hich
make eidegger s hiloso hi ing relevant to architectural theory are s ace
and lace. eidegger se arates the concrete, bounded, living s ace from the
abstract, mathematical-geometrical and continuous Cartesian s ace. eneric
s ace is merely a context in hich eo le by lacing imaginary boundaries on
earth and in the ex anse of the sky and through the act of building, can identify
and create a lace that ill then create the existential s ace. A lace defined
in this ay, according to eidegger, can activate re-re ective elements of
consciousness, such as imagination, memory, emotions and associations.1
hile these elements ere not rimary in usserl17 and erleau-Ponty, 18 they
ill be a s ecial oint of interest in Bachelard.
In his book La Poétique del’Espace 1957 Bachelard seeks a henomenological
dimension of oetic images, hich can be imaginatively ex erienced inside
the house as our corner of the orld and our first universe.19 In this sense,
Bachelard intert ines the henomenological analysis of consciousness ith
existential sychoanalysis of the subconscious.20 In Bachelard, the house
becomes to ogra hy of our intimate being, hich, through ersonal memories,
remembrances and daydreams, rovides d elling in self. In his understanding,
the house is the sum of images that give the illusion of stability it is a safe
lace, a shelter for daydreams and locali ation of human memories.
he three authors give an im ortant im ulse to the creation of henomenology
of architecture because, each of them, in his o n ay, actuali es human being
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relation to our body.12 In a constellation in hich the body is the center of our
orld, from hich it follo s that e are our body, the erce tion ould be
an ex ression of consciousness in everyday bodily engagement in the orld.
he most im ortant of erleau-Ponty s ideas in terms of further architectural
considerations is the definition of s ace relative to the body.
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in s ace as essential. hereas for erleau-Ponty hysicality of the body and
s atiality are ontological categories of man, and for eidegger building and
d elling are hat-makes-a-man-a-man, Bachelard considers daydreaming of
home a rofound attribute of humanity.
PHENOMENOLOGIES IN ARCHITECTURE
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Phenomenology in architectural theory emerges as one of the many aradigms
im orted from hiloso hy and other disci lines during the aves of ostmodern
thought of the 70s. In this sense, henomenology comes relatively late to the
focus of architectural re ections, given that the main texts that accentuate
architectural roblems in henomenology ere already concluded in the 50s.
From the stand oint of analytical a roach it is first necessary to outline the
relation bet een henomenological ostulates in architectural theory and those
hich develo ed in an initial hiloso hical sense. If the aim of henomenology
is a direct, straightfor ard and intuitive ay of kno ledge, here, in the
strictest usserlian sense, ure consciousness is intentionally focused on the
essence of the very ob ect of observation, henomenology of architecture should
treat a ork of architecture as a concrete, hysical, ualitative and existential
thing, autonomously determined by its o n hylomor hism. Accordingly,
henomenology of architecture ill actually accentuate the direct consideration
of ex erienced architectural s ace, hich as an evident fact given a ears in
everyday ex erience, and in articular, in its relation to a s ecific lace. he
next ste of the analysis ould be identifying the t o directions, i.e., the t o
to ics in the henomenology of architecture. Under the direct in uence of
eidegger, Christian Norberg-Schul offers idealistic, symbolic, meta hysical
and mythological ideas of d elling, lace and s ace, hich com rehend the
relation of architecture and location, environment, landsca e and identification
ith a lace. Oriented to ards contributions of erleau-Ponty and Bachelard,
Steven oll, Juhani Pallasmaa and Alberto P re - me advocate concrete
and ractical issues of erce tion, body and the senses, as ell as a tactile,
oetical, emotional and imaginative recognition of the value of architecture.
Bet een these ositions stands enneth Fram ton ho combines certain
henomenological as ects. Presented orientations only seem to vary in relation
to the key themes of henomenology. Namely, in addition to the theme,
ro onents of henomenology of architecture ill take different critical stands
to ards the modern and ost-modern conce tions of architectural ractice,
as ell as to ards the social context in hich this ractice takes lace. As a
final roduct, e face an ex licit advocacy and sym athy for certain formal
architectural conce tions, hich de facto re resents an instrumentali ation of
henomenology itself.

Placing henomenology in architectural theory coincides ith the time of
crisis in the architecture of high modernism in develo ed estern societies,
and its ostmodern criticism. he criticism as, inter alia, directed to: 1) the
reductive formal idiom 2) contextual indifference to ards natural and urban
environment 3) the elimination of history and tradition as im ortant sources
of meaning and 4) assimilation into commerciali ed resentation of ca italist
roduction. In this context occurs the first henomenology of architecture,
hich is the ork of Norberg-Schul . Phenomenological a roximation to
the everyday life orld and the re ection of scientific- ositivist abstractions,
for him then meant the re ection of socio-economic arameters and standards,
statistical-numerical values, and mathematical, technological and rationalfunctional ideals of modernism. Norberg-Schul s starting oint is the
olari ation of henomena (true existential contents) and data (scientific
abstractions, substitutes for reality and instruments constructed for ur oses
different from the everyday ones).21 Architecture dominated by data he
recogni es in modernist functionalism and homogeni ing international style.
According to him, the sym toms and conse uences of modernist economy,
technological standardi ation, numerical and uantitative inhumanity and
mass- roduced architecture are obvious.22 he sym toms are monotony and
reduction of living s ace to the coordinate system, hile the ider conse uences
are the loss of individual identity and a sense of life in everyday activities,
isolation from the natural environment, as ell as the neglect of values of
regional and local character. As o osed to this, Norberg-Schul believes that
his henomenology of architecture ill enable the revealing and understanding
of architecture in light of an existential foothold in the life orld, hich is
the main ambition of his book Genius Loci: Towards a Phenomenology of
Architecture 1979 (Fig. 1). Norberg-Schul sees the essence of architecture in
d elling in a created lace, i.e., in bonding to the lace and situating an ob ect
in a lace in relation to the environment.23 he lace, in terms of a landsca e,
environment or surrounding, is not ust an abstract site, but a totality consisting
of ualitative and material things.24 In this constellation, the essence of lace
is the s irit of lace (genius loci), hich needs to be understood, acce ted
and res ected. According to Norberg-Schul , the s irit of lace determine: 1)
variable climatic and seasonal conditions 2) hylomor hic constitution hich
encom asses the ground e alk on, the sky above us and the hori on, as it
as already ex lained by eidegger and 3) characteristic motifs in form of
common and recogni able architectural elements such as alls, doors, indo s
and roofs. In this ay, the existential ur ose of architecture in Norberg-Schul
is to make a site become a lace, hich can be achieved only by discovering
the meanings that are otentially resent in a given environment. In general,
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Norberg-Schul offers one, so to s eak, contrasting hybrid of semiotic theory
and henomenological hiloso hy, in hich he reconciles ambivalent ideas of
direct ex erience and reading of narratives.
At the beginning of the 80s, Fram ton introduces the term critical regionalism, as
to unify different marginal architectural ractices hich re ect the s ecificities
of local, geogra hic and cultural context in hich they ere established. 25 In the
frame ork of critical regionalism Fram ton tackles various issues, including
those henomenological. ike Norberg-Schul , Fram ton critici es modernist
values. his refers to the scientific and technological su remacy that roduces
universalist understanding of lace, but also to the normative visual ex erience
of architecture. e ro oses solutions that are inherent to henomenological
hiloso hy. Fram ton believes that the modernist indifference to ards lace,
hich led to the disa earance of boundaries in an anonymous and continuous
s ace, can be overcome by affirming the to ogra hic and climatic regional
s ecificities and eideggerian marking of the bounded area on earth and in
the ex anse of the sky.2 Fram ton refutes the modernist gestalt abstraction
by em hasi ing the resence of architecture and its ex erientality in a tactile
sense, hich are the elements of the second henomenology of architecture,
hich ere omitted in Norberg-Schul , and hich ill in articular concern
Pallasmaa, oll and, to a certain extent, P re - me as ell. x eriencing
architecture through touch is essentially henomenological, because, as
Fram ton notes, the tactile cannot be reduced to data by means of re ection
rather, it can be decoded only through direct ex erience.27 he essence of
Fram ton s ro osal is the transfer from the form to the material, i.e., from
visual to tactile.
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Figure 1. Christian Norberg-Schul , Genius Loci:
Towards a Phenomenology of Architecture 1979 ,
cover age.

Figure 2. Steven oll, Juhani Pallasmaa,
Alberto P re - me , Questions of perception:
Phenomenology of architecture 1994 ,
cover age.

Pallasmaa, oll and P re - me suggest henomenologies that integrate
erleau-Ponty s bodily actions in three-dimensional s ace frame and
Bachelard s vie of architecture as home-of-fundamental-s atial-feelings
ith the conce t of multisensory (es ecially tactile) ex erience of architecture.
he central oint here they incor orate these considerations is a s ecial
edition of AU, Ja anese architectural Journal, titled Questions of Perception:
Phenomenology of Architecture 1994 (Fig. 2). For the three authors,
the main task of architecture, in terms of henomenology, is to restore the
essential meaning and value of human existence. he rimary roblems
their henomenology of architecture is facing are those already exhaustively
ex lained by Fram ton. hese are ocularcentrism, commercial and industrial
dominance of artificial materials that roduce loss of hysical sensitivity
and tactility, hile broader conse uences ould be distancing from reality,
loneliness and human alienation. In res onse to the critici ed situation, these
authors after Fram ton once again underscore the multisensory ex erience of
architecture that engages the entire body and the un ustly neglected senses of
touch, smell and hearing. hereu on, after that the to ic of lace inter reted by
Norberg-Schul , henomenology of architecture o ens for ne to ics: sensory
ro erties of natural materials and ha tic area. In addition, another im ortant
to ic establishes itself. On the ostulates of Bachelard, all three authors consider
that the henomenological vie of architecture involves the imaginative
dimension. P re - me olari es science, rational ob ectivity, mathematical
reason, technology and functionalism on one end, and ex erience, oetry and
mystery on the other end. By re-o ening the circle of mythos-logos-mythos,
he oints to the need for the lost meta hysical dimension of architecture.28
Analogously to Bachelard, Pallasmaa sees the house as a art of interrelated
conditions that integrate sensory memories, images and feelings of the eo le
living in it. According to Pallasmaa, a home is a lace of daydreams, ersonal
rhythms, familiarity, a set of rituals and routines of everyday life. 29 It is a
henomenological oetics of s ace, hich oll finds in nature of materials,
because the tactile uality is hat creates the emotional im act on the vie er.30
PROBLEM OF TOPIC: PLACE VS BODY
Follo ing the analysis, it is easy to see the reduction of henomenological
thematic, i.e., the concentration of some henomenologists exclusively to
relations architecture
lace or architecture human body. For instance,
Norberg-Schul is not considering the moving-existential body in a erleauPontyan sense, hich ould move ithin the building or around the building.
In a series of hotogra hs hich he uses to illustrate his texts, one can identify
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a rather selective vie of the architectural ob ect, suggesting the facade and
volume. Al ays accentuated is the body of a building (the ob ect), but not the
body of the observer (the sub ect). hus, the uestion of the relationshi ith
the environment is reduced to the exterior ada tation of the building in relation
to the existing character of the lace. ence, Norberg-Schul em hasi es the
relation architecture
lace, hile the relation human body architecture is
being neglected. In this context lies his remark on absurdity of the claim that
man is al ays in the center of architectural s ace and that architectural s ace
changes de ending on the movement of the human body. Architectural s ace
exists inde endently of the observer, and has its o n centers and directions.31
It is indicative that the aforementioned Norberg-Schul s hotogra hs sho
almost no interior. his suggests that he neglects the interior atmos here and
intimacy in Bachelard s terms, as ell as the details and tactility as understood
by Frem ton and Pallasmaa. On the other hand, Pallasmaa goes to the other
extreme. As Re a Shira i notes, Pallasmaa s henomenology is fragile f or it
neglects the ay in hich architecture is connected ith lace.32 In Pallasmaa,
only details, i.e., close up as ects of architecture ere resented and ex lained.
e seemed to enter directly into the interior of the building, ithout reference
to the henomenal genius loci roblematic of the surrounding.
PROBLEM OF PLACE:
GENIUS LOCI, CRITICAL REGIONALISM AND ANCHORING
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Stands taken to ards the lace are an im ortant to ic in the henomenology of
architecture, in Norberg-Schul and Fram ton, but in oll as ell. o ever,
significant differences in ositions are noticeable in the texts of these authors.
Norberg-Schul and Fram ton suggest t o ays in hich architecture can
re ect the s irit of lace and the character of the region to hich it belongs.
Both ays ill involve retensions to certain architectural forms. On one
hand, Norberg-Schul affirms the mimesis of historical and vernacular
architecture, hich is in line ith his ost-modern-semiotic outlook and idea
of meaning, narrative and conveying messages through tradition. On the other
hand, Fram ton re ects any demagogic, o ulist, sentimental and decorative
historicism and affirms the elements hich are indirectly derived from the
s ecific nature of individual regions, 33 hich im lies a high level of abstraction.
he difference in understanding the otential of lace ith res ect to the future
built structures is visible bet een oll and Norberg-Schul . S ecificity of oll s
henomenology is the conce t of anchoring.34 Anchoring is the act of fixation
hich re resents the connection bet een architecture and its lace. Com ared
to Norberg-Schul s genius loci character of lace, hich remains in terms of
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the inherent meaning of lace and geogra hical-environmental conditions such
as to ogra hy, climate and light, oll s anchoring covers ider references to
historical and cultural identity. According to oll, the meaning of lace is not
given in advance. Rather it is an ex erimental otential. It is an ex eriential
state hich is relative and de ends on the inter retation of the observer.35 hese
are actually o osed models that can best be characteri ed as hard (material)
and soft (conce tual) contextualism. P re - me is outside of these ositions,
for he believes that the genius loci is an em ty, ostmodernist retending that
reveals nothing in the context of our cities s am ed ith sho ing malls and
trans ortation net orks.3 In this ay, P re - me is included in no adays
ides read discourse of ost-structuralist criticism of lace.37

he analysis of the roblem of form articularly em hasi es different, styleoriented mani ulations of henomenology. As mentioned already, NorbergSchul directed henomenology against the uniform and sterile monotony of
modernism and the lack of visual stimuli.38 In this ay, he oins the leiad of
ostmodern critics of modern architecture,39 ho found that the lack of uality
in figurative modernist architecture resulted in a modern house that no longer
looks like a house. In their o inion, overcoming the modernist functionalism
can be achieved only by a return to figurative architecture, hich as such is
redis osed to convey messages according to the semiotic theory. o ever,
hile Norberg-Schult critici es the technological ragmatism of modernism,
Fram ton enters into a criti ue of the ca italist and commercialist-consumer
ideology hich lies behind the technological ragmatism, hich, in the same
ay, ill initiate the develo ment of ostmodern eclecticism. Frem ton s
critical regionalism does not see the ostmodern o ulist-scenogra hy and
semiotic-narrative a roach to architecture as a solution to the roblems
of modernism. Fram ton discredits the ostmodern architecture, hich is
reduced to the rovision of a thera eutic image tailored to fit the media society
and ca italist-consumer iconogra hy camou aged as culture.40 According to
him, the form hich may be critically and henomenologically engaged is the
one that affirms the tectonic41 ualities of built structures. his refers to the
ontological elements of buildings in hich Fram ton classifies the oetics of
the structure itself, material and texture, and then to the natural, local light that
is refracted through these elements and thus accentuates them. Affirmation of
the tectonic indicates that, although critical of the modernist normativism, the
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osition of critical regionalism remains faithful to the rogressive as ects of
modernist and urist heritage. Des ite Frem ton s reservations concerning the
stylistic categori ation and inter retation of critical regionalism as methods
and rocesses that vary according to the s ecific circumstances, the architects
hom he a ro riates to his construct, such as the S iss neo-rationalists from
the rovince of icino (Fig. 3), unambiguously nurture modernist mor hology.
Advocacy of modernist or ostmodernist formal and stylistic solutions is
a central lace in hich lies the ambivalence of the henomenologies of
architecture. First henomenology of architecture begins ith a criti ue
of modern abstract and ositivist-technological a roach, as indifferent to
the context and the man. Second henomenology of architecture turns into
a criti ue of overem hasi ed im ression, o ulist sensation and formalist
effects, and the conce ts of meaning and conveying messages romoted
by the ost-modern eclectic architecture. In this sense, Frem ton s critical
regionalism is the first oint of ru ture in the henomenologies of architecture,
the cue from hich ill take Pallasmaa and oll. Under the banner of the
henomenological uest for essence, these authors also go into battle ith
the ostmodern narrative- o ulist values, and lead for a kind of neutral,
self-referential, reductive and ascetic architecture, hich is close to the neomodernist and minimalist42 conce tions. his architecture, hich ould
be in accordance ith henomenological outlooks, Pallasmaa denominates
architecture of silence.43 he conce t of architecture of silence largely coincides
ith the idea of Frem ton s tectonic architecture. he above statement is based
not only on similar formal characteristics that are resented ithin these t o
architectural conce ts, but also in their overall notional context in relation to
the legacy of modernism and ostmodernism. For exam le, Pallasmaa believes
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Figure 3. Aurelio alfetti, Castelgrande in Bellin ona,
restauration, 1981-1991, ublished in:
htt :
. ickr.com hotos christof 59 4918099

that architecture must maintain and defend silence rather than to artici ate
in the accelerated ex erience of orld, excessive noise and communication.4 4
Using the term noise, he meta horically denotes the contem orary rivilege
of visuality, hich is a continuation of Renaissance linear ers ective and
modernist gestalt abstraction. his is an ocularcentrism ersonified in the
conglomerate of visual information offered by ne media and communication
technologies.4 5 his o inion is shared by oll. According to him, the architecture
of silent s atiality and tactile materiality hich are stronger than any textual
mani ulation may bring essential, silent meanings and values into the human
ex erience.4 One of the most often mentioned architects in theori ation of the
henomenology of architecture is Peter umthor, ho ex licitly stands against
the architecture that ould be an instrument or a symbol for things that do not
belong to the essence. In a society that is based on hat is not essential, the
architecture can resist, o ose the asted ex enditure of form and meanings,
and s eak its o n language.4 7 Seeking the osition bet een modernism and
ostmodernism, it seems that these henomenologists of architecture establish
an extremely sim lified analogy bet een henomenology and henomenology
of architecture, in terms of the stance taken to ards the theory of kno ledge.
hey relate themselves to the intuition as a dominant henomenological
source of kno ledge, hich is bet een the mind and the senses. his ay
they em hasi e the referred form of architecture as the one that ould be, as
such, best intuitively ex erienced. In this constellation, tectonic architecture or
architecture of silence su osedly occu y a osition in bet een: 1) modernist
technological, ositivist and abstract architecture that is rational and 2)
ostmodern eclectic, semiotic-oriented, scenogra hic architecture, hich is
oriented to ards sensual leasure.
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Figure 4. eidegger s ut, Black Forest ountains of southern ermany, ublished in:
Anonim, Die eite aller ge achsenen Dinge. artin eigdggers tte in odtanauberg,
ud ig ittgensteins tte in Sk olden , Daidalos 32 (1989): 8 .
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FINAL CONSIDERATIONS
After certain contradictions in the henomenology of architecture have
been thoroughly analy ed and ex osed in the revious sections, final
considerations are conceived as recommendations for further investigations.
herefore, it is im ortant to em hasi e some other inconsistencies bet een the
henomenology of architecture concerning relations ith henomenological
ostulates develo ed in the initial hiloso hical sense.
he first inconsistency relates to Pallasmaa s and oll s glorification of
multisensory ex erience and tactility, hich are o osed to ocularcentrism,
as something that naturally comes from the hiloso hy of erleau-Ponty.
erleau-Ponty did roblemati e the body, but he did it in terms of the conce t
of embodied vision that involved the fusion of visual erce tion and bodily
movements in s ace.4 8 erleau-Ponty did not identify the sense of touch ith
Eyes of the Skin, as Pallasmaa titled one of his books, he even discredited it.
erleau-Ponty has clearly ointed out that different senses must not be laced
in the same lane, as ell as that the visual ex erience is truer than tactile
ex erience. According to him, the structure of visual ex erience is richer for it
sho s the modes of being hich touch cannot even feel traces of.49
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Another inconsistency involves the said set of instrumentali ations, hich
convert henomenology to an agenda under hich certain formalistic
solutions in architecture are advocated for. In connection ith NorbergSchul s affirmation of ostmodern-figurative architecture hich should solve
the roblems of modernism, Adam Sharr and lie addad note that the real
roblem of modernism as not the loss of generally com rehensible formal
attributes of a house rather, that the modern man has lost the ability to d ell,
as this as already ex lained by eidegger.50 eidegger did often refer to the
vernacular architecture of the region in hich he s ent a lot of time staying in
his mountain hut (Fig. 4), ho ever, he never advocated for a nostalgic return
to the re-modern state. eidegger clearly distanced himself from retensions
to come u
ith building ideas, and thus from reaffirming any re-modern
architecture.51 On the other hand, not even the tectonic reductionism or
architecture of silence, hich see the essence of architecture in its reduction to
s ace, light and material, are in the original henomenological s irit. It is as if
these conce ts understood henomenological reduction in the literal sense, i.e.,
as if they mixed the reduction of consciousness of the sub ect-observer ith the
reduction of the architectural form. In this context lies usserl s remark stating
that henomenological reduction is not distancing from the riches of the orld,
but bringing of those riches to the consciousness in a different ay.52 It is a
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noseological origin of henomenology clearly determined its reach and
ossible areas of investigation, hich rimarily concern the consciousness of
a sub ect and the ay in hich his cognitive actions are directed to a articular
thing in the orld. In this sense, formalist orientation of the henomenologists
of architecture reveals an im ortant issue. It reveals the aradox in the transfer
of henomenological ideas: from the ay of seeing architecture to creating
ty ologies of architectural forms. his transfer is in line ith oll s conce t
of lacing henomenological ideas in architecture as a field of ractice, in
hich they are further elaborated to achieve the design conce tual strategy.53
Architectural abandonment of the original henomenological idea of
unmediated attitude of observers leads to the conce ts of authorshi in uence,
erce tual mani ulation and choreogra hic rogramming of observers by
means of hylomor hic ro erties of architecture itself. hese observations
o en ne com lex relations on the axis henomenology
henomenology of
architecture, hich can certainly be sub ects of future discussions.
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MATERIALIST HISTORY OF IDEAS AND
STUDY OF ARCHITECTURE AND URBANISM:
THE CASE OF MARTIN JAY1

A B S T R A C T
istory of ideas is a sub-disci line of history that deals ith
descri tion and inter retation of creative ork of thinkers
and artists of the ast. artin Jay, as a central as ect of his
theoretical ork oints out t o arxist thesis. 1. Ideas have,
as roducts of intellectual labor, their o n material foundation:
this means that social reality is determined by those roducts as
much as by economy - in that ay, materialist history of ideas is
constituted on the shift from the analysis of the economy (base)
to the analysis of culture (su erstructure). 2. Ideas are related
to social ractices: ideas ithin a society are not se arate from
material reality, but they actively sha e social relations, i.e. there
is a link bet een intellectual labor and olitical conditions of
life ithin a given historical society. he a er examines the
connection that Jay established bet een the history of ideas and
the history of architecture and urbanism.
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hat is the relationshi bet een architecture and architectural theory he
French hiloso her ouis Althusser once rote that theory as im ortant
because it turned our irrational myths, obscure images, ideas, re udices about
the orld and our lace in it into rational conce ts these conce ts are o osed to
hat Althusser signifies as ideology. By virtue of making that ideology visible,
they command olitical eight that is, theory, as a form of olitical ractice
is ca able of sha ing our lives, of laying the foundations for transcending
our resent conditions of life. It is almost banal to state that there is no more
olitical form of art than architecture: architecture is nothing if not the ractice
of a ro riating and erforming, that is, regulating and sha ing human s ace
and living in it.2 herefore, for anyone ho deals ith the relationshi of art
and olitics by analy ing ideas, it is only logical to ask: hat is the relationshi
bet een architecture and architectural theory, ho to think the history of
architecture as a olitical history of ideas, and ho to analy e architecture as
a olitical conce t through a arallel analysis of theory as like ise a olitical
conce t At least to hint at some ans ers to these uestions, I ould like to
refer to a text by the American historian of ideas artin Jay, ublished under
the title of Sco ic Regimes of odernity in Force Fields, a book that came
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Right at the outset of my resentation, I ould like to em hasi e that I do
not consider myself an ex ert in the domain of architectural theory in fact,
the ork I resent today is the first text I have ever ritten on the to ic of
architecture. y ro er field of ex ertise concerns the relationshi bet een
art theory, es ecially ( ost-) arxist art theory, and the neo-avant-garde and
ost-avant-garde art ractices of the latter half of the 20th century. In my book,
Utopian Spaces of Art and Theory after 1960 ( ublished in 2009), I tried
to encom ass that set of roblems and advanced the follo ing claim: there
is no art that is not, on some level, theoretical uite to the contrary, every
art ractice is sha ed according to a certain theoretical system that belongs
to ider, often con icting cultural and social rocesses. herefore, in my
theoretical ork, I have often engaged not in art-historical analyses of concrete
orks or henomena of art, but rather, in the surrounding theoretical narratives
( hiloso hic-aesthetic systems, theoretical latforms), hich constructed and
are still constructing the olitical history of the 20th-century art. hus, in my
ork as a theorist and historian of art, I have often assumed a meta-theoretical
osition and asserted the im ortance of addressing the theory of art theories. In
other ords, in my ork, I have ty ically ursued not the history of art in the
traditional sense, but rather, the history of the ideas affecting our conce tion of
the ob ects and gestures that e bring together under the term art .
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out in 1993. In that essay, Jay directly broaches the issue of the relationshi
bet een ideas (theory) and architecture as a basically olitical relation. Still,
in order to understand Jay s arguments in this brief text, it is necessary to make
some hat broader remarks concerning Jay s vie of the history of ideas as a
olitical history.
II
hat does it mean hen e say that ideas, or, more recisely, theory, carry
olitical eight For Jay, it means connecting to the materialist ostulates of
critical theory, according to hich: 1) ideas, as roducts of material labor, have a
material grounding this means that these roducts sha e social reality as much
as the economy does and that materialist history of ideas is thus constituted at
the transition charted by critical theory, bet een economic analysis (the base)
and cultural analysis (the su erstructure) 2) from that follo s the idea about
connecting theory and ractice: in a given society, ideas are not se arate from
its material reality, but actively sha e its social relations, i.e. there is a t o- ay
loo bet een intellectual labor and olitical conditions of life in a historically
given society.

109

orkheimer and Adorno charted this turn from analy ing economy to
analy ing ideas (scientific, hiloso hical, theoretical, artistic), that is, cultural
su erstructure, through their criti ue of the Second International era s vulgar
economist arxism. For theorists of the Frankfurt circle, ideas are never
e i henomenal, although, on the other hand, they are never uite autonomous
either: ideas should be vie ed as mediati ed through the social totality and not
as mere re ections of class interests. herefore, the target of critical theory s
attack is classical orthodox arxism as much as formal logic, that is, ositivism.
his turn as redicated on a reinter retation of egel s hiloso hy, that is, a
turn from the ositions of formal to those of s eculative logic. hile formal
logic insists on an absolutely delimited, logically coherent and formali ed,
ob ective and a-historical theoretical meta-language, egel s s eculative
logic insists on the link bet een forms of thought (intellectual labor) and the
historical conditions of social reality. orkheimer s and Adorno s criti ue of the
nlightenment and the heritage of Cartesian rationality rest on these foundations:
formal logic reduces reason and rationality to individual ex erience and insists
on a transcendental detachment of reason from history. ogic is thus reduced to
a series of tautologies that have no oints of contact hatsoever ith material
conditions of human existence at the same time, logical ositivism kee s facts
and values a art and thus contributes to the re roduction of the social status

herefore, the core starting oint of Jay s history of ideas is dee ly rooted
in the arxist tradition: according to Jay, ideas, roducts of intellectual
labor, re ect the material conditions of the socio-historical context in hich
they emerge, but those same ideas are ca able of sha ing (in emanci atory,
even uto ian terms) and changing that same social context. hat thesis may
be identified already in arx s classical ositions on ideology,4 hereas the
Frankfurt School develo ed it through their ostulates relating to praxis, i.e.
by combining theory and olitics. Classical theory insists on ure, su osedly
disinterested , ob ective kno ledge, rivileged over ractice and social
action. For the Frankfurt School, disinterested kno ledge is im ossible,
es ecially in a society like the bourgeois, here individuals are not autonomous
for orkheimer, an intellectual is art of the social ob ect s he examines and
cannot avoid artici ating in social heteronomy. Critical theory thus re ects
the idea of the free- oating intellectual and the conce tion of ob ective
kno ledge, striving for a theory that might determine social change:
In the resent society, then, it ould be a mistake to see intellectuals
as freischwebende (free- oating), to use the term anheim had taken
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quo. By contrast, critical theory did chart an anti-meta hysical conce tion of
rationality, hereby ideas stand in a dialectical relationshi ith history, that is,
theory stands in a dialectical relationshi ith ractice:
orkheimer s stress on dialectics also extended to his understanding
of logic. Although re ecting the extravagant ontological claims
egel had made for his logical categories, he agreed ith the need
for a substantive, rather than merely formal, logic. In Dämmerung
orkheimer rote: ogic is not inde endent of content. In face of the
reality that hat is inex ensive for the favored art of humanity remains
unattainable for the others, non artisan logic ould be as non artisan
as a book of la s that is the same for all . Formalism, characteristic
of bourgeois la (the ideal of the Rechtsstaat, hich means udicial
universality ithout relating the la to its olitical origins), bourgeois
morality (the categorical im erative), and bourgeois logic, had once
been rogressive, but it no served only to er etuate the status uo.
rue logic, as ell as true rationalism, must go beyond form to include
substantive elements as ell.
...
hat made orkheimer s stress on reason so roblematical as his
e ually strong anti-meta hysical bias. Reality had to be udged by the
tribunal of reason , but reason as not to be taken as a transcendental
ideal, existing outside history.3
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from Alfred eber and o ulari ed it. he ideal of a free- oating
intellectual above the fray as a formalistic illusion, hich should be
discarded.
Dialectical materialism, orkheimer argued, also had a theory of
verification based on ractical, historical testing: truth is a moment in
correct praxis he ho identifies it ith success lea s over history and
becomes an a ologist for the dominant reality . Correct praxis is the
key hrase here, indicating once again the im ortance in the Institute s
thinking of theory as a guide to action ... 5
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hus Jay finds reasons for ursuing the history of ideas as a disci line in
the ostulates of the Frankfurt School: the history of ideas, as ell as both
theoretical and artistic, that is, intellectual labor in general, carry a otential
for social emanci ation. As loyd ramer asserts, theory is ca able of reexamining the ruling social, that is, ideological re udices: hen there is a
lack of historical kno ledge in a given society, its historians of ideas turn
into critical thinkers ho oint to the forgotten genesis of certain ideas and
their in uence on commonsense (ideological) re udices at that articular
social moment. In other ords, historical kno ledge re-examines ersonal
ex erience and s ontaneity of cultural re udices, hich form the basis of
olitical ideologies. heory thus assumes a central osition in articulating the
olitical debate about a ust society: theory is a lace of re exive self-distancing
from the s ontaneous ideology of the dominant olitical context. heory
initiates olitical ractice, but at the same time, maintains a self-re exive status
in relation to that same ractice rational self-re ection and self-criticism are
t o conditions for social emanci ation. In Jay s system, the humanities occu y
a central osition in re ecting on the conditions for the develo ment of a
democratic community in that regard, Jay insists on the nlightened, modern
idea of intellectual labor as a rocess of rational communication: a rational
analysis of ideas, intellectual and theoretical conce ts is the basic task that
every contem orary intellectual should ursue.
From all the foregoing, one may dra the follo ing conclusion: the classic
modernist se aration of art ractice from art theory roves to be untenable.
For historians of ideas, ideas actively sha e reality, so one may say that
there is interde endence, a t o- ay loo bet een, theoretical- hiloso hical
latforms on the one hand and, on the other, art as such. In his book Downcast
Eyes, Jay consistently ursues that a roach, analy ing mechanisms hereby
theory constructs the status of vision in estern rationalist and anti-rationalist

III
hat does it mean to a ly these ostulates of the material grounding of ideas
and the interde endence of theory and ractice to the roblems of architecture
In his essay mentioned above, Jay offers an analysis of the rocedures of
looking in estern culture, from the Renaissance to the resent, and links
those rocedures ith dominant intellectual lines in uro ean thought.8 O nly
to ard the end of the essay does Jay refer to architectural roblems, that is, to
the organi ation of cities in estern societies.
Jay isolates several dominant sco ic regimes that have develo ed over the ast
500 years or so: a) Cartesian ers ectivism, hich dominated the uro ean
s ace from the Renaissance until Neoclassicism, b) the narrative sco ic
regime, characteristic of the 17th-century Dutch art, and c) the Baro ue sco ic
regime. Jay links these dominant forms of uro ean visual culture ( hich
he recogni es above all in the domains of ainting and city lanning) ith
hiloso hical-intellectual traditions such as Alberti s Renaissance theory
of s ace, Descartes s rationalism, as ell as various humanist ostulates in
contem orary uro ean hiloso hy (regarding Cartesian ers ectivism),
Bacon s em iricism (the narrative regime), and eibnit s and Pascal s
hiloso hy and counter-Reformation mysticism (the Baro ue).
In the regime of Cartesian ers ectivism, the dominant ideas ere those of
a rational sub ect and literal re resentation of an ob ectively given reality
relying on rationalism and assuming the existence of an ob ectively given orld
in its full materiality, as ell as the ossibility of cogni ing and re resenting
it literally and neutrally, ithout interest, led to the emergence of geometrical
ers ective and the ostulates of the Italian Quattrocento, dominated by
Brunelleschi s and Alberti s ideas of rational s ace: by means of recise
calculations and re ection, three-dimensional s ace could be literally trans osed
to the t o-dimensional surface of a ainting. his kind of ainting im lies a
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traditions: Jay studies the nature of vision and claims that vision, that is,
erce tion, has its natural (therefore, hysiological and sychological)
grounding, but at the same time, in the s irit of materialist history of ideas, also
argues that erce tion is culturally contingent and historically determined.7
In that regard, the osition of an aesthetician or historian of art architecture
as a historian of ideas (as suggested in the introduction of this text) is metatheoretical, hich means that the history of ideas offers history and theory of
architectural theories ithin a certain historical context.
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static observer and fixed vie , i.e. hat British art historian Norman Bryson
signifies under the term gaze: a vie ing rocedure that im lies an almost bioolitical disci lining of the body immobility, stillness, contem lation.9 his
is a rational, de-erotici ed ga e that negates desire and re ects narrativisation,
that is, the discursive contingency of ga ing. Cartesian ers ectivism emerged
in the tightest connection ith the ideas of humanistic universalism: it as
a transcendental conce tion of sub ectivity that sought to com rehend the
orld in a neutral, rational ay, from a-historical, disinterested ositions. An
alternative to Cartesian ers ectivism as offered by the 17th-century Dutch
art, as ell as the arallel emergence of hiloso hical em iricism, based on
descri tion and narrativisation. his sco ic regime insists not on the totality
but rather on the fragmentariness of visual erce tion Dutch aintings from
the 17th century resent fragmentary excer ts of reality and not the totali ing
vie of the orld characteristic of the Italian Renaissance it is an art rone
to allegori ing and meta horising visual dis lay. Finally, the third model of
estern visual culture is the Baro ue model develo ed under the in uence
of counter-Reformation mysticism and not a rational, scientific vie of the
orld, the Baro ue as a radical alternative to Cartesian ers ectivism
insisting not on ers ective or geometry but on anamor hosis, deformation,
not on reason, but on the sublime, mystical, on desire and erotici ing s ace.
hat is, in Jay s o n ords,
Baro ue vision, Buci- lucksmann also suggests, sought to re resent
the unre resentable and, necessarily failing, roduced the melancholy
that alter Ben amin in articular sa as characteristic of the baro ue
sensibility. As such, it as closer to hat a long tradition of aesthetics
called the sublime, in contrast to the beautiful, because of its yearning
for a resence that can never be fulfilled. Indeed, desire, in its erotic as
ell as meta hysical forms, courses through the baro ue sco ic regime.
he body returns to dethrone the disinterested ga e of the disincarnated
Cartesian s ectator.10
In the final t o ages of that essay, Jay refers to the connection bet een these
dominant sco ic regimes and the architectural and city- lanning organi ation
of cities in estern culture. Cartesianism roduced the rational conce tion of
the city: the ideal of a geometric, isotro ic, abstract, and uniform urbani ed
s ace, sha ed in concentric circles radiating from a recogni able center. Jay s
aradigmatic exam les of the rational city include the ro ects of Po e
Sixtus V, ouis IV, and the absolutist city- alaces at Versailles, arlsruhe,
and annheim, meant to highlight the o er of the sovereign s ga e. Distant
echoes of the Cartesian rational city Jay finds in e Corbusier s ro ects as

***
hus vie ing the ga e in correlation ith intellectual, that is, theoretical conce ts
from estern hiloso hy, Jay vie s not only the history of architecture from
the Renaissance to the resent, but also the entire history of the estern orld
through a cultural analysis of different ideas. he essence of Jay s a roach
is a basic de-ontologisation of the history of art architecture, by claiming
the discursive nature of the ga e, hich oints to the transformation of art
history from the study of sensuously resentable henomena to art history as
a discourse analysis. In other ords, Jay ex ands the category of architecture
itself: architecture is no longer vie ed only as a material organi ation of s ace
rather, the architectural emerges in the intert ining of the social rocesses
(material labor) and ideas (intellectual labor) that sha e the sco ic regimes
discussed above. Architecture is a roduct not only of the economy or olitical
o er it is not only the aesthetic form or ractice of sha ing the living
s ace, but also a re ection of the ruling ideas and intellectual conce ts of its
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ell as cio Costa s monumental city- lanning endeavors in Brasilia. Jay
recogni es the narrative sco ic regime in the anti-monumentality of cities like
Delft, aarlem, and Amsterdam: these cities seem less like visual incarnations
of the disci lining state bent on controlling its citi enry through surveillance
and more like comfortable sites of an active civil society .11 hese are cities
that celebrate bourgeois rivacy and emerge as a result of the accumulated
ealth of the ne bourgeois class and not the absolutist authority of a rince.
Finally, the Baro ue city insists on s ectacle, on re ecting Cartesian geometric
rationality its ty ical embodiment is Bernini s Baro ue Rome. he Baro ue
city addresses the senses and not reason, hereas architecture transforms into a
theatrical s ace encom assing all ublic s ectacles from church rocessions
to ublic executions. At the end, Jay analyses the fate of these sco ic regimes
today and their im act on the 20th-century city linking the history of the
ga e, the history of architecture and the history of ideas, Jay concludes that
the Cartesian model as finally defeated at the end of the last century. he
emergence of hermeneutics, ragmatism, and then structuralist and oststructuralist conce ts dealt a deathblo to the conce tion of a disinterested,
rational sub ect. he fate of Bacon s em iricism as no better, ith its
insistence on a ositivistic grounding of human cognition. he dominant
regime today, ith its insistence on s ectacle, the erotici ation of the ga e, the
bodily and the s ectacular, is the Baro ue regime Jay assumes Adorno and
orkheimer s conce t of cultural industry and identifies in it elements of the
s ectacular Baro ue roduction.
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time. his radically inverts the ay e think architecture: architecture is not
only labor in the domain of lanning, designing, and constructing buildings
and organi ing s ace, it does not emerge only in the interstices bet een
civil engineering, a lied arts, industrial design, economics, and high art .
Architecture orks ith ideas and arises in the name of ideas. For Jay, ideas,
intellectual, hiloso hical, and theoretical conce ts carry olitical eight
ideas re ect the material reality of a certain historical moment, but they are
also ca able of olitically transfiguring that same material reality. According
to Jay, that is recisely here architecture s olitical eight lies.
hat claim o ens room for rethinking the social role of the architect as already
asserted, one of Jay s central conce ts is that of the critical intellectual. Via
that conce t, Jay strives to reconstruct abermas s conce t of a rational
ublic s here, re ected by ostmodern, ost-structuralist theory as a totali ing
and meta hysical idea. Still, ith his thesis on the critical intellectual, Jay
de arts from ost-structuralist theorists, insisting, in abermas s s irit, on
the emanci atory idea of the modernist ro ect. he figure of the critical
intellectual entails theoretical and ublic acting:
Finally, Jay su orts the traditional nlightenment conce tion
of intellectual labor as a rocess of rational communication. he
intellectual must convince others by arguing for an idea rather than by
com elling consent through social o er or roducing an irrational
ublic s ectacle. Rational analysis becomes for Jay the essential and
difficult ork that intellectuals should ursue: he neutral culture
of critical discourse in hich ersuasive ideas come before ersonal
authority and disembodied minds argue ithout reference to their
cor oreal ground may be a uto ian fantasy in its urest form , Jay
argues in one defense of rational argumentation, but it still rovides a
regulative ideal, hich e abandon at our eo ardy .12
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In other ords, the hard- on critical edge of rationalism should be a guide
for historians and critics of ideas, regardless of the theoretical school or
cam they belong to in contem orary cultural debates.13 Re ecting the ublic
s here and insisting on the transgressiveness of language instead of intersub ective nature of rational communication leads to ard rivati ation of
language every language is ublic, therefore olitical action is ossible only
in the ublic s here. here hardly exists a more ublic art than architecture:
in its s atial articulation of the ublic, architecture organi es forms of living
on a bio- olitical level, that is, architecture is an ideological ractice, because
architectural roduction and consum tion are material instruments and
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functional factors of the social and cultural, olitical and state-legal everyday
reality of every historical and geogra hic society. Architecture is not a mimesis
of social reality, but a basic instrument of constituting and erforming social
reality in its concreteness and universality .14 In that res ect, an architect is
not only an artist, es ecially not in the modernist sense, that is, an author ho
constructs disinterested aesthetic forms, inde endent and neutral ith regard
to the historical, ideological, and olitical determinants of the social context.
Still, an architect is not only a closely s eciali ed ex ert either, orking in the
domain of designing everyday life structures, or city lanning and articulating
living s ace. An architect is so much more than that: s he is a critical intellectual
orking in the domain of ideas and intellectual conce ts therefore, s he is (or
ought to be) a olitical sub ect occu ying a central osition in debates about
ustice and a ust society.
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identity in Serbia and the Balkans in the EU integration process) (Reg. No. 179074), Center for
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REVISIONIST PHILOSOPHY OF
ARCHITECTURE:
FUNDAMENTAL DISPOSITIVES

A B S T R A C T
he discussion oints to the issue of defining and re-defining
the notion of the critical theory . he notion of critical
theory has been considered since the introduction of the
notion at the Institute for Social Research in Frankfurt until
the modern, ostmodern and contem orary theories of critical
and decentering of the critical. he notion of critical theory is
associated ith the roblem of olitici ation of architecture
and urbanism. It is ointed to the case of critical theory of the
Frankfurt circle. Particular attention is aid to the art architecture
theory of heodor Adorno and to the theory of architecture and
urbanism of alter Ben amin. Adorno s criti ue of architectural
functionalism has been considered. It is discussed about
methodological a roach to Ben amin s analysis and the debate
on Paris as metro olis.
he aim of the discussion is to indicate to transformations and
modalities of critical theory in modernism, ost-structuralism,
ostmodernism and contem orary global neoliberalism.
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It concerns the theori ation of architecture and urbanism in relation to roblem
uestions on economic, functionalistic and aesthetic ostulates of the dominant
olitics in one society or in the international or global order. Architectural and
urban normal and normative reali ation of the form of public and private
life is sho n com liant ith the dis ositives and discourses of the real and
fictional o er and its bureaucrati ation in relation to the social needs or social
intentions of the individuals, namely, olitical and economic elite according to
the totality of exchange and use, i.e. consum tion.

economy

aesthetics
structural place of elite

functions

structural place of the users
politics
architectural/urban product
Graph 1. Problem: Critical theory and critical theories at the end of the modern
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heoretical relation of olitics and architecture urbanism is resumed as critical
theoretical practice1. Critical theoretical ractice hich is the basis of one
discourse on architecture and urbanism always leads to the e istemological
break
ith the theoretical pre-history, i.e. ith the aesthetics understood
as the base of the autonomous theory of forms in architecture. Critical
theoretical ractice, therefore, is always the theory on architectural and urban
theoretical ractices and on theoretical ractices on architectural urban
ractice and theoretical ractices of architecture and urbanism , meaning
that it is a materialistic theory on ractice in general and concrete sense.
he notion practice here denotes the entire rocess of transformation of the
matter initially given into a certain roduct. he transformation is carried out
by certain human labor against the use of certain tools i.e. roduction. hereby,
the determining moment is neither the initial matter nor the roduct, but the
ractice: the rocess of the transformation labor itself, hich, in a s ecific
structure, engages eo le, tools and the technology of tools use, and all that
unfolds for the eo le in general and s ecific social and cultural relations.
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THESIS: THEORETICAL PRACTICES ON ARCHITECTURE
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PROBLEM: CRITICAL THEORY AND CRITICAL THEORIES AT
THE END OF THE MODERN
Critical theory, in the most general and most undefined sense, are called
the various and often com etitive materialistic, ost-materialistic or neomaterialistic theories. It concerns the theories of critical inter retation of the
modern ca italist society and culture from the cold ar block division via
ost-historical ostmodernism to ost-bloc neoliberal globalism. he general
notion critical theory denotes the intervention theories and theori ations
based on analysis, inter retation and discussion of the social and cultural
models of re resentation, dis lay, o er, conduct or governance, statements
making, identification and social system and culture order.
Structural ty ological model of the general notion of critical theory can be
sho n by the table belo :
CRITICAL THEORY
Critical theory of the Institute
for Social Research
American and international
the Ne
eft

POST-CRITICAL THEORY

NEO-CRITICAL THEORY

Post-structuralism

Neo- arxisms

Postmodernism

Criti ue of neoliberal
globalism

Cultural studies

Bio- olitics

Studies of gender
Postcolonial studies
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he initial notion of the critical theory relates to the a roaches of the
authors gathered around the Institute for Social Research in Frankfurt since
the 1920s. Critical theory is arxist social- hiloso hical discussion of modern
civil society based on: Dialectical sense hich re exively relates to the social
reality of the modern liberal est. Dialectical sense as intentionally o osed
to the nlightening ideal of the rational and didactic sense. he defense of the
dialectic mind , and hich means: critical thinking and acting in relation to
the irrationalism, ositivism and ragmatism of the liberal ca italism as the
characteristic battlefield of the Frankfurters.
he Ne
eft as the develo ing continuation of the Frankfurt s critical theory
in the conditions of the develo ed mass market ca italism ithin the United
States of America. he Ne
eft as characteri ed by the emanci atory and
roto-revolutionary idea on everyday culture as a revolutionary otential
for reali ation of the ne sensibility o osite modernist one-dimensional
bureaucratic and technocratic olitics. Activism and aesthetic engagement
have been ro ected as uto ian ideal
hich should have led to ard ne
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Proto-situationist theories of urbanism of enri efebvre2 have antici ated the
ossibility of critical analysis of the urban geogra hies and their conditions
for deducing alternative thinking of living s aces of the consumer ca italism.
he criti ue of functionalism and modernism as the basis for the criti ue of
urban lanning and, then, formulation of the ne urbanism has rovided the
ossibility for revailing over the conce ts of the modern city and its framing
conditions of life sha ing.3 Critical activism of situationism has led to ard
geogra hical, ecological, bi- olitical and urban-architectural alternatives.4

i ko uvaković

he inters ace of the critical thinking and ost-critical textology has been
achieved by theoretical ractice of the Althusser- acanian riters and
theoreticians ho develo ed materialistic structuralism in the direction
of discursive subversion of ideological and olitical monolithism of the
estern ca italism and astern state socialism - the authors gathered around
the maga ine Tel Quel. On one art, it concerned the criti ue of denoting/
branding practices (Juli a risteva, Phili e Sollers) as the form of roduction
of meaning in the culture society and, on the other art, archaeology and
genealogy of o er and government in modern societies ( ichel Foucault).
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modalities of liberation versus aggressiveness emanating from the society of
total control oriented to ard ermanent maintenance of continuum among
the mass roduction, exchange and consum tion. he New Sensibility, as
an event of liberation, should have confronted the modern sub ect ith the
de-sublimated otentials of the scientific and theoretical ork, i.e. ith the
liberation of the intelligentsia.
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Figure 1-2. Provisional Salta nsemble: umans and Architecture ( elsinki)
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For exam le, the theory of s ace of ichel Foucault indicate to osition of that
to be outside or beyond 5 , then, to the issue of the relationshi of the time and
s ace to ard civili ation inference of the society . In an intervie , Foucault
erceived the origination of the architecture olitici ation in establishment of
architecture as techni ues of the government of societies.7 li abeth ros ,
on Foucault s erce tion of outside space, ostulated the conce t of the
theory hich a roached architecture from the outside and made it sub ect
to sychoanalytical, social and cultural debate.8 Since the uestion of theory
of architecture is no longer an immanent set of uestions of architectural
bureaucrats or architectural roducers , but also the uestions of the users,
consumers, namely, those social o ers illing to o ose vigorously to the
dominant order of economic and olitical o er in architectural sha ing of
everyday life.
Post-critical theories are called those theories hich re lace and decenter
the socially-oriented criti ue: ith ractices and theories of seduction (Jean
Baudrillard), offers of pluralism of truths and split of argumentation (JeanFran ois yotard), rocedures of textual deconstructions of meta hysics
(Jac ues Derrida), en oying the text, riting or the vie (Roland Barthes),
technological a ocaly se (Paul Virilio, Baudrillard). he translation of the late
structuralism or in the British terminology ost-structuralism to the context
of mass cultures of the USA led to ard accentuation of liberal otential of
these theories, and that meant to ard the formats of ostmodernism.
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Postmodernism is understood as ost-historical (Francis Fukuyama) or as
medium totali ing culture of consum tion (Frederic Jameson) in hich the
tight border bet een roduction of items, events and information is erased.
hus the ostmodern theory as ositioned as neoconservative o osition
to the ideals of critical theory of society, about hich it as already, uite
early, ritten by J rgen abermas9. In ostmodern theory the olitics of social
differences, first of all, the class differences, as re laced ith the olitics of
cultural differences based on the studies of identity. For exam le, al Foster
by the conce t of articulation of differences inter reted the society in hich
the differences and discontinuities annul or re lace the idea of the entity and
continuity such as ere develo ed and im osed in the develo ed modernism
of the est. e ointed to the situation in hich the structure of the class-based
as integrative structuring of the state-social order did not exist any longer and
as re laced ith ne social formats:
Des ite signs of recent roletariani ation, ne social forces - omen,
blacks, other minorities , gay movements, ecological grou s,
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In the mentioned context there also originated the conce t of the Critical
Architecture 11 by introducing the discourse on architecture in the nonimmanent discussions of architectural contextualism. O ening of discourse
on architecture as erformed, first of all, to ard ost-structuralist and, then,
to ard the cultural theories. Performed ere the discussions on the functions
of re resentation immanent to architecture, in order, through the modalities
of re resentation to arrive to the discussions on contem orary relation of
architecture and society. he relations of architecture and society by their
com lexity re uire also the hiloso hical and activist a roach as the guarantor
of interdisci linary rethinking architecture and the discourse on architecture.
hat interdisci linary character of modern architecture at the same time belongs
to the technical sciences, humanities and ractical or olitical action bet een
domination of ca ital and search for alternative forms of life. Some authors do
not s eak about critical architecture , but about ost-critical architecture .
he crisis of ostmodern liberal luralism after the fall of the Berlin all,
namely, follo ing the end of the cold ar against establishment of the global
olitics and domination of one su er o er, namely, hich is more im ortant,
one economic and biotechnological olitical order, again provoked the
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he attention in ostmodern as shifted from the uestion of grand olitics
dealing ith fundamental social antagonisms to the uestions of cultural
difference . hat hich ha ened, ith the develo ment of articulation
of difference , inde endent from Foucault s thinking, is the re lacement of
olitical as social affair (politics) ith cultural olicies (policy). he critical
otential from the stand of tradition of the critical theory seemed neutral and
reduced to the minimum. hough, on the other art, the rece tion of oststructuralism and ostmodern in cultural studies, studies of gender and ostcolonial studies rovided the variants of critical ractice hich ere introduced
from the universal olitics into the tactics of olitici ation of the everyday life
hich the liberal society on the rise ostulated as the ossible frame of reality.
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students... - have made clear the uni ue im ortance of gender and sexual
difference, race and third orld, the revolt of nature and the relation
of o er and kno ledge, in such a ay that the conce t of class, if it is
to be retained as such, must be articulated in relation to these terms. In
res onse, theoretical focus has shifted from class as sub ect of history
to the cultural constitution of sub ectivity, from economic identity to
social difference. In short, olitical struggle is no seen largely as a
rocess of differential articulation .10
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ossibilities for uestioning of olitics and olitical as an essential res onse
to the lausible eakness or the absence of any olitical in neoliberal lausibly
neo- olitical or non- olitical economic and technological ractices of ordering
the ublic and rivate everyday life during ostmodern.12 Politics in neoliberal
society of ostmodern and, then, of globalism, ac uired the character of technomanagerial cultural ractice hich as dis laced from the social fundamental
uestions into individual cultural, and even artistic actions in the field of identity
and re resentation of the differences ithin everyday life. One cynical statement
may read that at the time of globalism everything - it is referred to culture and
art
as olitici ed exce t the olitics itself hich as de olitici ed.13
herefore, it became essential during the 1990s and at the beginning of the
ne era a ealing to and reconstruction of politics and political in relation
to olitics as the form of sociability, and as a form of order, behavior, control
and reali ation. At that moment, olitics as ractice inside or through general
sociability demonstrated the need or, even desire, for metatheory as an order
of the singular o osite the articular in relation to the universal olitical
kno ledge and action, and traditionally s eaking: metatheory of olitics is
hiloso hy.14 Philoso hical universalism as metatheory of grand olitics as
used as an intervention sign for the criti ue of anti-essentialism and social
constructivism of the minor olitics of differences and micro-ecologies
in culture, and, certainly, in art and architecture. Philoso hical universalism
thus enables asking the uestions about res onsible action for each social
intervention and the risk of intervention, hich ac uired its ex ressions in neoarxism ( erry agleton, artin Jay, Slavo i ek, Alain Badiou, Jac ues
Ranciere), criti ue of globalism and bio- olitics (Antonio Negri. ichael
ardt, iorgio Agamben, Paolo Virno).
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Figure 3. Provisional Salta nsemble:
umans and Architecture ( ondon)

Figure 4. Provisional Salta nsemble:
umans and Architecture (Berlin)

After this summari ed revie of theoretical situations ith and around
architecture urbanism a turn should be made to ard rethinking the source of
critical thinking, riting and action in relation to architectural ex ectations,
namely, instrumentali ation of architecture as bio- olitical techni ue of
disci lining the o ulation. One ossible turn to ard critical theory and its
ositioning versus architecture and urbanism as in the early authors such as
heodor . Adorno and alter Ben amin.
CRITICAL THEORY AND ARCHITECTURE:
ADORNO AND BENJAMIN
Critical theory (kritische theorie) is denomination for critical-theoretical action of
a grou of arxist hiloso hers, sociologists, social sychologists, economists,
literary and legal theoreticians gathered around the research-educational
Frankfurt Institute for Social Research (Institut für Sozialforschung).18 he
Institute originated in the tradition of rethinking the develo ment of mass
society and culture in the context of ermany, to be thereafter re-directed
to ard the issue of the estern sociability. he Institute started orking under
the management of the Professor of Political economy, Carl runberg in 1923,
and, later on, as headed by the hiloso her and sociologist ax orkheimer
since 1930. he Institute as established at the time of the crisis of the eft in
the late eimar ermany as a res onse to that crisis and ex ansive s reading
of conservative olitical latforms of Na ism and Fascism in the estern and
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scalation of class-based question15 in crisis neoliberalism during the end of
the first decade of 2000, had the conse uences on the contem orary theories
of geogra hy, s ace, urbanism and architecture. heoreticians d ard .
So a or David arvey ointed to the logic of s atial turn ith develo ment
of critical henomenology of the global and local s atial ositioning in
relation to the stages of the estern and global ca italist develo ments and
dominance. arvey ostulated the theory of the city as the field of classbased fight ointing to the analysis of the relations of ca italism and the city
in modern and contem orary orld. City as an effect of action of financial
ca ital becomes the foundation for urban analyses of the ty e of modern
and contem orary cities, and their evolutions, regression and rises.1 Urban
rotests, unrests, riots and revolutions (Paris, ondon, Ne
ork, Atina, Cairo,
Ankara, iev, Sara evo) at the end of the first decade and the beginning of the
second decade of the 21s t century introduced into game the uestions about the
city or urban order of the conditions and circumstances for structuring olitical
alternative action in relation to neoliberal ca italism and its roductions of
total global social crisis.17
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Central uro e. In other ords, the action of the Institute as oriented to ard
critically ointed out triangle of antagonism among the liberal, totalitarian
and socialistic conce ts of order and sha ing of the estern sociability. In a
rogram manner the uestions ere asked about critical rethinking
arx s
tradition , and the research of theory and ractice relation:
One of the crucial uestions raised in the ensuing analysis as the
relation of theory to ractice, or more recisely, to hat became a
familiar term in the arxist lexicon, raxis. oosely defined, raxis
as used to designate a kind of self-creating action, hich differed from
the externally motivated behavior roduced by forces outside man s
control. Although originally seen as the o osite of contem lative
theoria hen it as first used in Aristotle s eta hysics, raxis in the
arxist usage as seen in dialectical relation to theory. In fact, one of
the earmarks of raxis as o osed to mere action as its being informed
by theoretical considerations. he goal of revolutionary activity as
understood as the unifying of theory and raxis, hich ould be in
direct contrast to the situation revailing under ca italism.19
he Institute develo ed in re ected s an bet een the arxist orthodoxy
associated ith the USSR, revision of arxism in direction hich later
on ould be denoted as the estern arxism, and, certainly, in direction
of theoretical movements oriented to ard the uestions of contem orary
cultures, sub ective and inter-sub ective dimensions of modern life in mass
and consumer society. he uestions about aesthetic and artistic ere not
the focal ones for the ma ority of Institute s associates, but ere a art of the
essential interests and orientations of the authors such as Adorno, arcuse and,
at the marginal osition in relation to the core of ideas ithin the Institute, for,
alter Ben amin.
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Figure 5. Provisional Salta nsemble:
umans and Architecture (Vienna)

Figure 6. Provisional Salta nsemble:
umans and Architecture (Amsterdam)

he theoreticians of the Frankfurt circle discussed the theories of the modern,
modern and moderni ation since its origination in the nlightenment22 until the
resistance23 by ostmodern deconstructions od modernity and revitali ations
of neo-conservatism and, conse uently, neoliberalism.
he notion criti ue denotes a theoretical method of research and discussion
of legitimacy of social sciences, as ell as the relation of theory and historical
ractice of the modern society and culture. he re resentatives of the Frankfurt
school de arted from the classic arxist atterns of inter retation of society
by linear cause relations of the base and su erstructure, i.e. by em hasi ing the
historical trans-individuality, lacing the issue of the modern individual and
his living environment in the focus of attention:
he critical theory of society, on the other hand, has for its ob ect men
as roducers of their o n historical ay of life in its totality. he real
situations hich are the starting- oint of science are not regarded
sim ly as data to be verified and to be redicted according to the la s
of robability. very datum de ends not on nature alone but also on the
o er man has over it. Ob ects, the kind of erce tion, the uestions
asked, and the meaning of the ans ers all bear itness to human activity
and the degree of man s o er.24
Critical method as otentially ostulated around the analysis and discussion
of the relation of totality and dialectics, hich meant the develo ment of the
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Critical theory is based on analyses and discussions of historical, i.e. economic,
olitical and, cultural crises of the estern liberal societies and totalitarian
res onses to their crises. Crisis is understood as the conse uence of the ex ansive
ca italist mass market, i.e. economic and, certainly, consumer sociability.20
ith Critical theory, as analysis and discussion of the modern, the manner of
constituting modernity as rational and ragmatic social a earance is uestioned,
namely, it as insisted on the a areness by means of hich modernity is ointed
out as multitude of contradictory relations of the sub ects and ob ects ithin
contem orary roduction, communication and, in the ultimate case, sha ing of
the individual and collective life in rivate and ublic s here:
In our modern orld, Critical heory argued, various forces are set in
o osition to, but interlinked ith, each other: science and technology
as emanci atory or destructive culture as stimulating or tran uilli ing,
art as rogressive or regressive, and so forth. he task for Critical heory
as to interrogate these dialectically related o osites and discern the
outlines of hat could become a more rational state of affairs.21
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fundamental hiloso hical discussion from egel s dialectic to arx s one
and then to ard establishing the criti ue as negative dialectics in relation
to social theory. For exam le, arcuse described this theoretical develo able
movement of totality in relation to dialectic in the follo ing manner:
For egel, the totality as the totality of reason, a closed ontological
system, finally identical ith the rational system of history. egel s
dialectical rocess as thus a universal ontological one in hich history
as atterned on the meta hysical rocess of being. arx, on the other
hand, detached dialectic from this ontological base . . . . he totality
that the arxian dialectics gets to is the totality of class society, and the
negativity that underlies its contradictions and sha es its every content
is the negativity of class relations.25
Adorno s methodology called negative dialectics , thus, led to ard
identification of tension inside otentiality, hich meant the research of the
interrelations hich ere sub ect to critical revision in res ect to meta hysics,
then, in res ect to em iricism, but also in res ect to olitics as form of
ragmatic sociability. According to Susan Buck- orss the conce t of negative
dialectics as connected ith the conce t of nonindentity :
Adorno affirmed neither conce t nor reality in itself. Instead, he osited
each in critical reference to its other. Put another ay, each as affirmed
only in its nonidentity to the other. Indeed, the rinci le of nonidentity ,
hich Adorno as to develo
ith increasing richness, became the
foundation of his hiloso hy, that is, of negative dialectics .2
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If such may of thinking is a lied to the field of aesthetics, then a uestion is
osed about the status of aesthetics in the conditions of modern art and culture.
Adorno s Aesthetic Theory (Ästhetische Theorie, 1970) is a hiloso hicalsociological analytical res onse to the uestions about modernism, and
modern high and o ular art from the end of the 19th century till mid-20th
century. In methodological sense Adorno s Aesthetic Theory begins ith the
ords immanent for the strategy of negative dialectics :
It is self-evident that nothing concerning art is self-evident anymore,
not its inner life, not its relation to the orld, not even its right to exist.27
hus he uestioned the modern aesthetic universalism by a critical re uest
that art as sub ect to revisionist reading and redefining in each follo ing
moment. e aid attention to: (1) de arting from the total inter retative
image of the orld given in the tradition of the nlightenment building of
idealities of autonomous modern art, (2) modernist fragmentarity o osite
illusory but necessary image of totality in the erman hiloso hical tradition,
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Adorno s ambivalence attitude to ards functionalism, i.e. functions of
architecture aimed at ointing to the game that should be layed by the
architects bet een formal constructivism and ex licit functionalism in the
as iration to confront the stimuli hich triggers imagination in order to
confront the very human uestion.

i ko uvaković

eodor Adorno in one of his rare texts on architecture Functionalism oday 28
ointed to the aradox of functionalism and aesthetics, in the exam le of Adolf
oos 29 discussion of functionalism and ornament . he oint of his discussion
as the criti ue of the ost- ar architectural functionalism and its striving
for the universal architectural ob ectivism . hus, that undetermined field of
nonidentity as introduced in the game, here the rationali ed function had
to confront the aesthetic event hich re uired sensorial identification of nonaesthetic re uest for architecture functionality. For instance, ein Paet old in
the discussion of Adorno s criti ue of functionalism to ard the theories of the
architecture of ostmodern rote do n:
he central uestion
hich functionalism has osed concerns
architecture s usefulness in the broader societal realm. Adorno marshals
his o n ans er to this uestion in t o directions.
(1) As an art, architecture remains subordinated to the re uirement
of
ur osiveness ithout a ur ose
hich aradoxical formula
goes back to antian aesthetics. Adorno re hrases it as meaning that
architecture is not absorbed by the societal totality. Only to the degree
that it transcends the universe of established societal ur oses art gains
its critical otential.
(2) Functionalism dra s on a uto ian outlook on usefulness, one hich
reconciles humans ith the ob ects and things they are utili ing in their
everyday life. It amounts to transcending the rationale of commodity
society. It ould add u to a fortunate use , a contact ith things
beyond the antithesis bet een use and uselessness .
It is im ortant to kee this social criticism in Adorno s hiloso hy in
mind. It is obvious that among the ostmodern thinkers foremost yotard,
S ivak and, say, ygmunt Bauman hold to this social criticism.30
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first of all, of egel, (3) aesthetic negativism as a osition on im erativeness
of revisionist interrogation of the immanent and secular status and functions
of art, (4) the role of technology, kitsch and ideologies in modern art as the
basis of mass o ular culture. he conse uence of non-integrity and aesthetic
negativism of modernism as the loss of self-com rehensibility of art. In
non-com rehensibility of modern art he finds ne sense of the hiloso hical
aesthetic engagement, hich may be a lied also to the modern architecture.
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Unlike the dominant arxist orientations (historical materialism, eninism,
Stalinism, aoism, i.e. the socialist realism corres onding to them), ith
critical theory it is not re ected the social, cultural and artistic conce t of
modernity ith all the develo ed modalities of social and cultural autonomies.
ithin it there develo ed the sociological theory of modernism s anning from
the theory of modernisms, mass and o ular culture, over theory of ne media
as far as highly modernistic art, neo avant-garde, the Ne
eft, ne sensibility
and the culture of the young. he follo ing theoretical a roaches to art
have been differentiated: (1) analysis and critical discussion of then actual
art ractice and culture of modernism31 (Ben amin), (2) aesthetic theory of
modern art and culture (Adorno), (3) critical analysis of social mechanisms of
establishing meaning and values in modernist culture ( orkha mer, Adorno,
arcuse, abermas, hellmer), (4) aesthetici ation of society as the form of
revolutionary fight in late ca italism (Fromm, arcuse) and (5) the defense
of the ro ect of modernity and the criti ue of ostmodernism as the form of
olitical and social neo-conservatism ( abermas).
alter Ben amin s essayist o us before the orld ar
o as almost the
only relevant arxist a roach to then contem orary art and cultural modern
roduction. In the texts ittle istory of Photogra hy (1931) and he ork
of Art in the Age of echanical Re roduction 32 (193 ) it is ointed to the
s ecific modernist ne media and their sub ectivi ation of the social dimension,
and in the text he Author as Producer (1934) the conce t of the artist as
creator is transformed into the artist as roducer. Ben amin introduced t o
determining aesthetic notions: aura and o tical unconscious hich ould
lay a significant role in develo ment of theories on mechanical, and later, on
electronic and digital media ithin the modern culture and its rises and falls.
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In the ritings associated ith his unfinished fantasy on modern city of
the 21st century The Arcades Project a critical-cultural re exive discourse
on architecture and urbanism as modern living s ace as antici ated. hat
discourse is not the re ection of the architectural techni ue (engineering,
artistic sha ing), but the discussion on dis ersive cultural forms of life built
around the modern city as social and olitical s ace essential for the events
of reali ation of sub ective dimensions of modernity, It as ex ressed in
that disturbing, ho ever, yet subtle manner hich Adorno described in the
follo ing ords:
is target is not an allegedly overin ated sub ectivism but rather the
notion of a sub ective dimension itself. Bet een myth and reconciliation,
the oles of his hiloso hy, the sub ect eva orates. Before his edusan
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is long and hybrid riting The Arcades Project and, certainly much more
ersonal discussion One-Way Street, lead to textuali ation of the s atial
(architectural, urban) and trans osition of the s atial to ard the intertextual assage of otential contradictions of modern life. Behind the s lendor
of the city it is revealed the o er of ca ital and ex loitation in com lex
relation
ith consum tion, commodification and civilian comfortable
everyday life hich stimulates imagination by means of hich the urban
life is aesthetici ed from the atmos here of everyday life to the artistic
re resentation. he ex erience and re resentations of ex erience are indicated
in the inter-exchange ith the texts of culture from media texts to memory
texts of sub ectivi ation - the reminiscence of living in the city. he relation
of sub ectivi ation and rationali ation as ragmatic action ithin modernity of
ca italist city as not solely Ben amin s theme, but also the field of obsessive
discourse of the thinkers ho receded him, for instance, eorg Simmel on
the city34, namely, ho ere his contem oraries such as Siegfried raucer35. It
concerns the develo ment of theori ation hich ranged from microsociology
of s ace (Simmel) through ointing of atmos here of urbanity ( raucer) to
semi-genre re resentativeness of the city (Ben amin). hose theori ations
entered the fascinating field of critical se aration of arxist ob ectivism and
cultural sub ectivism, actually, that hich Adorno indicated in Ben amin s
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For instance, the introductory ritings in the Arcades titled Paris , the Ca ital
of the Nineteenth Century (1935, 1939) romised a ne a roach to modern
culture of urban living, and that as the analysis and re ection of establishing
and survival of the modern city ithin ca italistic roduction, exchange and
consum tion. he modern city as not re resented as a literal summary of
buildings or conce t of articulation of construction s ace or theori ation of
urbanity from the to os to rotocol on life stream, but as a system of cultural
re resentations hich ere indicated from the literary text or hotogra hs
over the actual ex erience to the individual or collective memory in relation
to olitical aradigms by means of hich the a areness on everyday life as
established. In other ords, Ben amin s observations on modern architecture for instance, Paris the 19th century- are the ex ression of theory of modernity,
hereby at the first lace he laced the sensorial sensational ex erience around
hich aesthetic core as built the intellectual and also olitical discourse of
ca italist roduction of the city as an urban event.
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glance, man turns into the stage on hich an ob ective rocess unfolds.
For this reason Ben amin s hiloso hy is no less a source of terror than
a romise of ha iness.33
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ork as the aradox of the im ossible ossibility or as the anorama of
dialectical images in inter retation of multi-meaning modern sensibilities
and sensualities.3 hereby, the re uest to resent the city ill be fascinating
for the movie directors such as Frit ang (anti-uto ian Metropolis, 1927),
alter Ruttmann (contem orary Berlin in the film Berlin: Die Sinfonie der
Großstadt, 1927) or Ren Clair (Under the Roofs of Paris, 1930). Ben amin s
discussion of the city thus survives as the roto-model for confronting the
dialectic otential of the ublic s here of the city and its affective effects on
the individuals and the collective.
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